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SPONTANEOUS GENERATION
Prologue: Ivy's Song
Weakness. If there was one thing that made her physically ill, it was weakness.
Nature was not weak. Nature was the ultimate power. What could man make that
Nature could not destroy? Their fleshy bodies, their cities, their pitiful notions of
achievement? What was a church compared to a forest? A painting compared to a
mountain, a symphony next to a flower…
Well, actually, she liked music. Even her plants liked music. Mozart in particular.
And there was nothing in Nature to compare it to. The mathematical underpinnings of
music were absolutely man-made, and it had to be said, it was… beautiful. A
THOUGHT THAT MADE HER WANT TO SCREAM! Beautiful belonged to Nature.
It belonged to Flowers. It was hers, and this filthy animal, masculine, homo sapien,
civilized, plant-eating THING had made something that was wholly theirs, wholly
unique, and wholly beautiful. JUST HAVING THE THOUGHT MADE HER WANT
TO RIP HER HAIR OUT BY THE ROOT!
It was so weak. Pamela’s little thoughts and feelings. As the living embodiment of the
Goddess Lifeforce, Poison Ivy rebelled at the idea of hating any part of herself, but that,
that… Pamela had become such a burden. People made something beautiful. It was
disgusting. But now she had that thought in her head, and it was all because of that
part of herself that, for lack of a better term, she called Pam.
She was so gullible. So weak and gullible. She whined and moaned about Harley
Quinn’s devotion to Joker, but was she any better? She kept going back too, kept going
back to that notion of connecting with someone, finding acceptance and friendship—
Goddess help us, she might even have hoped for Love—with animal, homo sapien,
civilized, plant-eating people.
Ivy’s fingers had intertwined and she twisted the gnarled pink and green with
nervous anger. How could she ever have thought herself a seductress when she was
the one getting sucked in time after time by those stinking apes? She was beautiful as
the flower is beautiful. It’s natural that men admire the rose and the orchid for its
beauty, but the flower does not lower itself to notice their admiration. Its beauty
simply IS, as the flower is, serenely existing in a state of natural perfection. It’s natural
that humans be drawn in, as Nature decrees. They are drawn to beauty like insects are
to scent, but no flower demeans itself noticing let alone caring. Pamela was unworthy
to be a flower—a truth she might have sensed, for her chosen legend was not a flower
but a vine that punished those who got too close. It wasn’t seductive, it didn’t waste
time looking pretty, it just grew and spread and made the bastards miserable. It was a
title that suited her aggressive temperament, it suited her anger and it even suited her
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red hair, given the tint of new leaflets in the spring. The only thing it didn’t suit was
the needy mass of feeling called Pam.
The spastic finger-wringing stopped and Ivy took a long deep breath. She looked
coldly at the body lying where it had fallen, the vines slithering off a neck still red
where they had dug in. She walked over with regal indifference and slid her shoe
under the belly to roll Edward Nigma onto his back. His chest still rose and fell, an
observation that produced an uncomfortable throb of relief that she regarded like a
toothache.
It was starting again. These feelings. Like the refrain of a once-familiar song playing
softly in another room. She tried to ignore it, to deny it, to block it out. She knew the
way it went, the way it would always go, the way it was. The sensations it produced,
they weren’t good, they weren’t serene and beautiful like the blossom of green and
wondrous Goddess Spirit she wanted her life to be. They were weakness – humanity
and weakness – masculine, animal and ugly, dread and failure.
It always won in the end. It got louder—trying to block out a song you knew when it
just kept getting louder. Even when she succeeded, for a time, it would infect someone
who brought it closer where she couldn’t HELP but hear it. Harvey, Harley, humming
its horrid little tune. Its infectious little tune. It was almost impossible to NOT FINISH
A MELODY YOU KNEW ONCE IT GOT INSIDE YOUR HEAD THAT WAY!
Ivy looked down into the face of a man who had once made love to her—granted it
was in the grip of her pheromones, but Pamela always told herself that, like hypnosis,
there was a limit to what they could make a person do. When it came to sex with
Nigma, she was quite sure it gave him an excuse to do something he really wanted. A
theory that was proved in her view by the fact that they were back on speaking terms a
few weeks later and also that, quite recently, he’d kissed her.
The fact that she had kissed him she chose not to consider. Ditto that she was the
willing participant in that “Green One Night Stand.” If we were going to start
dismissing pheromones as nothing more than an inhibition-reducing stimulant akin to
a few sour apple martinis and a hit of ecstasy, then she’d really have to consider why
she was plying Edward Nigma with sour apples and X in the first place.
Again she inhaled as a wave of revulsion rose like bile to the very top of her throat,
then subsided. Green fingers ran through the intense henna-red locks that now graced
only the left side of her head, and the bliss of cool air soothed across a two-tone brow
trickling with sweat. This was the kind of shit she was trying to be rid of, a tumor that
got through her bark and was eating its way ring by ring to her core from whence it
would spread up to all of her glorious branches, poisoning each splendid leaf, and
sinking all the way down to her roots to taint all her future days at the source. It had to
end. Pink fingers rose to massage her right temple and lifted the brown hair on that
side to let the air cool her neck. It felt good—but somehow the contrast of hot and cold
made her feel nauseous and faint. Blood pressure spiked. She considered killing
Edward Nigma... and passed out.
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Justice. It was the watchword of Bruce’s life and it didn’t always mean pounding his
fist into a criminal’s jaw. Today it meant nothing more than going down to the kitchen
and letting Alfred say I told you so. He didn’t like admitting he was wrong, but after
all the years Alfred put up with his youthful arrogance and willful denials, he deserved
that satisfaction—and maybe Bruce deserved the punishment. Maybe that’s what
prompted him to take the route down to the kitchen he’d always taken as a boy.
“Hey, Alfred,” he said, an unconscious shift in his voice evoking his younger self.
“What are you cooking?”
Lack of foresight wasn’t a crime. A lapse of judgment wasn’t blackmail and the
stubborn refusal to admit a wrong turn and change course wasn’t murder. But it was a
mistake and Justice said a man should own up to those.
Alfred noted the tone and the question, but he made no mention of Bruce’s frequent
visits to the butler’s pantry as a boy. Instead he pointed to the various preparations as
he named them.
“Scampi Mornay, Salmon Quiche, Pheasant Normande.”
The sequence was familiar but Bruce couldn’t place where he knew it from. The
detective’s instinct to connect the dots pushed everything else from his mind, and he
scanned the counter automatically for a clue to fill in the blanks. He spotted an index
card and began reading upside down—Artichoke and Hazelnut Soup, Lobster Consommé
with Truffle and Crepe—without even realizing he was doing it. Petit escargot in pastry,
lobster and wild mushroom crumble, smoking gun with ginger plum sauce.
Alfred was talking but Bruce was no longer paying attention. His eyes had stuck on
the words smoked duck on the paper in front of him as he realized with a sickly lurch he
was staring at his mother’s handwriting.
“Alfred, what is this?” he asked sharply.
“I just told you, sir. With the upcoming changes in the household, one thought it
best to revisit some of the older recipes one was apt to draw on in proposing menus for
various occasions, and make such modest adjustments as might be wished to update
them for a modern palate—while retaining the essence of the originals, of course.”
Bruce’s eyes narrowed to slits. The effect could be terrifying behind the mask, but
without it, it seemed like his eyes were reacting to the garlic sting in the air.
“Alfred, I know Selina’s told you we’re not doing any special entertaining for the
engagement. And after, she’s already running the house. There aren’t going to be any
changes on that score.”
“Perhaps, sir, but it is a first principle of domestic service that a young wife is in no
way bound by statements she made as bride-to-be. One prefers to be prepared.”
“Nothing is going to change,” Bruce declared with I’m-Batman finality.
“Very good, sir. That being the case, one noted in the morning paper that the
beauteous and conspicuously photogenic Lund sisters are coming to Gotham. Shall
one make the usual arrangements for a night of club hopping and photo ops?”
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Bruce scowled as he usually did in the face of Alfred’s sarcasm. Lili and Lise Lund,
‘the Jet Set Twins from Norway’ as the tabloids liked to refer to them, were what he’d
come to talk about, but having the subject he meant to introduce as an olive branch
flung at him with such barely concealed mockery… He reminded himself that he was
here to own up to the ancient mistakes and let Alfred claim his ‘I told you so.’ He
wasn’t any less wrong because spotting an old list put him in a bad mood.
“They’ve already been in touch,” he said resignedly. “Been sending me selfies all
morning, want me to take them to all the hot spots of the moment before they become
the hot spots of ten minutes ago.”
“What regrettable timing, sir, when your engagement was just announced.”
“Very funny, Alfred. Of course that’s why they’re coming. It’s the talk of Hôtel du
Cap, apparently. They heard the news and dropped everything—barely took the time
to shop and finish their tans, couldn’t wait for the scandal they were starring in to run
its course. They made sure everyone from Monaco to St. Tropez knew they were
headed to Gotham for a last hurrah with kjære elskling Bruce. Selina’s having fun
pretending to be angry, not because of the selfies but because I don’t have a plan.”
“It is curious, sir, that one so noted for contingency planning did not foresee the
possibility when you were crafting the playboy image.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Particularly when you pointed it out a few dozen times,” he said with a playingalong show of contrition. “You were right, Alfred. The ‘life of the public Bruce Wayne
as I crafted him’ produced ‘echoes’ which a then-inconceivable future Mrs. Wayne
must now be burdened with. I’m lucky she finds it funny.”
“Not really, Master Bruce. Any woman you could possibly deem suitable to share
your life would have to have a certain perspective on Batman, the choices you’ve made
in concealing his identity and so forth.”
“You’re doubling down on your warning?” Bruce asked with an unbelieving
chuckle. “Selina thinks it’s hilarious that Batman, the protocol-writing mastermind,
never saw it coming with the Jetset Twins, but you’re going to stand there with that
disapproving scowl like there’s still some dire music to face?”
“If you are heading down to the cave, sir, please inform Miss Selina that there will be
another tasting for her in about half an hour.”
“She’s… in the cave? On her own, at this time of day?” Bruce asked, but Alfred was
too absorbed rolling out pastry to respond.

Schedule: Commissioner James Gordon
9:15 Meeting w/ Deputy
9:30 Review Operation: Neighborhood Impact
10:00 Meeting w/ Dunhill on the way rookies assigned upon
graduation from the academy
10:30 Meeting with DCPI on Social Media Backlash
11:00 Press conference
12:15 Lunch w/ Ramirez
2:15 Briefing from Rowanski, Major Case
2:30 Dick Tech.
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“Carol,” Gordon called at a volume to make it through the wall without resorting to
the intercom, and only then depressed the button to say in a more moderate tone “Can
we please find some way to refer to the pilot program my son-in-law is working on
that doesn’t sound like we’re outfitting Major Crimes and the 29 th Precinct with space
age penile implants?”
“Yes, Commissioner,” his secretary replied with a giggle.
“Thank you, we don’t want Watts stirring up another round of sensitivity seminars.”
“Commissioner, I give you my word, before it comes to that, I’ll say I harassed you.”
“I don’t think that would stop him, but I appreciate the thought.”
Glancing down at his screen, Gordon saw his 2:30 appointment had been changed to
a line of closed parenthesis creating an outrageously inappropriate image before
blinking out entirely to be replaced by the bland but professional designation Consult:
D.Grayson, Introducing and Integrating Advanced Applications to Investigation SOP for NonCSI Personnel Without Specialized Technological Skills.

Alfred’s elevator was closer than the study, so Bruce took it down to the Batcave and
so passed the experimental “data well” before reaching any of the workstations. The
hexagonal chamber surrounded by semi-transparent wall-screens was lit up with GPD
Major Case, Scotland Yard and Interpol files on long ago art thefts. Selina wasn’t in the
well, but… The instincts from a thousand nights walking through recent crime scenes
prompted him to tap the side of a feeder bank between the data walls. The panel had
been opened quite recently, and bending to look underneath the core partition, he
could see one of those pristine claw-tip wire splices that was the signature of a cat
crime. He closed the panel and proceeded into the main cavern. There, he saw
Workstation One logged in with the same five screens on the monitors: Interpol,
Scotland Yard, GPD…
Selina’s workstation was lit up too, with entirely different data. There was
background on a Tintoretto oil painting in a corporate collection but disputed as the
property of a holocaust survivor... Sales literature and the horizontal cross section of a
Phoenix vault... The layout of an office building with the camera locations marked
off… A spreadsheet with security guard rotations and keycard access points…
He was clearly looking at the leg work for a… cat crime. A cat crime being planned
in the Batcave. He looked back at his own workstation. The Interpol image was a large,
silver-gilt picture frame from Palazzo Corsini, signed “Meow” with a deep cat scratch
in the empty space where Surrender at Rivoli had been. Though the painting had been
taken years ago in another country, the mockery seemed acutely personal.
“Catwoman!” he called out with the ferocity of early rooftops that was ill-suited to
the proximity of the JL Comm Platform where she stood.
“Right here, handsome. No need to bellow,” came the low but playful stage
whisper. He blinked. She was standing on the raised rectangular base as if for a video
call with the League. Except her back was to the camera and monitor. Instead, there
was a triptych of semi-transparent wall-screens like those in the data well. The same
files displayed as at Workstation Two.
“What are you planning?” he asked with a suspicious but less aggressive head tilt.
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“I don’t like the hexagon. It’s too cramped in there, especially if we’re both looking.
I thought I’d try this. See how nice and spread out they are, but you can still take it all
in at a glance.”
He joined her on the platform and looked it over. “The well was only an
experiment. This has some merit. We’ll give it a try. But you didn’t have to reverse
engineer from the data well. You could have told me what you were thinking; I would
have set it up.”
“What do I look like, Pammy?” she said crossly.
“Um, no,” Bruce said quickly, remembering that Poison Ivy said she needed ‘Nigma’
to set up her email.
“I’m allowed to play with the tech toys, right?” she said, letting her hands dance
teasingly around his waist the way she used to toy with Batman’s utility belt.
“No,” he graveled firmly. “Absolutely forbidden—You’ll enjoy it more that way.
And so will I.”
With that, he kissed her forehead, delivered Alfred’s message, and admitted to a few
wild suspicions that crossed his mind when he saw the files she was using to set up her
project.
“Well that explains the bellow,” she laughed. “You didn’t really think I was going to
go all bad girl and snag the Tintoretto, did you?”
“Not too bad, but I thought maybe there was going to be punishment for Lise and…
ahem, yes, Alfred?” he said, turning to the source of the suddenly silent bats.
“Begging your pardon, sir, miss. There is a young woman to see you.”
“You’re on, studly,” Selina said playfully, smacking Bruce’s bottom.
“No, miss, I should have been more precise,” Alfred said dryly. “The visitor is not
one of the Lund sisters, and she is here to see you. A Doris Ingerson. I’ve shown her
into the morning room.”

The association of former henchmen called The Z had become independently
wealthy, at least temporarily. Their business model was simple enough: they would
perform a series of unimaginative but cash-rich jobs for start-up funds and put the
money into constructing a theme lair or front operation for any Rogue due for release
from Arkham who wanted to pay for the service. For an additional fee, they would
perform those lackluster fundraising jobs flying their client’s colors—though nobody
took that option anymore. There were enough additional fees incurred when you
hired the Z, and the extras they dreamed up on their own were funnier. It was the
sheer audacity of it that impressed: getting 3D body scans at a clandestine but spaceage SoHo tailor to get custom-made jeans digitally fitted to the millimeter—on TwoFace’s tab. Each brazenly expensed extra outdid the last, which is the only reason they
lived to do it twice.
It wasn’t the most lucrative business model in the world until the war between the
mobs and the Rogues. Falcone properties were taken on nearly a daily basis, and
Nigma ordered each to be refitted with the theme of a predetermined Rogue. After the
war, the properties fell into the hands of an outfit called NMK where Selina Kyle was
calling the shots. She favored using the Z over contractors with suspected ties to the
deposed Falcone family, which was all of them. After months of constant, high-paying
6
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work, the Z were flush as never before. Prudent men and women might have invested
the money and never worked again—but then prudent men and women seldom go
into criminal henching. None of the Z wanted to retire, but they did become very
particular choosing the jobs they would take. Nigma and Kyle as the twin sources of
all this good fortune could snap their fingers whenever they wanted. Joker could too,
because… Joker. Anyone else had to be interesting. An A-Lister like the Mad Hatter
might find himself waiting behind Maxie Zeus because the latter’s requirements
included a ‘lightning machine’ that was awesome to construct and the perfect excuse to
host a Christopher Lee movie night before turning over the keys. He might even find
his order bumped in favor of Hugo Strange, Ventriloquist and Catman who each had
the foresight to include a case of Omaha Steaks, Jameson’s Irish Whiskey and a box of
Cuban cigars, respectively, with their work orders.
Zound set down the receiver on an old-fashioned rotary telephone whose masking
tape label read “Zowie’s Florals.” It sat in a row of similar antiques indicating Zack’s
Diner, Zoik’s Oriental Rugs, Café Zoophilly, and Zook’s Watch Repair.
Today’s call for a floral delivery was from Selina Kyle, so naturally Zed volunteered
for the meeting. “301 West Prince Street,” he said, giving the address the caller
specified. Then he teased, “You’re not going to actually bring her a bouquet of flowers,
are you?”
“I may,” Zed said, unashamed of his conversion into the most enthusiastic and
devoted of Catwoman fans.
They’d begun on the worst possible footing: the very first time Catwoman tried to
hire the Z, Robin and Batgirl crashed the meeting and Catwoman was convinced it was
Zed who led them to her. Their second encounter wasn’t much better, but at the third,
she saved his life. That would have evened the scales but it would not have accounted
for Zed’s zealous admiration on its own—not without the WT Black. In contrast to the
aged rotary phones the Z used for their landline fronts, they each had an object in their
back pocket provided by Ms. Kyle for their personal use. As nearly as they could tell, it
was a 5G Wayne Tech Prototype. It looked like a cell phone, made calls like a cell
phone, surfed the net, played music and uploaded pictures of chicken pad thai to
Instagram like a cell phone. But according to their patroness, the WT Black was not ‘a
cell phone;’ it was a highly encrypted telephonic android-metavert device that possessed
“the closest thing you’ll get to NSA-proof, CIA-proof, and most importantly JLA-proof
data-encryption until LexCorp gets its hands on the Thanagar patents.”
What that meant was their calls and browsing were anonymous, which was nice, but
more importantly, their locations couldn’t be traced. That’s how Falcone’s men tracked
Zed, Catwoman said, and to make sure it didn’t happen again, she equipped them all
with these untraceable phones. They all received one, but Zed’s was the first, and as
one who made First Contact with the source of this secret spyware prototech, he
guarded his position as official Z ambassador and go-between. He took the subway to
Prince Street and hummed his childhood spy-thriller theme song as he walked the few
blocks to the former cat lair at 301.
Catwoman greeted him at the door, ushered him inside, offered him an iced tea, and
then set about asking the kind of questions she’d asked before—questions about the
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lair of another client which she must know jeopardized the entire existence of the Z
(not to mention his own).
“No. Catwoman, I appreciate the super-phone, and the life save, I’m sorry about the
whole Robin-Batgirl thing and I really, really don’t want you to threaten me with that
whip thing again, but I can’t. I just can’t. If we started giving out information like that
any time somebody threatened to rough us up, I mean I know I kinda did that twice,
but nobody ever found out about that ‘cept you. If word got back to the Bat, I’d be,
like, getting slammed against an alley wall two and three times a week.”
“I figured that’s what you’d say,” Catwoman said with a nod of resigned calm, and
then called in a much louder voice “You can come in now.”
“Okay, here it comes. Bring on the goons,” Zed said, hands gripping the edge of his
chair, bracing for torture as he turned to where Catwoman was now looking as she
said:
“No goons. Game Theory.”
Zed blinked. He knew there was a Rogue fashion-model called Mannequin, he’d
seen the pictures. She was nothing compared to the woman before him: very tall, very
sleek, masked, platinum blonde. She had one of those bodies that was like a walking
coat hanger, and the silky jumpsuit she wore looked like it belonged on a runway. A
strip of clear mesh down the center separated blocks of green and yellow. The rest was
solid black on top, green on the bottom. Very dramatic and—if it wasn’t clearly the
costume of a Rogue who outranked him—it would be very, very sexy.
“Ma’am,” he said, jumping to his feet with the instincts of a henchman who knew
staring below her chin could get you killed.
“At ease, Zed. Game Theory, take off your mask,” Catwoman suggested.
She did, and… “Oh,” Zed said aloud.
“You recognize her, I take it?”
“Picture on the coffee table, next to the chess set,” he said. “I mean… Riddler had
your picture in every lair we made for him, ma’am.” He grinned awkwardly and then
added “You’re hair was different. And you had kind of a tan.”
“I think it’s fair to say The Riddler would not mind you giving this lady the
information she’s asking for,” Catwoman said, acting as arbitrator. “You see, they had
a date a few nights ago and he didn’t show up. She hasn’t heard from him since, and
he’s not answering his cell. We don’t even have a phone number for his new lair.”
“That is very awkward,” Zed said cautiously. “Maybe Batman got him!”
Both women glared at him with undisguised contempt.
“Well it’s possible,” Zed backpedaled. “They could be keeping it out of the papers
or something.”
Both women glared.
“Look, I gotta think if Mr. Riddler didn’t give you an address or phone number, it
must be because he doesn’t want you to know—don’t hurt me, there’s still a way. I
could maybe go over myself and check on things. Just to make sure everything’s okay.
Okay?”
He looked pleadingly at Catwoman, who deferred to Doris. He looked pleadingly at
Doris, who broke into a wide my-hero smile that left Zed dazzled. He would do this.
He would solve the case of the missing Riddler. For her.
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Notdead. Dead Ton. Dated… on. Donated… The only way Edward Nigma knew to
process the situation was to get his mind working. He was not dead—Ado Dent—and
he knew he was not dead because his throat—Hot Rat—hurt—thru… Not a proper
word. Still, not bad for a man nearly garroted by a monster vine from hell.
Swallowing saliva—Avails, Is Lava, La Visa—was like swallowing pebbles covered in
ground glass—which neither he nor anybody else ever swallowed, so that was dumb.
His brain wasn’t quite working yet. But paid was goon… Noooo… pain was good…
considering the dead numbness in his arms… and his legs… and his torso… pretty
much everything below the neck… and the fact that he couldn’t open his eyes… and
then the really scary part after he did some deep breathing and found he could open
his eyes and things didn’t get substantially brighter because of the stuff covering them
like a second set of eyelids. They didn’t let in enough light to make out much, but his
eyes adjusted and he started to work out the texture, Eddie was fairly sure he was
looking at the underside of leaves.

Zed didn’t really think Batman nabbed the Riddler. If it was at all likely, Catwoman
would have thought of it before he did. But he knew weird stuff could happen, so he
wanted to check the outside of the lair thoroughly before trying to get inside. The sign
outside read Double Negative Percussion (con-un-drums, Zowie’s idea) and it had
openings along the bottom that would drop Tetris-style formations of blocks on an
unwelcome intruder’s head (Zoik’s idea). The blocks could be loaded with either gas
or explosives (standard) but came filled with peanut shells for testing and demos. A
case of those was now included with every lair, since Zooks noticed that no matter how
similar the perimeter defenses were to those of previous lairs, the client always wanted
more demonstrations and trial runs than they planned on. It was dangerous guessing
‘why’ where Rogues were concerned, but it wasn’t much of a stretch to think they just
wanted to play with the new thing. So an extra case of peanut shell blanks was made
up for each element of the defense system, clearly marked TESTING DUDS and left at
the back door as if the Z had forgotten to take them away. In Riddler’s case, Zed had
left the crate himself… And there it sat outside the back door, on the exact spot where
he’d left it.
That settled the Batman question. The Riddler hadn’t even tested his perimeter
defenses. There was no way he would have begun a crime spree without having the
lair prepped for a Bat-attack. He hadn’t even opened the box… which Zed could
understand with a babe like that Game Theory waiting on the outside. All Zed wanted
when he got out of the joint was pizza and tail, if he had a woman like that, it’d
certainly take him a while to get around to thinking about freaking riddles for Batman.
So Zed took a deep breath and put his rudimentary house-breaking skills to work
with his inside knowledge of the locks. Three electronic switches, a plug spinner, a 12slider, Assa 6000 and a deadbolt. Took him 90 minutes, during which he vacillated
between bragging how fast he was beating it and complimenting Zound on an
unbeatable set up. He also went back and forth on scuttling his principles, calling
Catwoman with the address and letting her check it out herself. It’d mean losing face,
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which wasn’t a big deal with Catwoman, not after the lamppost incident, but with that
Game Theory… that very tall and slender and very, very blonde Game Theory…
Eventually he made it through the maze of locks and counterlocks to enter the lair.
It was certainly lived in, but it felt like no one had been there for days. The white
board—that Zoiks cut specially to fit the recessed space under the carved wooden
question mark he made himself—bore the heading THE PUZZLE THAT CANNOT BE
SOLVED in big block letters. Next to it was a cheesy heart shape made from mirror
image question marks. Underneath was a list of Rogues, some at large and some at
Arkham… and hashtags. That was a clue, and Zed tried the desk next. While the
computer powered up, he noted lists scattered around the keyboard and mousepad.
Each had a name of a Rogue from the whiteboard, some with cryptic notations
underneath. A few repeated the hashtags, and one… Zed winced when he realized
the cryptic notes referred to Bruce Wayne’s engagement to Selina Kyle. He realized he
should have mentioned it when he saw her—then the thought was forgotten as he
realized something else. He turned back to the white board and saw that all but four
names on the list had a little mark like a checkmark beside them. All but Clayface,
Roxy Rocket, Poison Ivy and Killer Croc—and one of the slips on the desk had the
address of Roxy’s hideout and Poison Ivy’s Greenhouse along with two other locations,
one of which was a manhole on Canal Street.
Zed never considered himself a detective, but it wasn’t a stretch to think Riddler was
off to see the four Rogues on that list.

Clearly, there was nothing to do but wait, and clearly waiting was not Doris’s strong
suit. Waiting was essential for a cat burglar, however. Selina never intended to go on
coaching Doris after her objective was accomplished with the Zeitgeist break-in, but
since Doris needed to get her mind off her troubles, she decided to resume her lessons.
It began with simple trivia. Doris was Eddie’s perfect match in many respects, one of
which was encyclopedic knowledge in a few chosen areas and a scatter shock of detail
in dozens of others.
“A normal man can monitor six surveillance cameras for twenty minutes, max,
before fatigue sets in,” she recited in answer to a quiz question.
“A normal man,” Selina nodded. “And a freak of nature like, presumably, Batman?”
“Opinions differ,” Doris said crisply. “And studies indicate the configuration of the
screens is a factor. Two rows of six seem preferable to four rows of three, for instance.
But the best estimate is that a freakishly gifted human could maybe monitor up to
eighteen screens for thirty to thirty-five minutes or six screens for up to fifty minutes.
But a mind like that would have such an aptitude for mathematics, music, anything
based on patterns, they could do way better than working as a security guard.”

Clayface didn’t use henchmen except on the rare occasions when he impersonated
someone who had “people.” Zed never heard about those gigs until long after the fact,
and before he hooked up with the Z, he’d never met anyone who did. Zooks and
Zound heard the stories later, same as him, and Zooks heard the darker version that
the reason you never met somebody who worked a Clayface gig was because he
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absorbed them when he was through. He’d study your face, your walk and even your
voice while you were working, and when the job was done—GLURP, you were gone.
Added to his repertoire of anonymous Gotham faces.
“Which means he could be here right now,” Zowie had said in a forboding voice and
grabbing Zooks and Zound by their collars. “He could be me,” she added with a
psychotic gleam in her eye.
Zed had nearly pissed himself, and Zooks looked like he had the day Joker asked all
those questions about the skee ball machines in his new hacienda. But Zound figured
it out right away and shrugged.
“You guys are too stupid to live,” Zowie pronounced with a teasing grin. “I worked
one of those Clayface jobs and I can tell you right now why none of you guys got the
tap. You have to bring your own clothes. Do any of you even own a suit?”
They all looked at each other, and when Zed rightly pointed out that the locks on 7 th
Avenue pick as easy as the ones anywhere else and they could each ‘own’ a dozen suits
by sunrise if they wanted, Zowie laughed at him.
“And it’s gonna fit like it. Face it, none of you can pass as part of Margo Kishley’s
entourage.”
She was probably right, but it didn’t change the fact that Zed didn’t know Clayface,
had never worked for him, and was taking a chance showing up at his door without
warning. He was a little uncomfortable – then when he saw the craptastic building
didn’t even have a door but was more of a condemned, abandoned shell, he was more
than uncomfortable. He went in, called out ‘Hello!’ a few times, and eyed the support
beams as if he could do more than guess at their condition. Then he heard laughter.
He followed it, forgetting to be afraid the I-beams weren’t up to the job, and spied
three neighborhood kids: black, ages 12-14 he guessed, and playing Rock-PaperScissors.
“Hello!” he called again, and two ran off. One just pointed at him and laughed.
“You here to see it?” he asked.
“What are you kids doing here?” Zed asked in return.
“We heard there was a body. We came to see. How’d you hear about it?”
“Uhh,” Zed answered.
“Ten dollars,” the kid said.
“Excuse me?”
“To see the body!” he exclaimed like it was obvious.
“Get outta here!” Zed yelled, swatting at the kid who laughed, dodged and bounced
while taking a few swipes at Zed’s back pocket and wallet. “You’re a fast little creep,”
Zed said at last, giving up. “I’ll give you five.”
The kid pocketed the money and pointed to a more intact part of the structure. More
walls made it darker, the condition of those walls made what light there was… creepy.
It shone through random cracks, drawing attention to pockets of nothing as if they
were supremely important. The dramatic irrationality reminded Zed of Joker, and he
unconsciously snapped into the hyper-alertness that was in place whenever he met
with the crazy clown.
Whether it was the Joker instinct or simply his eyes adjusting to the dimmer light,
Zed’s eyes widened as they gradually made out a patch of not-quite-as-dark within the
11
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darker-dark. He swallowed and crinkled his mouth and brow while trying to convince
himself that the patch did and did not have arms and legs.
He took a step closer, and yeah, it definitely had the shape of a human body lying
face down in a puddle of dark ooze. A weird little trick of the light, there was a thin
trail of ooze feeding into the main puddle from the side and… and… ohmygod another
trickle between his legs… There was a think trickle of ooze coming from behind him
flowing into the puddle under the BODY!
Rather than run away – in a direction from which OOZE was coming – Zed jumped
up and to the side to get away – at least a short distance away – from the trickle. He
sniffed. He swallowed, and he took a determined step towards the body.
“Hello!” he called out a last time. “Mr. Hagen, is that you? I’m Zed from the Z. I
would have called but you don’t have a phone. Really bitchin’ alarm system you have
here. Like, better than anything we ever installed for Scarecrow.”
The body melted into the puddle with a disgusting glorp, the puddle became less
tarry and took on a more obviously mud-like appearance, and finally it sprung up into
the well-known form of Clayface.
“You’re a brave man,” he said, snapping fingers that seemed to suddenly sprout for
the very purpose and handing over a slip of paper between them. Taking it, Zed was
retroactively scared to see as the surface mud-bubbles evaporated, it was his own fivedollar bill.
“Yeah, well, I beat fear toxin the hard way,” Zed said, feeling the kudos were
undeserved.
“I’ve never had the pleasure; what’s ‘the hard way?’” Clayface asked, walking away
and apparently expecting Zed to follow.
“Bat-antidote doesn’t work on me,” he explained. “Weird body chemistry, I guess.
Just had to wait it out.”
They reached a burned out elevator shaft, and Clayface extended a circular platform
from his foot. Zed guessed he was supposed to stand on it, but instead he stared and
pointed until Clayface told him specifically to “Get on.” He did, it rose two floors and
revealed a rather neat studio apartment furnished not unlike Zed’s own two-bedroom
railroad.
Unlike the exposed and pocked brick and concrete below, the walls were flawless
white plaster. Hardwood floors. Two windows with a big oil painting in between of
the ugly modern type Zed didn’t understand. Beneath those, a low two-rowed
bookcase ran the length of the narrow wall. Very little furniture: a full length mirror, a
funky silver metal floor lamp, a cow-pattern chair where Clayface told Zed to sit,
and…
“What is that?” Zed asked curiously, pointing to an object that might have been the
unholy union of a leather scoop chair and a clawfoot bathtub.
Clayface explained that it was something Kittlemeier made for him to help him
‘mush out’ at the end of the day the way normal people lay down to sleep. He hated
mushing out on a bed. Beds and carpets had fibers, and you could not imagine how
awful it was having fibers getting into your pores. They were beastly little things.
Kittlemeier came up with this special way of treating leather. It was wonderfully
comfortable.
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“During World War II the British crown jewels, the Magna Carta and other
irreplaceable treasures were brought to the U.S. and placed in Fort Knox for safe
keeping.”
Selina smiled, but Doris went on. “Also the Hungarian crown jewels in 1945, to
protect them from the Soviets.”
“Interesting, I didn’t know that,” Selina said.
“And in 1973 a con man called… I think Jenkowitz, claimed it wasn’t the real Magna
Carta returned after the war. He claimed it was switched for a fake and tried to sell the
original to an Irish collector who wasn’t nearly as gullible as he looked.”
“How could you possibly have a fake… never mind. Let’s get out of here. I’m sick
of trivia, it’s time for a field trip.”

Zed climbed up the same man hole he’d gone down to find Killer Croc, but he ran
half way down Canal Street before he dared let the gag reflex have its say. God it
smelled down there, and if he’d only been, like, anybody else who goes down to the sewers
because it’s their job, he could have expressed that like he imagined EVERYBODY DID
their first time climbing down a stinking sewer. But no, he couldn’t because he was
going to see Killer Croc, a guy who considered that sewer home and just might take
offense. So he waited. And now he breathed.
He breathed. And breathed. And breathed.
Then he coughed a little. Suppressed the urge to puke. Walked up to one of the
sidewalk stalls selling some weird exotic fruit, pointed to one that looked good, took a
bite and smelled it for a minute or so. It was good to have the smell of something else
in his nostrils, but it seemed like he was still getting whiffs of that awful place.
Wincing, he ran his fingers through his hair and sure enough, the faint whiffs got
stronger. He had the stink in his hair. Seeing that he was in Chinatown, he stopped in
an apothecary and asked about dry shampoo. Just something he could use right now
with his fingers to tide him over until he could go home and take a shower.
The clerk was very polite while Zed explained his ridiculous predicament, and while
they didn’t have the shampoo he needed, she thought tea would do the trick. Any tea,
she advised, pointing him to the shop across the street – the cheapest they had would
get the job done. He tried it and it worked pretty well. The whole episode only took
ten minutes and it was enough to organize his thoughts: Riddler had been to Clayface
around 11 o’clock and he never made it to Killer Croc’s. So whatever happened must
have been between those two. That would be more useful once he knew the order in
which Riddler planned to see everybody. After he talked to Ivy and Roxy, he’d have a
better idea.
He rejected Clayface’s idea that it was all a wild goose chase Riddler orchestrated to
make Batman jump through hoops. Sure Riddler left clues and puzzles, but if he was
hatching something for the Bat, he would’ve unpacked the defense system on his new
lair, and he certainly would have told his girlfriend. So Zed would continue his quest.
On to the Green House and then to Roxy’s.
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“Struann is the oldest auction house in the United States,” Selina narrated softly as
the two women strolled together. “It was founded in 1803, been in continuous
operation ever since, and have you noticed the way the guard is still checking out your
assets? He likes blondes and he likes tush, remember that.”
“Whereas the doorman likes brunettes and legs,” Doris noted. “1803, you say?
That’s eight years before Crispin’s?”
“Very good. Original’s in London; branches in Gotham, Paris, Geneva, Boston and
Los Angeles. Now right down that hall past the ladies room and the water fountain is
Receiving. Items come from estates, galleries, private collections, and ordinary people
wanting to sell something. After they’re receipted, they’re sent to their proper
department: sculptures to the sculpture department, prints to the print department, etc
for authentication and cataloging. The slave labor they call it; it’s on the fourth floor.
There’s a clear view from the fitting room of Liv Modero across the street. We’ll go
there next. Bring opera glasses or a small scope in your purse, take a few items to try
on, look right out their window into Struan’s.”
“Do you ever buy anything?”
“At Liv? Not usually, but I’ve been known to go on a spree,” Selina laughed,
enjoying the novelty of a criminally minded girlfriend with a proper sense of
priorities. “About a week before the auction, everything is sent back down here to the
exhibition rooms. Ooh, I like that one,” she said, pointing to an ivory netsuke. “The
night before the auction it’s all put backstage, and finally on the day of the sale… that’s
the door to the big auction room right there, and the smaller one is right down the
stairs… day of the sale, it’s put up for auction and hopefully sold.”
“Assuming it makes it that far,” Doris said lightly.
“Yes, assuming that,” Selina agreed.

Zed had never been a Chelsea guy and it was years since he’d been to the stretch of
28th Street between 6th and 7th Avenues known as FloMa. He knew the Flower Market
as a criminal: it was open Monday through Saturday starting at 5 a.m. and not all of the
stores took credit cards. That meant the florists, high-end decorators and in-the-know
amateurs who came for the opening rush all brought plenty of cash. Oodles of cash as
they hustled their way through a thick crowd, often burdened with unwieldy bundles.
It was a pickpocket’s paradise.
That crowd was long gone, and even the housewives who followed had thinned
considerably. Many of the vendors were closed for the day, but much of the sidewalk
was still lined on both sides with six-foot walls of green flora for sale, while the steps
outside the open shops were packed with potted plants.
“RAIOUW” a harsh feline voice sounded from below as Zed narrowly missed
stepping on an orange moggie.
“Uh, sorry,” he said, continuing on his way. He’d forgotten about the cats. Not all
the dealers had them, but an astonishing number did. Sometimes they seemed to be
actively guarding the expensive tropical plants, but mostly they just sat there judging
your purchases (like everyone else in Chelsea). The savvy regulars seemed to make
friends with the cats. They knew the names of the kitties at their favorite stalls and
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stopped to say goodbye before leaving with their purchases—a practice Zed always
thought was stupid, but now that he was practically working for Catwoman, he
wondered if he should make an effort. Sort of a good karma thing.
He went back to the orange moggie, squatted down and said hi. The owner of the
stall was close enough to see and told him the cat’s name was King. Zed took the
introduction as a cue to pet, but King nipped at his fingers… then sniffed, then licked
them. The owner asked if he’d been handling catnip or parsley, both of which King
had a passion for. Zed remembered the tea and guessed it was probably that.
He went on his way, stopping to meet three other cats—a grey and white longhair
called Artichoke, a black pugnose called Wolfgang and a fat tabby called Goethe—
before he reached Ivy’s greenhouse. The door was locked, so he rang the buzzer. After
a minute, the door buzzed back and clicked. Zed went inside, thinking the good luck
gesture with the cats was already paying off. He’d seen the intercom out front and,
knowing Poison Ivy, he was expecting more of an interrogation before he got in. He
was ready to give a… a full account of who he was and… and what his uh… business
was… something… boy, it was hot in here. Like steam room hot. And wet. He ran his
fingers through his hair which was already damp with sweat. The action – or just the
heat – revitalized the tea smell. It wasn’t nearly as appealing mixed with the smell of
his own sweat… unless that was the smell from the sewer still… or something else. It
was different if it was the sewer It was…. It was kind of… boy it was hot in here.
“Come,” a honeyed voice said. “Don’t be afraid. Come closer.”
Zed blinked. His eyes were watering terribly, either from the haze of smelly steam
or the coating of sweat thickening on every party of his body—including his eyelids.
He tried to blink away the sting, squinted and blinked some more trying to decode the
blurry source of the honey voice.
“Come. There’s nothing to fear. Only the green awaits you. Come into the loving
embrace of the green.”
He tried to swallow, but his mouth was dry. His heart raced. And his legs were
moving with a will of their own. He forgot about the smell. Something… nicer had
entered the picture, not exactly sweet and not even very pleasant, but whatever it was,
it numbed him to that awful stench. He still couldn’t see what he was walking
towards, his stinging eyes still only registered a blur. A green blur. A green and pink
blur. Green topped with orange and pink topped with brown.
“That’s it, no man can resist me.”
Riiiight, Poison Ivy. He was here to see Poison Ivy... So that’s the green topped with
orange… Zed sighed happily at the revelation… though he hadn’t remembered her
skin being that dark and green, or her hair that vividly orange. His heart raced faster,
faster than it had in the grip of that fear toxin. His head tilted back in a half-swoon,
though his eyes fought to stay riveted on Poison Ivy. They rolled down to behold her
from a new angle unflooded with tears and shock tore through his delirium. The
green-pink-orange-brown blur suddenly clarified into the body of a woman split down
the center like a female Two-Face. Her green side was vividly green, the hair garishly
red. Her other half had natural pink skin and perfectly ordinary brown hair. And her
expression was one of such rage and hate, the spell of her pheromones shattered into a
bone-splitting scream of self preservation.
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“AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!” Zed screeched into Ivy’s face, and though she
reacted with little more than a psychotic twitch that stretched from the left side of her
upper lip to the lower half of her nose, various plants and vines in the room shrank
back from the unholy din.
“AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!” Zed continued, acting on instinct and oblivious
to its effect on the plants.
“Stop that, you’re hurting them!” Ivy yelled.
“AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!” Zed replied.
“STOP IT!” Ivy screeched.
“AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!”
“FINE!!” she bellowed, her chest heaving to convey the full force of her hatred but
finding her voice wholly inadequate. She reached out a green hand—what should
have been a perfectly normal hand apart from the color—to see the veins were so
engorged with the strain to express her rage, it looked like a gnarled talon. “So be it,”
she croaked, jerking her hand upward and twisting into a clenched fist.
Zed’s body began to writhe and flail as... as… wrist to neck started to prickle and
sting, neck to waist was quivering and itching and… oohhhhhh….ohhhhhh….. waist to
toe was….
Oh god. His scalp was getting that same barbed tingling, like something was alive
up there and…
Burrowing into him…
And…
And….
He smelled TEA.
“AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!”
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CHAPTER 2: KEEP CALM AND CALL
BATMAN
Blink. It wasn’t much of a thought but it’s what the previous one—Needle—morphed
into. There was a sharp cold needle pushing down Zed’s throat. Then it was gone.
Then it was pushing up his nose. Then it wasn’t. Air. He realized the needle was air.
Shafts of shallow breath piercing his body with cold. Needle. Different. Eyes. Dry.
Blink... Awareness pushed through the shock and his staring eyes closed.
“Don’t die on me.”
A sound cut through the blissful relief of tears washing over his burning eyes.
Another needle-breath subsided in a cough, and there were more sounds from the
voice of Edward Nigma. On some level, Zed knew the sounds were words and they
meant something, but nothing in his brain was capable of figuring out what.
“…nd try to stay calm.”
Zed opened his eyes again dully. Blink, then open. Blink. Then Open.
“Like the t-shirts say,” he croaked as his lips twisted into the lopsided grin of a bucktoothed bumpkin puppet. “Keep calm… and call… Batman.”

Bruce had gone to the Med Lab and popped three of the aspirin Alfred kept in an
old-fashioned drugstore candy jar as if they were peppermints. They were rarely taken
for something as mundane as a headache. It might not even be a real headache, Bruce
thought as he returned to his workstation. The way it throbbed above his right eye the
moment he looked at the At Large list, it was most likely a psychological reaction to the
echoes in the day’s task.
Had it really been so long since he’d appeared at social events with women who
didn’t know his secret? It was surreal, pulling up the menu for the overlay
remembering this was once his routine. The panel on the side of the workstation
already displayed a light map of the city with amber dots identifying locations
associated with a rogue on the At-Large list: potential targets, suspected lairs, fronts,
safe houses and persons of interest... He’d touch his finger to those that seemed the
most promising and the amber light would become a Bat-emblem. The system would
then recommend a patrol route, which he would accept and send to the Batmobile, or
tag and send to the hologram map in the Batmobile hangar for tweaking before he left.
That much hadn’t changed.
But there used to be a step before selecting the locations to patrol. The overlay he
pulled up now, superimposing a new series of dots indicating events and hot spots
over the highlighted map. Had it really been so long? When he and Selina started
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dating, he’d been struck by the novelty having someone in the room with him that he
didn’t have to lie to. If he had to leave a party, he did; she’d know why and she’d
cover. But he’d forgotten this part, before he ever walked into the event. Had it really
been so long since he looked at the map to find green dots in the vicinity of amber ones
so he could select places suitable for Bruce Wayne’s dates that would place him in the
areas where Batman was needed? It was bizarre, the realization that this used to be his
life, but the astonishment was quickly blotted as he saw amber and green sharing the
same micro-square on the grid, the one dot nearly superimposed on the other.

Keep calm and call Batman.
It wasn’t the worst idea Eddie had ever heard, but he didn’t admit it. Instead he
resumed his craft project until Zed became more interactive. After about twenty
minutes, he started to cough more aggressively. Seeing it as a good sign, Eddie leaned
over, helped him sit up and offered water by way of a garden hose.
“You gave me a scare,” Eddie said while Zed drank. “Thought you might kick on
me. You were in shock, and the ever popular ‘keep the patient warm’ didn’t seem like
a good idea, considering it’s already a steam room out there.” He waited until Zed was
finished drinking, and then spoke with the composure and assumption of composure
that can only be felt by two men who have faced Batman in Hell Month. “So, Zed,
unless you’re a far stupider man than I’ve given you credit for, you have questions.”
Zed nodded, looked around what he assumed was the basement of the greenhouse,
the row of guard-plants lining the wall like toy soldiers, the line of shrubbery along the
other wall that seemed hostile, and a ball of pine needles waddling across a work table
like a dark green porcupine. Yeah, he had questions. He decided to start with the
most pressing:
“Why am I naked, and where are my clothes?”
“I guess that’s where I’d start too,” Eddie chuckled. “Your clothes are in that corner
under the upside down planter. You do not want to put them back on when you’re
strong enough to stand. You can wear this instead.”
Eddie handed over what appeared to be a toga made from a 50-pound bag of
fertilizer—similar to one he wore himself, though Zed had been too concussed,
confused, and numb with pain to process it.
“Plastic,” Eddie explained. “And you can belt it. Belts and shoes should be safe, but
no socks. No cotton, you understand? Pammy, whom I shall henceforth refer to as
Darth Ivy, has learned a new trick. You don’t want anything that grows from a seed in
contact with your body. Trust me.”
Zed was no longer listening. As he reached for the toga, the skin of his arm sloshed
with a mushy soreness. What had been an overall non-specific pain quickly localized.
It began at the top of his chest, where the neck of his t-shirt began and extended to the
edge of the sleeve, down his chest and all over his legs and feet. The skin was
inflamed, with occasional dots of blood like mosquito bites that had not yet formed
scabs.
“The hell happened to me?” he asked, trying to process it.
Eddie concealed a smile that Zed would not appreciate. It was figuring out the
answer to that question that kept him going for the past several hours, and Eddie was
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grateful for it. Having a puzzle to tackle—What Happened to Zed?—had kept him
focused and sane.
“As nearly as I can tell, Trogofibrosis,” he said calmly. “Chewed by fibers. You were
attacked by your clothes. Darth Ivy has apparently found a way to reanimate plant
tissue so she can control cotton, flax and hemp just like living plants.”
Zed processed the thought in a whisper of horrified awe that began with the letter F
but never made it to the vowel. His eyes started to roll as the memories of the attack
flooded in. The next thing he knew, Eddie was flicking his face with water.
“I’m ok, I’m ok,” he said crossly. “I remember now. She was split down the middle
like Two-Face. I was kinda mellowed out in that green happy place, and all of a
sudden there she was split down the middle. An’ I just flipped out and then—all over my
body—an’ my head too.”
Eddie nodded vigorously.
“That threw me a curve. You weren’t wearing a hat, but you must have got bits of
petals or something in your hair at some point, because your scalp got the same
treatment as the rest of you. Those weird little bites and things.”
“Oh ick, no, the tea,” Zed cried, running his fingers manically through his hair.
“Why would you have tea in your hair?” Eddie asked, annoyed that he’d had a
second riddle to solve without knowing it.
“It’s a long story,” Zed sighed. “So how screwed are we?” He was looking around
the greenhouse as he said it, noting the number of flytraps and shrubs that surrounded
them and that Eddie had a trowel and a pair of pruning shears set on the ground
between them.
“The vines are the ones to watch out for,” Eddie said. “Particularly that one. And
that thing with the yellow sprouts moves faster than you’d think. They don’t seem to
mind my moving around the room, long as I don’t get too close to the door. We’re in
the basement, by the way. I think 6th Avenue is that way.”
“Any point screaming for help?” Zed wondered.
With a grimace, Eddie said the police already answered one complaint shortly after
Ivy’s attack plants dragged Zed in to join him. Both responding officers were male.
Both were greened. She sent one back to file a report while the other… He trailed off
and pointed to the ceiling where a man-size leaf-cocoon hung like a sausage.
This time, Zed’s awed but horrified whisper made it to the vowel before his eyes
rolled.

Jason Blood hung up the phone with a curious smile. As a wizard, he had known his
share of other wizards. Telepaths, ghosts, djinns, incubi, succubi, ghouls, wraiths, and
of course an imprisoned chaos demon and Prince of Hell who was privy to all kinds of
secret knowledge. But he had never known anyone like Alfred Pennyworth. He was
much younger than Jason, they both knew it, yet Jason found himself consulting
Pennyworth like a counselor and wise man. Something about him gave you the sense
that he had the answers you needed and, being a benevolent spirit, he would tell you
as long as you asked with respect and he deemed you worthy.
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What Jason wanted was simple enough: Claire had asked him to dinner, and he was
to bring the wine and dessert. The former could be bought anywhere, but the latter…
Old memories whispered it should be a French pastry. The perfect moments with
Claire, the first Claire, were all in Paris and without being conscious of the association,
the images in his head when he thought of a sweet to finish off a romantic meal were
those exquisite spirals of apples or pears in the windows of the French bakeries…
There were several places in the city where he could pick up an authentic tart au
pommes, but it would certainly be more convenient if he could stop closer to Claire’s
house in Bristol. A subject on which Mr. Pennyworth was more than informed. So
Jason called, and Alfred said yes there was a French bakery in a hidden courtyard near
the end of the high street. He gave directions from the florist that Jason knew,
assuming Jason had followed his earlier advice with regards to Doctor Sabana and
brought her a friendship bouquet. From anyone else, Jason would have found it
presumptuous, but with Pennyworth, it seemed perfectly natural: Of course you’d
done what he told you to the last time, of course it worked, so of course you were back
for more suggestions.
Alfred further recommended, should Jason wish to stop in at Perdita’s Florals to
bring Doctor Sabana flowers as well as wine and the tart au pommes, that he choose a
scentless bloom on this occasion, as ladies are often moved to put such gifts on the
table and we wouldn’t want the aggressive smell of gardenias making themselves
conspicuous during the meal.
Jason agreed, fascinated and rather appalled. He’d heard Ninth Generation Magi
conjure with less authority. A coventry of warlocks raising a storm of ifrits did not
have the soft-spoken but insistent focus of will as Pennyworth recommending that
Jason return his wine and any flower purchases to his car before proceeding to the
bakery so he would have both hands free to handle the tart (an absurdly simple
suggestion to anyone who did not realize the imbecilities Alfred had witnessed in
relation to Bruce Wayne’s Fop performances and the depth of destruction that
resulted.)

It was clear why the immersive theatre piece called The Queen of the Night came up as
an event for Bruce Wayne to make an appearance with the Jetset Twins. It was equally
clear why it was tagged as a potential target for theme rogues. At least it had been
clear until Bruce looked up, having heard the clip-clip of Selina heels back from her
Doris excursion. He turned to ask how it went and got as far as “Crisis avert—” when
the question was blasted from his head by the sight of her in one of the sluttiest
garments he’d ever seen. An ultra-short club dress—which was great with her legs—
and open down both sides from her arm pit down to just above her hip, showing
enough side boob to more than make up for the high neck.
“Do we have an undercover mission that I’ve forgotten?” he asked cautiously. “Or
are you maybe… from an alternate universe?”
“I know, it’s really not my style,” she laughed, indicating the Batman-blue strip
down the center rather than the cut that make her look like an air hostess on a spaceshuttle in a 1970s sci-fi epic. “I took Doris shopping and we got very silly. She’s going
to be a terrible influence on me.”
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“Not necessarily,” Bruce said, tilting his head for a better view of her legs.
“I was thinking I’d return it, but keeping it for undercover is a good idea,” she
conceded. “Gina would love it.”
Matches will love it, Bruce thought but didn’t say because PsychoBat had an
observation.
“You wore it down here for a reason. What do you want that I’m not going to like?”
What had been a playfully girlish laugh deepened to a wickedly strident one of
Catwoman in full villainess mode.
“You’re really not going to like it,” she said, shaking her head. “I want you to stay
away from Struann’s tonight.”
“What did you do?” the fierce old-time gravel demanded.
“Nothing terrible, we just talked,” came the careless bad girl reply. “But Doris is
very inquisitive. She’s probably going to be curious and go back tonight on her own,
just to have a look around and poke into the things I told her about. I know I would.
And with Eddie fresh out of Arkham, it’d be a shame if she got herself busted on her
own.”
“We do not take things like that into consideration,” Bruce said, firmly but without
Bat-gravel.
“Of course you do. You already did, giving them the whole night for their reunion
after the Zeitgeist thing. Besides, you know you’re the real winner in that relationship.
Eddie won’t exclude her from any part of his plans, and that means he can’t include the
knowledge of your identity in those plans.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“Not a problem,” he said, pointing to the light map. “Batman’s docket is full
tonight. Patrol route and pre-patrol Bruce appearance. Non-violent cat burglars casing
a target without intent are not a priority.”
“Oh, you found a place for the Last Bimbo Hurrah?” she asked, coming closer to
check out the workstation screen. He looked up at her with a raised eyebrow and she
added, “Yeah, okay, that would have sounded better if I didn’t look like a Flash
Gordon cocktail waitress. Forget how I’m dressed and impress me with the Bat-brain.
Where are you taking Treasure and Trinket?”
“Lise and Lili,” Bruce corrected, punching a series of keys to start a slideshow on the
main view screen. “To this: Queen of the Night.”
“The orgy?” Selina said.
“The ‘immersive supper club,’” Bruce quoted from the VIP invitation he’d received
some weeks before. “Based on Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte. ‘The evening involves
feasting, drinking and a little bit of participation on your end, and an exclusive
invitation to the post-show revelry.’ Should be tame.” The last ironic words were
clearly spoken by the Fop and left Selina shaking her head slowly. That wasn’t why
Bruce’s manner changed, however, as he tapped another key to move the slideshow to
a side screen and brought up new information on the central monitor.
“It’s at the restored Diamond Horseshoe, originally the vaudeville showcase of Billy
Rose. On its own, that’s not enough to entice Poison Ivy, but the Horseshoe is
underneath the Roff Paramount Hotel, where the Lund Sisters are staying. Lund from
the old Norse lundr meaning ‘grove of trees.’”
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“Roff Paramount as in ‘restored by Leonard Roff,’ whom we have to thank for the
Joker card in the Trophy Room,” Selina put in, and Bruce nodded.
“Correct,” he said. “Back to the Queen of the Night set up itself: the cocktail service
is officially dubbed and advertised as The Mad Distillery, which might or might not
pique Tetch’s interest. And—”
“And they have a stuffed white leopard, posed for the prowl and draped in jewels,”
Selina said, pointing to the image that just popped up in the slideshow.
“Yes, Blake might take umbrage at that,” Bruce admitted off-handedly.
“He might,” Selina echoed with a gimlet look that said he wasn’t the only one.
“There’s also the guests,” Bruce sighed. “Every night of the run the audience is full
of celebrities and socialites, any number of high profile individuals who could be on
some rogue’s hit list at the moment. Ahem, yes, Alfred?”
Once again, the abrupt silence of the bats had alerted him to Alfred’s approach, but
this time, Bruce was amused to see the glare of disapproval usually reserved for
Matches Malone’s sports coat was aimed at Selina’s mini-dress.
“Begging your pardon, sir. Miss Selina has another visitor, a party of visitors in fact.
A Mr. Zound and his associates are currently waiting at the front entrance in a rather
regrettable van of Volkswagen manufacture. Shall one open the gate and admit them
or inform them that Miss Selina is not at home?”

Claire Sabana’s kitchen, like the rest of her house and the similar dwellings in North
Bristol, was small. It had never been a problem, cooking for one (or, to be honest, reheating for one.) Her life was at the stables, training and managing Mr. Wayne’s
magnificent string of polo ponies. She pitied anyone who might think that was sad.
People like that didn’t love their job the way Claire loved being with horses. She felt
alive and balanced and right. The best part of her day was that spent at “work,” and
she’d never spent a lot of time and trouble fussing over the rest of it. She’d stop at
Harriman’s Gourmet Pantry on her way home from the stables, pick up something
already made from the deli, take it home, heat it up and that was that. Theoretically,
she could do the same today, just pick up for two. She could. It would undoubtedly
taste better than something she tried to make herself, but she felt she should make
some effort. She had asked a man to dinner.
Claire was not a romantic, not in the usual sense. Maybe if you considered fantasies
about riding the best horse ever bred across a vast unspoiled landscape or living at a
time when great herds of wild horses ran free across the plains, then she was a
romantic. But not when it came to people. She was friendly but had no friends, only
acquaintances she had called friends for the first twenty-odd years of her life before
realizing her mistake. And lovers never lasted. She didn’t dislike people, she just
didn’t know what to do with them, what to talk about or how to connect. Which made
that day at the polo grounds quite perplexing.
Perplexing, it wasn’t even a word Claire used. It was a Jason word. Jason Blood,
who she had connected with, without quite realizing how. Jason Blood who seemed to
like her and not like her at the same time. Claire wasn’t a romantic, she didn’t read
books about aloof and cynical noblemen made bitter by some ancient betrayal but
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daring to love again when they meet a brilliant and vivacious young astronomer. But
if she did read those books, Jason would fit her mental picture.
She made her usual stop at Harriman’s and Paul Harriman had just what she
needed. Soup, entrée and potatoes, pre-made; the bread and cheese (and instructions)
to make some nice parmesan toast to accompany it; lettuce and veggies to make a side
dish and salad herself. Perfect. She would make an effort, but they would… they
would have a good meal… either...
Claire looked around as she walked back to her car and settled her shopping bags in
the passenger seat. Something felt off, and it couldn’t just be the break in routine,
bringing home so much more food than she was used to. It almost felt like she wasn’t
alone. Not even like she was being watched, but like there was someone in the car
with her. She shook off the feeling, or tried to, because obviously there wasn’t anyone
there. Claire knew the difference between being alone—truly alone, completely
alone—and being with a lot of living things who didn’t happen to be people. She
shook her head once, sneaking a look in the rearview mirror and two in the side
mirror. There was no one in the car, and not much activity on the street. She needed to
get over these jitters. It was just dinner. Now, where was she?
Jason. He was abrupt and caustic most of the time, except when he laughed and
smiled, and even then there was an edge to it. But it never stopped them from
connecting. On the contrary, Claire found herself feeling free and easy with him the
way she never did with people. She didn’t consciously associate it with horses, but it
was as though the part of her that could read the mood of a difficult horse would look
at Jason without even perceiving that gruff exterior he showed to the world. It felt… it
felt damn queer driving home. That sense of something with her, intrusively watching
one moment, passively waiting the next.
She looked in the rearview mirror more often than necessary for the rest of the drive,
and every time, scanned the empty back seat. When she got home, she looked again
while unloading her bags from the front. She felt like an absolute idiot, but at least she
hadn’t opened the door and felt around the empty seat. She shook her head, muttered
“quite perplexing” and then snickered as she went inside, adding “Cheerio, pip-pip.
We must have the queen to tea.”
Seconds passed in silence. Then a dog barked in the distance. A car passed.
Underneath her car’s front right fender, a bit of green rope covered in moldy goo
dropped onto the top of the tire. It seemed to stretch out, unfurling leaves that had
been stuck close to its body and revealing itself to be a creeper vine. It slithered down
the length of the tire, then inch-wormed to the edge of the lawn where it seemed to
gain strength from contact with the grass. Refreshed, it slithered with unnerving
speed to the front porch where a pair of potted shrubs framed the front door. It curled
around the base of one, like a snake bedding down for a nap around a flagpole, and
silently communed with the larger plant.

To the world it might seem like the Z took very stupid risks. Zound had always
been philosophical about it. Joker might kill you for wearing a brown shirt. He might
kill you for not wearing a brown shirt. You could never tell, so there was no point
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worrying about it. Rogues were dangerous, sure, but they were just as dangerous to
people who didn’t charge them for a tractor seat barstool, scissor lift end tables and a
stainless steel sculpture of a shark. So why not?
The only Rogue they’d ever taken on in a borderline stupid way was Catwoman.
There was no denying that Zound had challenged her; some might even say he’d
threatened her. That would strike a lot of people as stupid. Catwoman could and
would hurt you—but she also had a rep for being non-lethal and not particularly
crazy. Zound was betting she would listen before scratching, and listen long enough to
appreciate that the Z had been provoked. The gamble paid off, she almost seemed to
respect him for it, and that’s why when the war came along, she wound up being the
Z’s guardian angel.
That’s what he told himself the whole drive out to Bristol.
That’s what he told himself when they came to that big iron gate out of one of those
Christopher Lee movies they’d watched under Maxie Zeus’s lightning machine.
That’s what he kept on telling himself when a butler—a friggin’ butler who was just
about as intimidating as Christopher Lee—led them through a house that made the
movie castle look like a roach motel. Zound would have liked to use the bathroom. If
only Zowie, Zook and Zoiks weren’t following behind him while he followed the scary
ass butler. If only he was alone, he’d definitely ask to use the john.
Nah. Better plan: if he was alone, he’d just turn around and leave. This was a bad
idea. It was a bad idea. It was one thing to challenge Catwoman in a booth at the
Iceberg Lounge. It was another thing entirely to show up at her house and—side
boob.
He blinked. There she was, not Catwoman but as Selina Kyle and—and—Oh this
was a very bad idea.

“Keep calm and call Batman,” Zed whispered, laying on his back and staring up at
the wide ledge overhead that looked almost like a catwalk. From the guard plants’
point of view, he hoped he looked unconscious.
“Keep calm and call Batman,” Eddie replied softly. They touched knuckles in
gesture of covert encouragement, and it was as if the act pressed the button on an
invisible iPod and the Mission Impossible theme began to play. Zed began to convulse.
Eddie looked panicked and jumped to his feet. He grabbed the garden hose, jabbering
about getting him water. He ran to the sink to turn on the spigot, pulling the hose
across the path of the three potted palms. With a howl and summoning all his
strength, he pulled the hose taut, holding the palms back as Zed leapt up and climbed
a steam pipe as fast as he could. Vines slithered after both of them at frightening
speed, chittering like insects while they moved. The guard plants pushed against the
hose and Eddie strained to keep them back, while a vine reached his foot and started
snaking up his leg. He kicked and hopped rather than let go of the hose as clay pots
started falling like bombs from above.

Another day Bruce would have listened in while Selina met with a foursome of
known criminals in the morning room. Today he merely watched on the closed circuit
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while telephoning Lise and Lili. A Page Six pro like Bruce Wayne could not possibly
pick up the Jetset Twins from Norway and escort them to an event in the basement of
their own hotel, so he’d arranged a pre-show excursion and of course a car (from a
service whose drivers frequently tipped the press.) They’d go out to Center548 in
Chelsea, make a splash at Wine Riot: Gotham and then return to the Paramount for a
well-photographed entrance to the subterranean nightclub.
Like riding a bicycle, he was able to relay this information to Lili in full fop mode
while giving the video feed his full attention, accepting a chorus of giggly approval for
kjære elskede Bruce while Batman analyzed every nuance of Selina’s deepening frown.
She wasn’t angry when the men ogled her dress; he could see that. She was
dismissive. She’d probably forgotten she was wearing the silly thing, and her manner
matched his at the Watchtower waiting for a League meeting to get started. She looked
the way he felt when O’Brian was being a clown, West and Raynor encouraged him,
J’onn and Arthur were joking telepathically, and all he wanted was to put an end to the
nonsense and get down to business. Then his attention wavered in a spate of alltid så
morsomt kjære elskling elskede Brucie-ing, and when he looked back, there was the frown.
Selina’s face was a mask he could read as clearly as if the video had sound. Worried.
Before, she wanted the visit over so she could get back to the cave and get in some
more teasing before he took off for his date (and probably so she could change out of
that stupid dress.) Now she wanted them gone so she could brief him. Now she wanted
to get started on the case, and her glance toward the camera said that “the case,”
whatever it was, started with talking to him.
..::How we missed you at Cannes, Brucie elskling. The Villa Schweppes drops anchor by the
Croisette. Music festival begins—Sebastien Tellier, Kavinsky—and we dance all night on the
world’s biggest sailing ship.::..
Bruce hadn’t concerned himself with Selina’s earlier meeting. She met with Doris,
said she was going out with Doris, and she came back with a new dress and tales of the
auction house. Despite the last, it wasn’t necessarily a Catwoman matter. It could have
been, it could have been rogue-related, Nigma-specific or otherwise, but it wasn’t
necessarily so. Selina could have gone out with Doris strictly as a friend, and because
they shared a common interest, their conversation turned to the auction house.
“Of course, saw your Instagram with Sky Ferreira at the after party,” he said glibly.
“I’m looking at it right now,” he added with a glance at the bat Walapang hanging low
over his workstation.
They shared a common interest, their conversation turned to the auction house.
Doris was voracious for all the cat burglar insights she could get from Selina. She had
an inquisitive mind and a novice’s enthusiasm. She would be eager to try out anything
Selina mentioned, however casually, and Selina was perceptive enough to know that.
Hence the warning.
..::Designed by Luca Dini, so of course we thought of you. So much onyx, all so black and
shiny, we looked at each other and said ‘Kjære elskede Bruce!’ ::..
There was no certain information about Doris’s visit, if it was Rogue business or if it
involved Riddler. Whatever it was, Selina didn’t think it was important at the time.
She didn’t think it was anything to worry about until this meeting with the Z.
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“Oh ‘Nameless’ is the name of the yacht. How silly of me. I always forget,” he
fopped.
Ditto, there was no definite information that the Z matter that did worry her was
somehow connected to the Doris visit, but it was too much of a coincidence to ignore.
So how might Doris be connected to the Z in a way that didn’t seem alarming at first,
but was now after shopping and the auction house?
..::The pier full of oysters and champagne, like La Gold Plage, but they had no beach, so they
built one. Nothing to do but sit around until the sun sets, or until they run out of oysters.::…
The Z were dangerous. Connected to every name rogue, keepers of countless
secrets, knew all about the hideouts and safe houses, installed half the deathtraps even
if they didn’t design them – and the girl had a twitchy finger when it came to setting
off explosives. All had at least henchmen-level fighting skills, at least one practical
specialty like plumbing or electronics, and the one called Zooks had combat training.
“Of course, like they always say, ‘You can’t have too many beachside restaurants.’”
Selina had equipped the Z with Wayne Tech gear during the war. He’d have to
access her workstation to get the tracking codes and… Grunt.
..::Until we finished the photo shoot at the villa with the golden statues, and then took us back
to La Plage for mojito ice cream.::…
“Mojito. Ice cream,” he echoed absently.
Five units were given out. Only four were in the morning room now. The fifth was
offline… and checking the historical data…
“Is Maryan Gandon still the chef there?”
…The fifth unit given to the Z had gone to the Prince Street location seized from
Falcone that Selina had converted to a Cat Lair. It went there shortly after Selina left
the manor with Doris this morning. Then it traveled to a number of other locations,
then it was stationary and now it was offline while the remaining Z all came to see
Selina.
“Well you mustn’t tell me all the stories now, darlings. I want to hear the whole
thing tonight, from the beginning. See you then!” He hung up, scribbled an address
and touched a control on the workstation to send it to the GPS hub. Seeing that the
morning room was now empty, he raced up the stairs to intercept Selina in the clock
passage.
“The missing Z is here,” he said, handing her the slip. “Whatever you and Doris had
him doing, it took him into FloMa and he never came out. That address is only a block
or so off the market. Do you want to go in alone or—I’ll cancel this thing tonight in a
heartbeat if you want company?”

Zed could throw a mean fast ball, he said. But even though Eddie wasn’t completely
clear what that was, he knew it meant from a regulation pitcher’s mound, not hunched
over and balanced precariously on the ledge in a greenhouse basement. Still, it was the
best idea they had—CRASH—assuming Zed could avoid hitting Eddie’s head instead
of a guard plant—CRASH—HEY!—and—CRASH—somehow avoid falling himself—
CRASH—not run out of pots—and—CRASH—somehow deal with the vines
shimmying up the pipe.
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Jason Blood’s scorn was as much a part of him as Etrigan, interwoven with the fabric
of his soul. There was no month or year when a less cynical Jason ended and the crusty
one began. If anyone suggested something so puerile as his having forgotten what
happiness felt like, he would have dismissed them for the gullible imbeciles they were.
He would allow that he was in love with Claire, a concession the gullible imbeciles
would take as a victory, for credulous imbeciles thought love made one happy.
Despite millennia of evidence and an episode or two of personal experience to the
contrary, they would hold to that great lie like it was the last breath they would ever
take.
Jason had no such illusions. He had none when he loved the first Claire and… well,
what was the point in dwelling on it. Another child thrashing around in emotions she
didn’t understand, and another mortal whose grave he lived to stand over, wanting to
remember the best of her but dwelling only on her folly.
It’s Jason Thud you should be named.
A cunny sits and waits unclaimed.
And Jason turns his thoughts to death?
I’m out of rhyme; I’m out of breath.
Jason tried to respond, but got no farther than Et- when the ‘breathless’ Demon
continued.
Or Jason Brood, now that sounds right.
From Camelot comes the Blue Balled Knight!
Makes pilgrimage to the grave of Claire,
When he could be chasing the new-found mare.
EtMourn her, Jason, mourn away. Never see the lie.
That fire is dead, if she were not, you wouldn’t mind the goodbye.
Stop right there or I’ll be stopping by the library on the way home for that new book on Norse
Mythology, Jason thought savagely. I know how you like seeing pictures of Hella as depicted
by mortals.
Etrigan snarled, but it seemed, surprisingly, that he would do no more. Jason was
intrigued. It wasn’t the first time Etrigan relented when they fought about Claire. It
was as if he poked out of habit, showed antagonism because it was expected, but
secretly approved. Why a chaos demon, prince of hell and liar like Etrigan would
approve of him and Claire, that was a troubling question.
Maybe… probably… Etrigan simply wanted Jason to have doubts. Yes, that was it.
Now that he’d decided to tell Claire about Etrigan, Etrigan wanted to stop it.

“Our situation has not improved!” Zed yelled as the vines closed in, backing him
into a corner.
“Tell me something I don’t know!” Eddie cried from below, pounding on a flytrap
snapper with his fist.
Zed felt something hard at his back and reached around to feel what might have
been a plastic tarp folded on a wooden shelf. At first he used it in its folded form to
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beat on the encroaching vine, and then as it started to unspool, he got the idea to unfurl
it completely and thrash at the vines like a lion tamer. First it recoiled, then it reared
up like a snake and started lunging at his throat after each thrash of the tarp.
“THE HELL, DID SHE MAKE THEM SMART? IT’S WAITING FOR THE RECOIL!
IT’S TIMING ITS STRIKES!” he screamed.
“Don’t let it get around your neck!” Eddie advised from below.
“Ya think?!” Zed shrieked, then chanted quietly to himself. “Keep calm and call
Batman. Keep calm and call Batman. Keep calm and call...” He spotted the light
fixture. “Batman!” he cried.
“Where?” Eddie squeaked, head-butting a rose bush.
Twisting the tarp frantically into a loose almost-rope, he tied it around a—something
metal made for some gardening purpose he couldn’t guess—and tossed it at the
overhead light, lassoing it like the ugliest, luckiest and least-probable batarang in
history. He swung down to plant both his feet in the center of the flytrap attacking
Eddie, with all the force his 200-lb bulk could manage before the light fixture snapped
and added an additional yank of gravity. He landed hard, shoulder first, and felt a
sickening jolt as everything inside his chest seemed to slosh to the other side. Before he
could react, something green picked him up from the floor, only to hurl him sideways
into the wall and then smash him into the floor a second time.
“euh-ow,” was all he managed, his blurred vision clearing into what he knew was
the last thing he would ever see: a cracked wall with a blurry streak across it. A
fascinated calm descended as he realized the streak was his blood, and an icy
acceptance as he realized the pressure around his middle was the same plant ready to
smash him into it again.

Catwoman had never needed help dealing with the likes of Poison Ivy, and
partnership with Batman wasn’t going to change that. The only reason to bring him
along would be for fun, and it was much more fun making him go ahead with the
Jetset Twins. He was so cute presenting her with that gift-wrapped feat of deduction—
Way ahead of you, Kitten; here’s the address—and then proposing a reward (though he
would never call it that) of cancelling the twins for an early night of Batmanning.
“You’re a big boy, Bruce. If you want to cancel on those silly women, you don’t need
my permission. But don’t pretend it’s because Batman is needed.”
He scowled.
“It’s Pammy; it’s a coffee and cake run.”
“After all the pretty excuses I heard from you over the years, pretending that taking
other people’s property isn’t criminal behavior, you couldn’t let me have this,” he
graveled.
“Maybe if you’d let one go by now and then without arguing, I would have.”
“Because the last person to legitimately own the thing was buried with it six
thousand years ago, I’m supposed to accept a rationalization like that?”
“They dropped everything and crossed an ocean for a last bit of fun before you’re off
the market.”
“Thief.”
“Cape.”
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“Bitch.”
“Jackass.”
“Heading to the Diamond District when you’re done with Isley?”
“Top of Shenoa & Co above the traffic cameras?”
“See you there.”
“Enjoy the show.”

In his pre-Z henching days, Zed had been knocked out once by Batman, once by
Nightwing and once by Batgirl. He knew the shutdown before the hit, when some
blessed defensive mechanism decided 'that’s going to hurt and you’d rather not be here for
it' and switched off his awareness just a split second before contact. He was pretty
sure the hits he didn’t feel from all those gloved fists were different from the one he
didn’t feel now. He might have said it was because ‘this was the one that killed him,’
except he didn’t feel dead. His mouth was hanging open and he couldn’t close it. He
tasted electricity, though he had no idea why he thought he knew what electricity
tasted like. The whole right side of his head felt ridiculously heavy—though not
smashed into a wall, so that was something. And as nearly as he could figure, that last
hit he didn’t feel, the one that was supposed to smash his brains into the wall, wound
up feeling like a sizzling jolt somewhere around his chest—though he no longer had a
sense of any part of his body below the neck. It was all just a shapeless mass of hurt. If
he had any specific awareness, he might have realized his arm was extended upward
and his rump was bouncing over hard steps as Edward Nigma dragged him up out of
the greenhouse basement with only one hand...

Eddie dragged Zed by his wrist. It probably wasn't good for him on top of his other
contusions, but it only took one hand. Eddie kept his other hand free for the electrified
weapon he held like a knife, stabbing at any plant he could reach. His nose twitched
with psychotic satisfaction each time he made a leaf sizzle until he smelled fried
plantains.
“Fatal. Nerd. I,” he pronounced laboriously as he dragged Zed’s bulk over the last
three steps.
Then he let the arm drop, looked at the room before him, and panted. Fatal. Nerd. I.
Just a few letters away from completing the anagram, but he was no longer sure what
letters remained.
He panted. And again, he looked.
The back room of the greenhouse, a space still teaming with plants, though at least
this bunch didn’t seem hostile like the guards downstairs. He was pretty sure Darth
Ivy was gone. The fight hadn’t been quiet. She would have heard if she was around.
S… Fatal Nerd I, he hadn’t used the S. That was it. That’s how to keep calm, keep his
head clear. Solve the puzzle. Use the S.
The greenery up here really didn’t seem hostile. They just sat like ordinary plants.
He wondered if he should just try to leave instead of searching for a way to call for
help. It would be quicker.
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Unless it didn’t work. Then it would be fatal (nerd I something-with-an-S.) He
certainly didn’t have another fight in him. He was weak as a kitten, and Zed might
very well be dead. (Dead Zed anagrammed as Dazed Ed, which was not calming at
all.) He really couldn’t risk provoking this lot of flora, but maybe he could at least
leave Zed unattended while he searched for a phone. He could certainly move faster
that way.
Faster, F. There was only one F and he used it in Fatal. Shit. S. Did he use the S?
Fatal Nerd I…
Why wasn’t it working? It always worked. Keep the mind occupied. That’s how to
stay sane. Sane, S-A-N-E, all the letters he needed were in there. F-R-I-E-D P-L-A-N-TA-I-N-S, minus the S-A-N-E so… Sane Lad Rift Nip!
Ha! Yes. Now where to find…
AHA! Padlocked box by the lemon tree. It looked exactly like the kind of lined
footlocker a smart Rogue kept on hand to store Batman’s utility belt on those happy
occasions when you captured the masked menace. Exactly where Darth Ivy would
have tossed his phone and Zed’s.

Unlike Eddie, Zed, or Officers Rilus and Rochenko before her, Catwoman did not
start by ringing the buzzer at the 28th Street entrance and letting herself into the
greenhouse only after that got no response. She’d driven into town equipped for a
break-in and parked in what she considered her Prowling Downtown Alley. The
absence of the mask and an overcoat covering the rest of her costume were her only
concessions to the daylight. She took a fire escape up to her usual roof, shed the coat,
donned the mask, and made her way to the roof of a garden supply store Batman had
tagged as “the prime observation point and staging area for either covert penetration of
the greenhouse or a full-out assault.”
At least it had been a prime observation point. There was a lot more greenery
blocking her view than on previous visits, but it was still better than going in blind.
She lowered herself to the greenhouse roof and went to work on the standard
Kittlemeier pressure panel blocking the most vulnerable window—when her comm
went off just as the entire glass panel shattered around her. Shards flew everywhere.
The instinct to throw both her arms up to shield her face did protect it, but it twisted
her backward as she fell, causing her to land in the worst possible position: hard, on
her back, and spread eagled in a bed of fragrant giant basil.
“Ahhlgh,” was the pained exclamation as the raw burning in her back vied with a
blinding throb in her head. For a moment blackness threatened, but she shook it off—
and just in time as she pieced together what made the glass shatter. It was one of Ivy’s
particular laments that she couldn’t control ‘ancient trees’ with the same ease as she
did her creeper vines, and it looked like she’d finally found a solution. A mass of at
least thirty vines all twined up together on top of a big, shrub ‘trunk’ so they… or it…
could act like a massive tree. How exactly it built up enough pressure to break the
glass by ‘standing up’ was a question for later when her head wasn’t swimming. For
now, the question of claws versus whip was all she could manage.
Claw swipes were letting its tendrils get uncomfortably close, but—swipe-swipe—
they seemed to hurt the beast-tree more. Little bits of shredded stem flew everywhere
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after every swipe, and her hissed warning “Get close, lose leaves,” seemed more
effective than it ought to be against a giant weed.
Still, the claw-swipes only delayed the inevitable, so combining a left-hand swipe
with a vicious snarl, Catwoman managed to unfurl the whip with her right, squat and
break into a sweeping, overhead cyclone strike. Huge chunks of vine fell where only
leaves had before—which seemed to piss it off. The vine-monster became more
aggressive, but undeniably smaller. That was a fair trade-off. Catwoman didn’t mind
an aggressive opponent, it made it easier to kick its ass.
She became more aggressive too, switching between the overhead sweeps and
forward slashes in a wide figure-eight. The muscles in her back were starting to hurt
like hell where she’d hit in the fall, but she couldn’t let that slow her down now. She
pressed forward, forcing the plant-beastie back, until it actually ducked its… ‘head’ to
fit through the doorway.
“HEY, WHAT THE FUCK?!” sounded from the room behind it.
“Eddie is that you?” she called out, but couldn’t bother hearing the reply as the vines
caught onto the idea of grabbing her whip. They were dragging her by it, closing the
distance as she tried to dig in her heels and slow them, tried pulling back, using all her
strength to get it free. Letting go meant losing her most effective weapon against this
thing, and she’d have to leverage the act to do maximum damage.
She swallowed, then thrust backward with all her might to risk letting go with her
right hand. She clawed frantically at the little pouch under the whip holster, retrieving
a small pellet that was not meant to be used this way. She inserted it feverishly into the
whip handle with her right hand while her left strained to keep the whip taut. The
muscles were on fire from the wrist up to her neck, but she blocked it out,
concentrating only on not piercing the pellet with her claw. Her heel broke and she
skidded helplessly towards the vine-tree until she could regain her footing, while
managing—she hoped—to get the little wheel at the base of the whip handle turned all
the way to full.
Finally, she gave up. Pressing the small button on the handle and letting go,
allowing the whip to snap back into the vine-tree with all the force of its pull—
-3- On impact, a blue arc of electricity sprung from the handle and darted back and
forth between the pronged ‘cat ears’ on its tip. The shock was meant to disorient a 220pound crimefighter wearing body armor, not an ungrounded plant-beastie within
sizzling distance of Ivy’s cluster of steam pipes—
-2- Catwoman heard a crackling like indoor thunder and Eddie’s scream in the room
beyond, where she couldn’t see because the doorway was blocked by a frying plantbeastie rearing up and thrashing around like a wounded bear—
-1- A tendril of which snapped out and grabbed her ankle in the last second before
she dove away, delivering a punishing hint of the electrical charge that surged through
her and into the ground—
—BOOM! The pellet meant to explode in the tumbler cavity of a Bartolo vault met
the electric charge from the whip handle and blew electrified plant guts everywhere.
“Fuck,” Selina managed in an exhausted exhale as the strength left her arms and she
collapsed into a failed pushup.
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For a moment there was nothing. Then a high-pitched, distant tone that became ear
ringing. That became the pounding of a heartbeat, a sudden awareness of blood
pumping through her veins and then… the numbness rushed away as she took a
sharp, deep breath. Light, sound and thought came crashing in: greenhouse, plants,
plant bits, electric sizzling, electric sizzling vine of death, Eddie screamed, back hurt,
whip lost, leaf bitch will feel PAIN!
Catwoman struggled to her feet, tears in her eyes, body soaking wet, both nipples on
fire, and tingling in her legs. She looked around the decimated central room of the
greenhouse, offering a silent prayer of thanks that the sprinklers hadn’t gone off. She
stepped carefully over the still quivering remains of the vine-tree and into the back
room where—
“Oh, Eddie.”
She hurried but continued to step carefully to the prone figure lying in the torrent of
foul-smelling steam pouring from a ruptured pipe. He was breathing, but there were
burns and bruises on his face and body that were becoming progressively and
disgustingly purple from the steam. She dragged him clear of it, and in doing so, saw
two things: he clutched a phone, holding it to his chest with both hands as if protecting
it, and Zed was lying here too. He was in the very back of the room, against a wooden
door. Catwoman went there first to see if he was breathing. Finding he was, she then
eyed the door. She eyed the door knob, thinking how every moron in every horror
movie ever made would turn that knob in defiance of all common sense. The urge to
do it anyway was strangely powerful, knowing full well the biggest monster yet would
be lurking there, and if she was lucky she would just barely get it shut in time.
She looked down at the phone she’d taken from Eddie. Zed’s phone. A text had
been sent, with another half-typed but unfinished. She recognized the number, deleted
the unsent message and, eyes fixed on the door knob once again, touched the screen to
dial the number.
“You’re on your way?” she asked before he could speak.
..:: ETA nine minutes. ::.. came the delicious Bat-gravel.
“Make it fifteen and go back for some industrial herbicide. Or herbicide grenades.
Or weed killer napalm. We’ve got a basement full of beasties.”
..:: ETA nine minutes. ::.. he repeated.
“Of course, you’re already packing a weed killer bazooka. Is there an ambulance on
the way too?”
There was a brief pause, and then:
..:: There is now. ::..
“Meow. In that case, I won’t see you. Leaving here now to avoid the Q&A, but I’ll
follow them to the hospital and stay with them.”
..:: Affirmative. Keep me apprised.::..
“Uh, no, I don’t think so.”
..:: Repeat. ::..
“I’m not going to call you in the middle of Queen of the Night. Any news will keep
until Shenoa. See you then. By the way, the Lanscome penthouse that time, I gave you
a shock with the whip handle. I’m very, very sorry about that.”
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The aroma of baked apple and cinnamon filled Jason’s car as he turned onto the
picturesque sycamore-lined street. Despite his earlier cynicism, associations of warm,
homey pleasures accompanied them. It was decided: If, in the course of the evening,
Claire’s invitation to dinner appeared to be an overture for sex, then he would tell her
about Etrigan tonight before things got physical. If dinner was just dinner, then he
would reciprocate. He would not ruin a romantic evening with revelations about
curses and a chaos demon. He would invite her to dine with him next week and tell
her then.
He came to a stop before Claire’s cottage, parked, and deftly unloaded the flowers,
wine and tart au pommes with an efficiency that would make Pennyworth proud.
Having no free hand to ring the doorbell, he murmured a sǻlvè ήεcяδmaлce, which got
the job done just as well.
Or it should have. He heard it. But when Claire didn’t answer (and Etrigan
snickered) Jason jostled his bundles and rang the button the regular way. Again there
was no answer, but this time, he… felt Etrigan smile. A tiny spark of dread unfolded
into a tiny flame.
What do you know? he thought sourly. What are you hiding from me?
Within his mind, a leathery clawed talon poked through the curtain of awareness
and parted the veil it had drawn over Jason’s second sight.
“NO!” he shrieked, striking the door with a combination of magic and physical
force—magic doing most of the work that pushed the door open, but the physical effort
smearing the wood with an ochre-apple slime that made the scene within appear more
violent.
Claire lay on the floor, eyes staring, her body contorted into the sickening posture of
a Jilaiya sacrifice. The only immediate sign that she was alive was her hand twitching,
and Jason rushed forward to find another. He bent over her, willing her chest to move,
and to give mouth-to-mouth, perform CPR, or share life force if necessary. As he
started to reposition, he pulled his hand back in shock. It was covered in a chunky
white powder where he touched her blouse. Everywhere he touched the fabric, it had
ceased to be cloth and broken down into this… fibrous… dusty… stuff.
“What is this?” he said with same the echoes of foreboding as Prior of Albi once
asked about sorcery.
Claire convulsed, and Etrigan’s chuckle became a full cackle of demonic glee.
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CHAPTER 3: QUEEN OF THE NIGHT
Women. If there was anything Ivy hated – truly hated with burning fury, hated with
a fiery molten abhorrence that churned inside her like a volcanic whirlpool – it was
women. Worse than men, worse than lumberjacks, worse than Batman. What were
men after all but rutting stupid animals doing what rutting stupid animals did? You
couldn’t expect better from a man. You could not expect better from any given penisbearer than being less objectionable than Batman, less hateful than Joker, less odious
than a lumberjack. Women on the other hand had the capacity to bond with Nature,
connect to the very essence of the God Force and bring forth life—and they did nothing
with it. Even in her mind’s ear, the last words seethed with contempt, the inner voice
that had soared with godly grandeur shriveling into the venomous croak of a cartoon
witch.
Her head tipped back and she sucked air as deeply as she could, that burning
whirlpool inside her craving coolness. Again. And again. And again.
Claire Sabana had been chosen. She was chosen! It couldn’t be by chance that Ivy
happened to meet a woman so wholly in tune with the animal kingdom on the very
eve of this transformation. Gaia herself had brought them together, the plant woman
and the horse woman, so Claire could advise her on the animal side of the new world
order, and the stupid horse lover refused her. More than refused, she’d been repulsed.
More than repulsed, she’d come at her with a knife. More than a knife, a knife the sick
lunatic had been using to chop vegetables.
Again the head tipped back. Again Ivy breathed in as deeply as she could. Her lips
were sour with the taste of adrenaline and fury. It mingled with the air she sucked in,
which now seemed to feed rather than quell the fire burning down her sternum.
How could it happen? How could it all go so wrong? They met on the very eve of
this transformation. She liked being with horses more than people. She found people
exhausting. Horses were herbivores. It was Fate. It was Destiny. They’d found each
other, they were meant to work together, and that wretched woman who had been
chosen had just, just, just messed it all up!

Bruce was a detective and a scientist. That meant maintaining a rational and
objective view of the world and not indulging in fanciful ideas about the Universe
having a laugh at his expense. Yes, the driver was an ex-con Batman recognized.
Bruce reminded himself that he’d chosen a not-wholly-reputable car service with this
goal in mind: he wanted to insure this final appearance as the playboy wasn’t wasted,
he wanted to insure it would be well-photographed, and when you set out to get a
driver who lines his pockets tipping off the tabloids, Vinnie Lappet is who you expect
rolling up in an ostentatious white stretch limo. As a young punk, he’d dealt for The
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Roman, very small time, supplying a few clubs in North Little Italy before anybody
even considered calling it NoLIta. Two minor busts that didn’t result in much jail time,
then his one attempt henching for a theme rogue—strike three—sent him to Blackgate
for a lengthy stretch. But he’d still have the contacts which would make him desirable
as a limo driver.
It was a short drive from Wayne Plaza where Bruce met the car to the Roff
Paramount where they’d pick up the girls. He wouldn’t waste time being subtle:
“If my friends and I want to have a party, you can hook us up?” he asked with a
debauched grin.
“Oh yeah, I’ve got all the fashionable party supplies on me,” Vinnie said. “O, C, X,
R, K, MM, MDMA. Anything unusual can be arranged too, but I’ll have to make a
stop.”
“Quite the alphabet,” Bruce said, leaning towards the partition with several large
bills folded between his fingers. “That won’t be your answer if the ladies ask,” he
ordered, handing over the tip.
Vinnie nodded his agreement and that was that. It was the one aspect of the Fop’s
snobbery that Bruce approved of: he didn’t owe you an explanation. The payoff was
your explanation, the payoff put you in a category. He understood your reasons—the
money—and part of what that bought him was that you did not have to understand
his. So the rest of the ride to the Paramount was spent in silent contemplation of the
back of Lappet’s head.
Once the Lund sisters arrived, the ride to Wine Riot was spent in a bubbly two-part
narrative of their flight to Gotham on a Lufthansa Airbus A340-300. Bruce would have
liked to hear a little more about the aircraft, one of his favorites that wasn’t
manufactured by Wayne Aerospace. Instead he heard about the oxtail soup and roast
goose, the dessert wines, and the other first class passenger who they thought was
Samuel L. Jackson even though he denied it. To appear interested, Bruce mentally
recited what he knew of the Airbus A340-300 with its four engines that could easily
exceed 800 KPH, achieve an altitude over 12,000 meters, and with a full tank could
travel over 12,000 kilometers without refueling. Aloud he said only that Lufthansa had
the friendliest and loveliest stewardesses. Then he thought of Selina—damn her—and
one of those first visits to d’Annunzio’s when they first began dating. He got a bit
carried away talking about the Airbus A380 and she… was smiling. She was smiling
like it was the finest moment of her life and looking at him like he was wonderful.
When all he’d done was talk too much and in far too much detail about an airplane
with remarkable lift for its size.
He squelched the memory and with steely Bat-focus replaced it with another. On his
earliest fop dates, he came up with an exercise: he would take some hypothesis and, as
a detective, devise up to five questions appropriate to the shallow, superficial character
he was creating. Up to five questions appropriate to Bruce Wayne the playboy idiot
that would get the information he needed to confirm or disprove the hypothesis.
“So then we see in the in-flight magazine there is article on Monaco, and we look,
and there we are! Outside the Chanel boutique. And we are holding hands and
posing…”
So, a hypothesis.
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“We are in the short white dress, you know the one, and we each wear the solbriller,
the how you say sun-glass, and we each have the black Chanel bag on our arm with the
black Chanel shopping bag under that. Oh it is a wonderful picture.”
Bruce considered that first class passenger. He wondered if it could have been
Phillip Storr, CEO of a prestigious European olive oil concern who was sometimes
mistaken for Samuel L. Jackson when he traveled.
“But then Lise remembers, we hadn’t been inside the store yet when we pose for
this. The shopping bags we had were from Herve Leger. They change the name on the
bags with eh, oh, what is it called, they use it to remove flab and cellulite on all the tykk
models—den Photoshop.”
So, three to five questions… Bruce opened the bar, just to “see what their options
were” for the return trip, since they wouldn’t want to spoil their palates before Wine
Riot. As expected, there was a Johnny Walker Black Label and he bemoaned that it
wasn’t the far costlier Blue. He indulged in a brief reminiscence of the excellence of the
Blue Label, squelched the trivia he knew about why it didn’t indicate how old it was on
the bottle (though it was more interesting, and said a lot about scotch snobs like the
one he was pretending to be), and how popular the Blue Label was with connoisseurs
like himself and the nouveau riche—like all those Hollywood celebs. He asked about
“their friend” on the plane.
They squealed with delight. Though at first the man who looked like Samuel
Jackson said that he didn’t drink when he traveled and seldom drank at all, he did
have two glasses of Johnny Walker Blue Label before dinner!
The inner Bruce grunted in satisfaction. If he was with Selina, he might have
indulged in a genuine lip-twitch, but instead, he produced a showy laugh for the
twins. Like Bruce, Phillip wasn’t much of a drinker, but when he did indulge, it was
generally Johnny Walker Blue Label on long, transatlantic flights. Though it had
nothing to do with the hypothesis, Bruce also noted that Lise and Lili displayed none
of the usual, coded disdain for someone saying they didn’t drink. He was not
proclaimed a buzzkill, a wet blanket or even a vått teppe. Presumably because they
thought he was a movie star, they found all he said and did charming. From the little
vial of home-made hot sauce he emptied on his lamb roast to his gourmet’s assessment
of the ice cream served with his crumble to his pet peeve about the grapes sitting next
to the stinky cheese on the cheese tray… Inner Bruce’s brow knit in consternation.
Well, it was Phillip Storr. But in only one question? It used to be an achievement
when he could do it in three. Was he that much better a detective now, or was it luck?

In the fourteen centuries since Jason Blood became immortal, medicine had changed
in many ways, but not in the way doctors behaved when they had no idea what was
going on. Jason didn’t know either: what happened to Claire, what caused that bizarre
disintegration of her clothing, or whether a doctor was better equipped than a wizard
to figure it out. The hospital was better equipped to make her comfortable, however.
They could identify and treat symptoms, get her stable and then Jason could…
His lip curled. He was resigned to waiting. Immortality had taught him patience,
and indeed taught him to use the drawing out of time in the same way Batman drew
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on darkness. Sentient foes nearly always became impatient, even immortal ones like
himself would often become unnerved either by the empty time itself or by Jason’s
indifference to it. On those occasions when there was no sentient adversary, when
there was only the realities of the Universe to contend with, there seemed to be a
grudging respect for the man who did not rush things. He who accepted that things
took a natural amount of time to play out and did not seek to bend nature to his will.
The only thing Jason didn’t like about waiting, particularly today, was Etrigan. The
prospect of sitting alone on that too-comfortable visitors’ couch, so clearly designed for
relatives that would be waiting hours upon hours for news... He didn’t mind the
waiting itself, but the prospect waiting with that crowing demon in his head might
have tempted him to place a magic finger into the clockwork. It really might have,
until he saw the figure down the hall seated on a similarly too-comfortable couch. He
hurried to greet her, noting the trench coat covering most of her costume.
“Selina?” he asked, guessing that it was permissible to call her by name since she
was unmasked and the tell-tale gloves were removed.
She nodded and he sat beside her. He asked gently if Bruce was the patient she was
waiting for, and learning he wasn’t, Jason pointed two fingers discreetly at her broken
boot heel.
“In that case, what he doesn’t know cannot upset him,” Jason decreed.
Selina glanced down to see her boot repaired and thanked him dryly. Then she
returned to the pertinent topic:
“I’m here with Ed Nigma and a henchman. They had some trouble with Poison
Ivy.”
“Curious,” Jason said. “She was in such good spirits at the polo grounds,
comparatively speaking. As amicably disposed as I’d ever seen her.”
“Well she’s not now. Attack plants bigger than Etrigan and not nearly as friendly.”
“Selina, I will never understand you!” Jason snapped. “You’ve taken my hand in a
Seeing ritual, you’ve felt Etrigan’s malice and you still speak of him like he’s one of
your amusing friends from the Iceberg. Sure, they may menace the city now and then,
but what are a few lives lost with such a ripping bridge partner!”
“Jason, who are you here for and how bad is it?” she asked gently.
“I apologize,” he said.
“Not necessary. Who is it and how serious?” she asked again.
“I’ll wager you’ve never said ‘ripping’ in your life and you don’t play bridge,” he
grumbled. It got no response other than an I’ll-wait expression that Jason sensed she
used with her cats. “I’m here for Claire. Dr. Sabana. I’ve no idea how serious, no idea
what’s wrong.”
“I’m sorry,” Selina said.
“I should have asked about your friend Nigma. How serious are his injuries at the
hands of these attack plants?”
He didn’t hear much of her answer. She said something about strangulation marks,
but then Etrigan made himself conspicuous, filling Jason’s nostrils with the smell of
smoking sulfur when Selina mentioned burns from steam. A flash of memory
transported him to 1919, the furnaces on the Mauretania, and then to that sweltering
summer in Istanbul. Both were gone in an instant, but the flashes were enough to keep
him from making the connection that mustn’t come a moment too soon.
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Bruce knew there were people who called him paranoid. Without exception, they
were people who did not have criminals and psychopaths plotting to kill them on a
regular basis, or else they had superpowers to fall back on when they flew into
unknown situations without a plan. Bruce didn’t consider it paranoia to be alert and
observant, and he didn’t think it paranoid to distrust coincidence. Too often there was
a hidden cause and effect that you would only find if you looked. As a detective, a
scientist, and a man who’d been besieged by magic, he would only accept a
coincidence after he ‘looked.’
The first coincidence of Wine Riot he was prepared to dismiss after the briefest
moment of consideration: Lise and Lili were snobs. They relied on labels and brand
names to avoid exercising their own judgment and potentially making a mistake, and
they were here with him now because he’d made Bruce the Playboy into just such a
brand. Being snobs, though every significant wine-growing region was represented,
they wanted to start with France. It was the obvious and the least imaginative choice,
and it meant walking right past a booth that included Château de Poulignac. As in
Count de Poulignac, Selina’s first boyfriend, the cat burglar. Coincidence could mean
magic was afoot, but like Vinnie Lappet, this wasn’t much of a coincidence. France
was the most important wine region in the world, de Poulignac was a French wine,
Lise and Lili were too insecure to start anywhere other than the place said to be the
best. Tres Bien.
The second development wasn’t a coincidence at all. More of a needling irony that
revived the idea of the Universe pranking him. Despite the DJ, the photo booths, a
temporary tattoo station and carnival atmosphere, Wine Riot was a wine tasting. It
looked like a street party, felt like the early hours of Mardi Gras, but every few steps he
passed a discreet station to spit or pour out his glass. To have discovered such a
happening on his very last appearance as the playboy. He could be seen drinking to
excess without consuming a mouthful of alcohol, which was like most of his Fop
appearances, except that here it was completely effortless. If only such events were
available when he got started.
At the same time, Lise and Lili were well-lubricated. They weren’t drunk or even
buzzed, but the natural snobbery that brought them to the Bordeaux booth had relaxed
into easygoing smiles when he suggested they investigate Chilean reds. Batman
placed a satisfied checkmark next to both of their names as he steered them out of
Bordeaux. He had no desire to see his dates drunk, but he preferred their perceptions
slightly dulled, just enough that they would fail to notice any little slip—like his
knowing a bit too much about genetic mapping of pre-phylloxera vines from HautBailly.
It wasn’t exactly a slip, it was more of a… failure to fop. He knew what he should
say, he just couldn’t do it. Like having his will short circuited by a Mad Hatter mind
control chip, he could not look into the eyes of that earnest young woman pouring in
the Bordeaux booth and blither something idiotic about Monsanto.
The Great Wine Blight began with an aphid called phylloxera—in the mid 19th
century. It was not something you made light of with the French, it was not something
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you confused with the GMOs those funny protestors got so worked up about. To
survive, most of the delicate French vines had been grafted onto phylloxera-resistant
American rootstocks. Knowing that much, while not taking full advantage of the
opportunity to appear as stupid as possible, was forgivable. Pre-phylloxera wines
were, after all, a delicacy of delicacies. Supremely rare, supremely expensive, the sort
of thing Bruce Wayne would have known, coveted and occasionally bought the way
Lise and Lili collected designer handbags.
But that Bruce Wayne’s eyes should have glazed over at the mention of Alcide Bellot
Des Minieres as a man who believed in using scientific methods to improve viticulture
and bought the Haut-Bailly vineyard in 1872. He should have tuned out the earnest
young woman and her sales talk, sipped his wine and thought ahead to the
debauchery ahead at Queen of the Night. He shouldn’t have even heard how Des
Minieres believed the graft of American rootstocks would result in wines of lesser
quality and refused to use them. He shouldn’t have heard how American rootstocks
were planted later but that, even today, Haut-Bailly still had fifteen percent of its old
vines dating from the pre-phylloxera period. Not having heard either piece of crucial
information, he should never have been able to connect them into the earth-shaking
implication. His first thought was the immediate and greedy one: pre-phylloxera
wines were still being produced, and he couldn’t wait to tell Selina. The second thought
hit as the woman began to say it:
“If you have grafted and ungrafted vines that have been growing in exactly the same
soil and the same micro-climate for a hundred years,” he said, quietly but with a
Christmas-morning-toy-truck glint in his eye, “you can compare the DNA. You can
isolate the genomes from the American rootstocks.”
“And theoretically remove it,” the woman concluded, excited to have such a
receptive listener.
“Not just from the Haut-Bailly stocks,” Bruce told her. “Theoretically, once you’ve got
the complete map of the contamination, any French vineyard could roll back their vines
to a pre-phylloxera state.”
“Oh no, Brucie elskling, look. That awful Filippa has passed me again with the
Instagram followers, and Sigrid has past Lili.”
“Yes, right,” Bruce said, kicking himself for the lapse and looking at her phone with
concern.
“Models,” Lili explained. “Filippa from Paris. Lots of pictures of her in bikinis by
ocean. Couple fashion spreads. Then lots more pictures in bikini by ocean.”
“Sigrid is from Martinique,” Lisa added, taking over the sitrep. “Selfies in bed.
Selfies by pool. One with some paint poured down on her face. Then back to selfies.”
“Don’t worry, darlings,” Bruce fopped. “Once we’ve made our entrance at Queen of
the Night, you’ll surpass Laura Sfez herself. In the meantime, let’s take a few shots here
to tide them over. One with that giant glass—there we go—then head over to the
Queensland booth and see what our friends down under are pouring.”

Selina Kyle had a scrumptiously vengeful spirit. Another time, Etrigan would have
spent this time seasoning it like a rare delicacy. Her friend had been hurt, but she
wasn’t thinking about retribution, not yet. The demon could easily fix that, a crash call
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would get her mind moving in the right direction, but this was no time for tawdry
pleasures. Not with the key to his cage all but slid into the lock.
Edward Nigma was awake and the doctor permitted a visitor. Etrigan wished him
to have two, so he clouded the nurse’s perception enough to exclude Jason
accompanying Selina into his room. Jason would need no prompting; gallantry and
boredom would keep him at her side. The rest came down to a roll of the dice… Like
the old Roman Emperors playing Tesserae while the blood was flowing in the arena,
Etrigan liked gambling.

Queen of the Night was called “a dark debutante ball” and guests were told to dress to
impress the queen. It wasn’t the kind of suggestion the Lund sisters took lightly, and
their emergence from the long, white limousine lit up the curb in front of the
Paramount Hotel in a lightshow of flashes. The tabloid photographers behind a rope
had to compete with a dozen amateurs with cell phones who were closer and more
creative with eclectic angles that conveyed the glamour of the scene. Queen of the Night
had seen its share of flamboyant celebrity entrances, but nothing quite like the Jetset
Twins in their identical ivory mini-dresses with their identical crystal halos and
identical ivory clutches, oozing from the stretch limo whose color had seemingly been
chosen to match their couture. The doorman, who was supposed to tell the crowd that
the three people who came up and described the best sexual fantasy would be let in
first, was working on ways to vary the line.
He opted for the usual wording, but then with a significant glance at the twins
added: “In the interests of a level playing field, I’m going to add one stipulation
tonight, that it be a fantasy that you’ve had since at least noon today.”
There was appreciative tittering, and the tabloid guy who was close enough to Bruce
whispered “Dude, you’re my hero.”
A peripheral glance told him the guy was from the Post, and Bruce had an impulse
to turn away as if from an unpleasant smell. The impulse was borne of loyalty to
Selina, but ironically, the thought that stopped him was that much of his present and
impending happiness was owed to their piss poor journalism. If they hadn’t offended
her so badly, pushed her to a reaction mounting Cat-Tales… Bruce turned to the guy
and said “The Post, right? Your coverage of the Torpman trial was very good.”
With that, he turned back to the twins. Lise was still beside him, but Lili had gone to
whisper her deepest desires to the doorman. “I think we can handle that for you,” he
told her with a knowing wink.

“’Lina,” Eddie said with a pained grin as she walked into the room, adding a less
enthused “and friend” when Jason followed. “Things were a little hazy towards the
end there, but did you put me in a closet with some kind of a giant tree monster and
then blow it up? And if so why?”
“Botched rescue. Sorry,” she said.
“Buy me dinner like the old days, we’ll call it even,” he said amiably, then his eyes
shifted to Jason. “Your friend’s Justice League,” he said disapprovingly.
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“Charming. Having failed to disabuse the heroes themselves of that idea, I must
now contend with an equally misinformed criminal element,” Jason said testily.
Selina made a show of concealing her smile, then said “He’s really not, Eddie” and
proceeded with the formal introduction. “Jason Blood, Edward Nigma, though you
seem to know each other by rep. Jason’s in the same boat I am, actually. Do them a
favor once because you happen to be there and the world’s caving in, Superman says
‘thank you’ and they automatically put you on a list as their cat thief on call.”
“Whatever,” Eddie said in a tired voice that could have been either boredom with
the subject or painkillers. “Look, salient point is that between the two of you,
somebody can get a message to Batman. Let me give you the bullet points on Darth
Ivy, the crazed psycho we all used to call Poison. ‘Poison’ was the good old days,
doesn’t that just say it all. She’s split down the center now, half green—and I mean
really green—and half regular skin. Like Two-Face without the endearing coin flip.”
He paused, noting identically raised eyebrows on both his listeners, and he
reiterated:
“Yes, I said endearing. Fifty-fifty chance it could go your way. A fifty-fifty chance
would not be amiss when you’re looking at the business end of a snapping flytrap.
Don’t believe me, just ask Zed or the corpse in that cocoon hanging from the ceiling.”
He huffed belligerently, glanced at the heart monitors and continued more calmly.
“Anyway, it’s not just cosmetic. The attack plants have gotten smarter somehow; it’s
like they get infused with more of her when she animates them. ’Lina, y’remember
how they used to just go to pieces and flop around ten, fifteen minutes after she’d left?
Not anymore. They keep going for hours. It’s like creepy independent thinking.
Smarter than a Robin.”
Preserving Nigma’s assumption that all three of them didn’t know Batman’s
identity, Jason said he would forward the message.
“Tell him to drop-kick her ass back into Arkham,” Eddie said bitterly. “Tell him to
be quick about it. If she’s still out there when I get out there, I won’t be so cordial
about it. Did I tell you the clothes thing?”
“What… clothes thing?” Jason said with an edge that reminded Riddler of the Dark
Knight.
Eddie recognized a dangerous man when he saw one. He looked at Jason with new
eyes and spoke with subtle emphasis, as if he knew he was loading a gun.
“What she did to Zed. What she did to the cop in that cocoon. She can control cloth
now. Fibers in cotton, hemp, flax. They just spring to life and start burrowing. It looks
real painful, going by the screaming.”
“That is enlightening,” Jason said formally. “Thank you, Mr. Nigma. You are an
able man, intelligent and observant, and I grieve at the ordeal you have suffered.
When we next meet, I will see that you prosper. Selina, you have chosen your friends
well. A pleasure as always.”
With that, he practically clicked his heel as he turned and left the room.

It wasn’t unusual for audience members to be separated from their party as they
were led down the derelict but once grand staircase to the supper club beneath the
Paramount. Lili had, of course, been admitted first with the other adventurous souls
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who impressed the doorman. As the rest of them made their way down the winding
staircase decorated by antique piles of champagne flutes, Bruce noted attendants
lurking—with surprising stealth given the eye-catching nature of their white-and-black
halters and short-shorts—to attach themselves to an arm here, or to clasp a hand there,
and lead the chosen one off to who-knows-where. The art on the walls was exotic,
leaving no doubt that one was entering a nocturnal playground, and there was a whiff
of burnt sage that hinted at ritual.
Reaching the bottom of the stairs where a Phantom of the Opera-sized chandelier had
seemingly crashed into even more ancient champagne glasses, they were offered
drinks. Not far away, a topless woman stood behind a glass wall, writing cryptic
messages on the glass in red lipstick—the implication was if you viewed this with
anything but suave Gotham urbanity, you’d better have a drink.
Bruce noted audience members being pulled aside, seemingly at random, and
marked for different experiences. One might be given a paste-on rhinestone teardrop,
one a gnomic necklace, one might return with a ribbon tied around their wrist or a
letter written on their skin. What it meant nobody knew, except for one man—a hedge
fund manager who clearly recognized Bruce and was angling to strike up an
acquaintance—who was told that his mark entitled him to a free drink. His partner,
more well-versed in the show’s reviews than anyone else in the crowd, thought there
was probably more to it. The drinks were to loosen everyone up, and a free one
certainly meant that his partner would be approached for something shocking before
the night was out.
“Like what?” Lise asked excitedly.
“Oh, asked to perform. Taken up on stage with a total stranger to feed each other
saffron flowers, or off to the Queen’s private boudoir to bathe the princess in coconut
milk…”
Bruce was no longer listening; the mention of the flower had reminded him of Ivy.
The ambulance had come and gone by the time he reached the greenhouse, but the
wreckage that remained told the tale. Whatever had happened there had been…
extreme. Obviously it was nothing Catwoman couldn’t handle, but he was impatient
for a full debriefing. He was also impatient to go back and investigate the basement,
but the herbicide pellets he’d tossed down the stairs would need another six hours to
complete their work. He could always…
Instinct shut down his internal monologue. Something was happening. Without
appearing to turn, he shifted his balance, eyes, and awareness until he could pinpoint
what it was… He was being watched, sized up… He sipped his drink and, in the course
of that move, noticed Lise’s bracelet. Turning a little more as he complimented it, he
was able to scan the perimeter of dim and irregular lighting that surrounded them…
Ideal concealment from the other guests, but Bruce was so used to discerning pattern
and movement in darkness, he spotted the stalker without effort. A man. 5’8 or 5’9.
With a whip or a rope… a rope. With that angle of approach, preparing to lasso him,
literally, as the group made their way to the marble bar topped with tubes and
oversized bubbling beakers that resembled Dr. Ivo’s lab—or even Dr. Frankenstein’s.
A night of interactive theatre meant he would have to endure some encounter, and
the public Bruce Wayne was far too worldly to react with anything but enthusiasm.
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He’d have to play along with something, but it wasn’t going to be that. Without
changing his position or his focus, he simply… thought of Joker. He aimed a spike of
revulsion at the shadow where the attendant with the lasso thought he was concealed,
and then… felt the shift. Like a would-be mugger seeing their prey walk with the
forceful gait, the young man was switching targets. Without knowing why, he was
now searching the crowd for someone who seemed like more fun.
“Brucie elskling, you must try this. Infused with rosemary. What did you say it is
called?”
“The Queen’s Bush,” the leather-clad bartender told her, though he sensed her
English wasn’t good enough to get the joke. “We have also A Willing Gentleman and
The Marchesa’s Caprese,” he added, noting that Bruce did no more than wet his lips from
the glass Lise was holding to his mouth. Sensing one who didn’t want alcohol of any
sort, rather than alcohol that didn’t taste like insalata caprese, he discreetly provided a
tinted beaker of Perrier and was rewarded with the largest tip he would ever receive.
They wandered. The preshow was a positive labyrinth of secret nests and forbidden
encounters. There was a room with walls covered in dripped candle wax where one of
the guests Bruce saw marked at the door held a shard of mirror while a performer
danced for her in the reflection. There was a fur- and mirror-lined boudoir where a
man sat barefoot while a woman studied him adoringly and stroked his face with a
feather. It brought a revolting Talia flashback, and merely to chase the thought from
his mind, Bruce investigated a curtain of tinkly shells—only to find a knife-throwing
act in progress, which brought an even more revolting flashback. Bruce did notice that
the woman acting as the target was another of those he saw marked at the door, and he
considered solving the guest-selection and symbol-marking matrix as a new problem
to keep his mind occupied for the night. He got no farther than that when he heard the
duet of girlish squeals that meant Lise and Lili were reunited. He scurried back the
way he came—there was the sound of a whip cracking somewhere which he chose not
to investigate, even though it hinted at a more appealing flashback than the previous
one—and found his dates comparing notes in a magician’s office brimming with
curios.
“I got to meet the queen! There was serious eye contact and light petting,” one
reported.
“I read erotica to the Princess while she had her bath and this cute man in a perfect
beard and awful bangs shaved her legs.”
The room was full of trick drawers, and Bruce pretended to explore them rather than
intrude on the sisters’ giggling disclosures. Some drawers opened, some didn’t, some
had surprises, some held nothing. The playboy pose disappeared into a scowl as he
looked down into one such empty drawer. The room was too like a Riddler puzzle,
and it reminded him Nigma was at the hospital. He considered ditching Lise and Lili
to visit the men’s room in order to call Selina for an update.
He took no more than a step into the dimly lit hall when the women were back at his
side. Lili had been told “a secret” in the course of her adventure. The labyrinth was
filled with secrets, she confided, which the attendants would tell if you played along
and they liked the look of you. There was something about the wallpaper in the
bathrooms, the pattern would change if you looked long enough. It had nothing to do
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with the drinks (pause for more giggling tittlers) but had something to do with the
lighting.
Bruce did his best to fake as much interest in the optical illusion as he had genuinely
felt about the genetic mapping at Wine Riot, but the effort was cut short. Once again
instinct said he was being watched, this time a mere moment before he felt his hand
taken—which was lucky because it would have been awkward if Batman’s reflexes had
backhanded the young woman into the wall. Very awkward considering she was now,
uh, fondling his hand like a rare and mysterious bauble—sparking another unwelcome
flashback.
“Charming,” Bruce said as one well-versed in the etiquette of such encounters, and
noting in his peripheral vision that Lise had been similarly accosted. Pushed gently
against the wall by another curious attendant, she was now being intensely sniffed.
“You smell like desire,” Bruce heard her new friend murmur, when a delicate kiss on
the tip of his fingers drew his attention back to his own new acquaintance. His hand
was guided to rest on her naked hip.
“This way,” she tugged. “And I’ll tell you a secret.”
The hallways were dimly lit and smelled of frankincense, which like the incense on
the stairs, created a sense of ritual. The theme of the evening might be a party, but it
was one where the pursuit of pleasure was practically a sacrament.
“Say ‘yes’ to everything,” she whispered before handing him off at the entrance to an
antechamber where a stuffed and bejeweled leopard stood sentinel.

A stunned Selina looked to an equally stunned Eddie, then hurriedly followed Jason
from the room. He wasn’t in the hall but the nurse was, looking a bit stunned herself.
She pointed to an orange line on the floor and said he went that way, though Selina
hadn’t asked. She said Patient Sabana was in room 861, though again, Selina hadn’t
asked. She said to follow the orange line to room 861, and after Selina thanked her, she
said it again and walked away blinking.
Selina hurried down the hall, following the orange line, mind racing through the
options. She wasn’t inexperienced with magicians on a tear, but everything she knew
of Jason Blood said he was more problematic than a lecherous Felix Faust. A suspicion
that was confirmed as she caught up with him and he wheeled around to face her with
a stare that could silence a banshee.
“I will thank you to not interfere,” he said with the intensity she associated with the
phrase “Catwoman, put it back.” It produced a gesture somewhere between surrender
and jazz hands.
“No interfering,” she said reassuringly. “Standing beside you as a friend, just like
you did me; helping if I can. Extra set of hands if you need them. Extra pair of eyes.
That’s all.”
Selina told herself she meant it, for now. She wasn’t going to interfere in the next
two minutes, at least, so if Jason could detect a lie as easily as Superman, there should
be nothing to set off the magical polygraph. She hoped.
Jason looked skeptical for a moment, and then nodded.
“Not eyes or hands,” he said piercingly, “but you could lend me your voice.”
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Selina blinked. “Uhm,” she began.
“Lend Claire your voice,” he explained. “I am loathe to sift through her unconscious
mind, but I feel I can no longer sit idly by. Before, I was prepared to do just that, but
with what your friend Nigma just told us, I feel if I must sit here doing nothing—
knowing nothing—until she wakes, I shall run mad.”
Etrigan helpfully reminded him that if Claire were to die, Jason could easily raise her
ghost for a chat. Jason called him the son of a jackal by a hell-spawn whore, and
Etrigan said thank you. Jason made a fist and returned his attention to Selina.
“When I found Claire, her clothing was all but reduced to powder. I couldn’t guess
what kind of radiation or other modern abomination might be responsible, but my
mind was running along those lines. I did not conceive of an attack. Now I can’t
conceive of anything else. But I cannot act without being sure. I must confirm the
suspicion.
“If you would permit, a simple spell will allow Claire to speak through you, so I can
talk with her. Ask her about what happened without intruding into her mind. It
would be as though she and I were talking in the usual way. You would remain
completely aware, you must simply… refrain from speaking so that Claire may have
your voice.”
“Uh-huh,” Selina said as a horserace of thoughts jockeyed for position. She didn’t
like it. She owed him. And there was that part about being aware. Either she was
going to take on this Darth Ivy or Batman would. Either way, an eyewitness account of
what they were up against would not be amiss.

Bruce was a better actor than anyone associated Queen of the Night, and he appeared
to enjoy his individual pre-show experience like a man who hadn’t done this a few
hundred times before: a dark and mysterious labyrinth leading to a bizarrely themed
and insanely elaborate room (this one had walls covered in pearlescent shells), going
one on one with a bizarrely intense and potentially insane inhabitant playing some
game only they understood, nothing explained, having to figure it out as he went...
“Have you ever been in love?”
At least in those situations, he didn’t have to pretend he wasn’t annoyed.
“You’re very direct,” he told his interrogator.
“I’m not direct. I’m deliberate,” she replied.
Eye contact. There were four natural types: confident, intimate, liar and psychopath.
Then there was this: the gaze cultivated by the professional dominatrix. This was the
last but in the eyes of someone who couldn’t hide that she just learned it. Part of the
show-training, no doubt. Bruce decided he’d had enough.
“I’m direct,” he said, stopping short of Batman but adopting the manner he’d use
with another CEO. “I’m here for the photo op, not the show. I’ve been frisked. I’ve
been blindfolded. I’m ready for dinner.” With that, the CEO vanished and the
devastating charm of the playboy took his place. “What do you say?”
“I’ll get in trouble,” she mouthed.
“You really won’t,” he promised with the smiling assurance that left the most
sought-after debs and divorcees weak in the knees.
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“Okay, come on,” she whispered. “I can’t take you straight in, but we’ll pretend
you’re one of the art types that’s more interested in the design and the restoration.”
He was escorted—with just as much stroking and sniffing but without the
blindfold—to what seemed like an ornate back hallway with brass wall decor and stair
rails, lit by multicolored lightbulbs hanging from the ceiling fixtures. The attendant
said despite the appearance of an elaborate restoration, all of it was completely new.
Reaching what looked like a service-elevator bay, they came to a well-known
Hollywood director enjoying foie gras gougères and a private performance of a pas de
deux.
“Elevator door also fake,” his guide confided.
Bruce was tempted to say the same of the director’s hair, but since it was the Fop’s
final appearance and the guy wasn’t actually wearing a hairpiece, he let the
opportunity pass.
“And this is where I leave you,” she said as they entered the foyer outside the
ballroom. “Once there are 200 people passing through, you won’t be able to smell it,
but the incense here is amber. That’s the butterfly wall,” she said, pointing to the
mandella pattern made up of thousands of butterfly wings. “It’s meant to introduce
themes of metamorphosis that you’ll see throughout the show.”

Selina’s magical escapades with Jason had included a break in via futhark rune,
getting trapped in a pentagon of mirrors and bitch-slapping a Lady of the Lake,
pouring Water of Avalon into a Vessel of Antioch in order to spy on the Justice League,
distributing jade chopstick wands to the Batmen of different dimension, and traipsing
through a Zurich Farmer’s Market to find six leaves of sage fresh and fragrant and a
hand-dipped taper of purest white. So it was a relief when all he wanted for this voicelending spell was a trip to the candy machine.
“Very important to have sugar in the blood stream,” he reminded her, handing her a
Twix bar while he bought three for himself.
“Yeah but I’m not channeling any magic,” she pointed out, chasing after him as he
continued to Claire’s room.
“That’s why you only need to eat one,” he said. “You must eat a sweet taken from
my hand.”
“Bloody magicians have more rules than Batman,” she muttered. “You know how I
hate rules.”
The next minutes were spent munching, after which Jason rubbed his hands together
with a chipper “Now then” that sounded unnervingly like Selina’s own voice getting
Whiskers and Nutmeg into the carrier for a trip to the vet. Jason stood before her,
placing a hand on each of her upper arms and ‘adjusting’ her position so their torsos
were perfectly parallel. Then he rapidly touched the center of her forehead, the center
of her lips and the center of her throat—though the last was more of a poke that elicited
an angry “Hey.”
He turned away from her and regarded Claire.
“That’s it?” she asked.
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“That’s it,” he intoned, touching Claire’s throat first, then her lips, and finally her
forehead.
“Claire, it’s Jason,” he announced. “Selina Kyle is here also; you’ve met her, I think.”
“Yes, of course, at the polo match,” Selina said—though her eyes widened in
surprise.
“Good,” Jason said. “Introductions would be peculiar under the circumstances.
You’re using her voice, you see. Claire, I need you to tell me what happened.”
Selina thought Jason might have given her a little more information about where she
was and what was happening, but she couldn’t say so. She couldn’t seem to say
anything. It was as if her brain had forgotten how to make her thoughts into spoken
words. Her voice was doing fine on its own, however:
“Jason, I’m sorry about dinner. Was planning such a nice evening for us,” it was
saying in an unfocused, dreamy tone while Jason looked impatient. He was apparently
resigning himself to a few minutes chit-chat before he could steer her back to the
subject they cared about, and Selina could only do likewise.
“Claire, what happened?” he asked finally, doing his best to punch through the haze of
painkillers and trauma while keeping the frustration out of his tone.
“I was in the kitchen, radio was on,” she said in that eerily distant voice, then sang
softly, “Not crazy, I’m just a little unwell… Stay a while and maybe then you’ll see, I’m
chopping broccoli.” Jason looked apologetically at Selina, who managed to convey
without words that she didn’t visit her friends when they were in Arkham and this
was why.

Claire sang her improvised ditty over the radio version while she prepped the
dinner, but stopped when she heard a knock at the door.
~Stay a while and maybe then you’ll see, a different side of me~ the song continued
without her until she turned it down. She hadn’t realized she brought the knife with
her until she opened the door and saw her visitor staring at it.
“Oh. Wow. Hi,” she managed, trying to process what she was seeing without
making too much of a fool of herself—but glad she had the knife. “From the polo
match… Pamela,” she said weakly.
“Actually I prefer Poison Ivy. May I came in?” came the soft, breathy reply from the
woman who looked nothing like she had at the polo grounds.
Claire swallowed. She tried not to be too obvious as she clutched the knife tighter.
“Um,” she said. She didn’t want to let the psycho-plantlady-monster-criminal into
her house, even though monsters and criminals don’t generally ask. Still. “I have
somebody coming over,” she managed. “Not a great time. Maybe you could uh, you
know, call tomorrow and we could meet. Somewhere. Else.”
“I won’t stay long,” Ivy said, brushing past Claire and walking to the center of her
living room. “This is nice. A little on the small side. You expect that in the city, but
out here, I would have thought you’d have more space. Don’t worry, we’ll fix that.”
“You’ll probably think I’m very stupid,” Claire said tactfully. “You introduced
yourself as Pamela when we met, and I wasn’t completely sure you were… I mean you
did talk about plants and your skin is on the green side.”
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“It is not; it’s alabaster. Was anyway,” Ivy said, fluctuating between kneejerk anger
and embarrassed acceptance. Then she broke into a too-wide smile. “Well anyway, I
understand. You weren’t sure who you were talking to and because you’re a nice,
polite sort of woman, you didn’t want to make any assumptions. But now you see
there’s no room for doubt.”
“That is some serious green,” Claire said. “What happened. I mean, down the
center like that. Did Two-Face do something to you?”
“Let’s leave him out of it,” Ivy said tersely. “I want you to tell me more about
horses, why you like them and… well.. why you don’t go after the people that hurt
them.”
“I’m a veterinarian,” Claire said.
“Yes, I know that,” Ivy said through clenched teeth. “So, what, you’ll help some
poor creature that’s been abused, but you don’t go after the ones who did it. Why not?
What’s the matter with you? Don’t you want to see them stopped?”
“Very much,” Claire said sincerely.
“So why don’t you stop them?! They’re just going to keep on doing it. They’re
depraved monsters who can’t cut it among their own kind, so rather than slink off and
die like the failures that they are, they take it out on whoever they can.” As she spoke,
a hairline strip down the center of her breastbone grew a bit darker where the green
skin met the pink. As her words became more venomous, her breathing became more
labored and the dark strip seemed to widen, just a little.
“I suppose because there are other people who do that. People better suited to that
kind of work. Police and government agencies. I treat the wounds, ease an animal’s
pain. They wouldn’t know how to do that, probably wouldn’t enjoy it. And I
wouldn’t enjoy ‘bashing the bad guys.’ They do their thing and I do mine.”
“Hmph,” was all Ivy could think to say. Then she sat down and asked for some
water. Claire went into the kitchen, but as it connected to the living room, Ivy
continued the conversation as she went. “You may all need to double up on some
jobs. Take on additional tasks. We’ll see how it goes. Of course there will be some
jobs going away altogether.”
“Oh, and why is that?” Claire asked, returning with a glass but still holding the knife
behind her back.
“Fewer people. Humans are very bad animals, they take far more than their share.
We have to cut down their numbers, drastically. Plants should be the dominant species
on the planet. People will be staff. The privilege of eating plant life will be confined to
those animals that know their place, and the remaining people can subsist on those
animals, which they may kill. Although the whole idea of cultivating livestock has to
go. They’ll feed the cattle too much, greedy pigs. The natural herbivores can eat their
fill naturally, and these reduced-number humans may live on them.”
“I see,” Claire said, approaching Ivy careful step by careful step, and desperately
trying to hide the fact that the hand holding the knife—and hence the knife itself—now
shook.
“You will be a great help to me there,” Ivy declared. “Persephone to my Demeter.
You can advise me on the animals, and I shan’t be at all cross if you play favorites.
Horses are your babies, I understand that and I respect it. I expect you to put their
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interests above that of lesser beasts, like say cats. Yes, you’re a much better choice.
Horses are herbivores. Cats are… well the point is, I would much rather deal with
you. Approved agriculture will continue, of course. Approved plant products, such as
cotton sheets. Cotton will be vital in many ways…”

Selina was poking Jason’s arm repeatedly while her mouth chattered on outlining
Ivy’s Utopia as she’d explained it to Claire. Unable to even mouth the words she
wished to convey, she could only improvise an ad hoc sign language—the repeated
scratching motion hinting that she wanted him to ask Claire what she meant about the
cats.
“Selina, please, that is hardly the most pressing issue,” Jason said, while she
responded “The chains of the slave race homo sapien sapien.”
Selina’s furious gestures responded, pointing to herself then indicating cat whiskers,
cat ears, shaking her head no, the spot on her thigh where the whip was holstered, a
curtsy and giving the bird. Her voice said “She actually said that. I mean those actual
words, ‘slave race homo sapien sapien’.”
“Yes, I think it’s possible she meant that if she didn’t have Claire to turn to then you
would be her ‘spokeswoman’ for the animal kingdom,” Jason said irritably. “But it’s
not like Claire can ask now. She’s only telling us what Ivy said.”
“Like the idea isn’t bad enough on its own, she’s got to be a total drama queen on
top of that,” Selina-Claire replied.
“And if we could get clarification, Selina, what then? What could Claire or Ivy say
that you might believe? What reassurance could you possibly have?”
Selina kicked him in the shin, and Etrigan laughed in delight.
“I felt sick,” Claire-Selina continued. “I was trying to tell myself I wasn’t
understanding her. Ever since ‘drastically reduce their numbers,’ I told myself I wasn’t
understanding, it had to mean something other than what it sounded like. I was
listening but at the same time, I was jumping all kinds of hurdles inside trying to think
what else those words could mean. But now ‘cotton is the going to be the chains of the
slave race,’ there’s no way you can spin that away from bonkers. The only hope left
was that the whole thing could be some kind of crazy prank. A green person knocks
on your door and starts telling you they want to take over the world with cotton... But
I don’t know anybody who would play a joke like that, and it couldn’t be one of those
reality shows, not inside my home. I just… I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t
believe what was happening and I didn’t know what to do.”
She sounded pitiful. Selina was horrified at the bewildered pain in her own voice—
and more horrified at Jason’s seeming indifference. Her eyes mirrored the confused
anguish in her tone and she shoved him, meaning that he should go to the bed, hug the
poor woman or squeeze her hand, and offer some kind of love and assurance. All he
did was produce a glare that said ‘stop hitting me’ with the same silent eloquence as all
of her previous outbursts.
“I had the knife. I tried to make her leave,” Selina said with a heartbreaking sob. “I
did it wrong. I made everything worse. The next thing I knew, I was being torn up
inside. Like, under my clothes, all over my skin, trying to get underneath my skin. It
hurt. Jason, it hurt so m—”
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The sound cut off as Jason abruptly closed his fist, and Selina’s head snapped back
with a gasp as if the breath had been violently yanked from her throat.
“My apologies,” he said dryly. “I fear she was about to get loud as she relived the
attack.”
“No she wasn’t,” Selina said hoarsely.
“I couldn’t risk her raising her voice.”
“She wasn’t reliving it, she was remembering. She wasn’t going to scream. And if
she did, you’ve already bewitched the nurse. You just weren’t up to hearing it.”
Jason turned from Selina and looked at Claire. “I heard enough,” he said. It wasn’t
the voice she knew—or rather, it wasn’t a Jason Blood voice she knew. It was more like
a Bat-gravel when he wasn’t Batman anymore, when it was the mountain creaking
before an earthquake. Her heart stopped as Jason—her friend Jason—turned back, his
eyes glowing red with demonic fury. “Haven’t you?” he asked, freezing her in that
stare. “You who can take my hand and feel Etrigan’s malice coursing through it, tilt
your head and make a joke in the presence of pure Evil. Haven’t you heard enough?”
“Jason, don’t,” she whispered before it hit, then a dizzying spell gripped her mind
like the flash of a distant explosion reaching her before the sound of the blast. The first
waves of fear and dread, moving at the speed of light, reaching her before anything
else, then the concussive blast of betrayal, the pain and cruelty, treachery and lies.
Finally, the sound of the explosion:
“Change, change the form of man; free the prince forever damned. Free the might
from fleshy mire; boil the blood in heart of fire. Gone, gone the form of man, and rise
the demon Etrigan.”
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CHAPTER 4: METAMORPHOSIS
Everything came closer: the tang of mortal meat… scraggly mouse-brown auras…
tempting bits of human flesh and foible… and the echo. Oh, the echo! Reality’s cry of
pain at a Demon’s entrance into the world.
Etrigan smiled.
He stretched his neck until vertebrae cracked… it was good to have substance again,
to be able to do and be and act. He regarded the mortal closest to him. Unlike most of
the washed out auras that populate a hospital—dying souls, injured souls, souls
waiting anxiously for news—this was a darkly rich and earthy brown. Nothing faded
with regret here, nothing faint or fluttery with uncertainty. This was a soul of
substance. Claire. Claire whose piteous cries and broken body had snapped Jason’s
last filament of will.
There were no foolish demons, but if such an abomination existed, it would be a fool
indeed who ignored this quality of the female—this bounteous, infernal gift—to pass
on her pain or death to cripple the male that holds her dear. It was a bounty no demon
would ignore—but if only a fool would ignore it, it was a sillier ass still who thought
that was all she had to offer.
Without turning to see the flesh, Etrigan considered the other aura present: a deep
purple aspect that sparked with energy. Females had so much more to give besides the
sight of their severed heads or ravaged bodies.
Sekh-met. Selina Moon-Daughter. If you hurt one she cared for, she would hurt
you. And she would enjoy it. Unlike some who made vengeance tepid with pretense.
He had tasted her once, linked with Jason for the Seeing when Bruce Wayne took his
revenge on Zatanna. She was… savory. She didn’t watch with grim satisfaction,
joyless that such a thing as justice was necessary in the world. Oh no, she opened
herself up when Etrigan invited her, drinking in the other woman’s fear and shame.
Together with Batman’s hate, which is what Etrigan had tuned in for, it was the best
night he’d had since the Borgias.
He turned to her.
Alone at last, and such repast the night before us brings.
Your rage burns hot, not like that lot to whom fusty restraint clings.
To think I sought to roast you once, put fire to your mortal mud.
Friendship you brought when Etrigan sought no humanity in Jason Blood.
Bitter, friendless, dead inside, I thought would Demon free.
But subtle females, soft and warm, in kindness found the key.
In truth, Cat, there’s an aftertaste. This freedom bought with… lo-ough…
The verse was interrupted by a soft belch that sent a puff of dark, sulfurous smoke
Selina’s way, then he continued:
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But a nosh on goddess flesh and bone will aftertaste get rid of.
“Hi, Etrigan,” Selina said, ignoring an unpleasant pounding in her head since the
demon appeared. “I’m the last person who could expect someone to ignore a door left
unlocked, or maybe a door with a substandard lock is a better analogy. You’ve been
expecting Jason to let you out since Claire was hurt, I take it?”
Etrigan grinned. She was stalling for time, the crafty minx, and he sensed… Ooh,
clever kitty indeed… her thoughts had traveled to the lower floor of the hospital where
a chapel was located. A non-denominational chapel consecrated with desperation and
pantomime rather than faith... Nothing there but sport for a Prince of Hell, and dull
sport with such a feast before him. He would trash it on his way out if he left that way,
but it was not worth a detour if he left by the window.
Yea, I am freed with a string,
Clever feline thing,
And my task is what you’ve guessed.
A witch ripe for burning
Our Jason is yearning
For me to give her my infernal best.
Now Cat, don’t be a hypocrite.
You know you hate her too.
She’s hurt your Eddie, hurt your Bruce.
An accounting is overdue.
The chapel you would run to has no tool to Demon bar,
Don’t make of me an enemy; join in! Go get the car.
“If you know me half as well as you seem to think,” Selina said tersely, “then you
would know I have a firm rule about team-ups suggested in rhyme.”
Etrigan laughed. She was unnerved that he could read her thoughts, but she hid it.
Of course. And like a frightened child whistling in a graveyard, her witty little retort
danced on the very aspects of the offer that made it tempting. That part was
unconsciously done, of course, but he decided to punish the presumption all the same.
Selina reeled as a triple wave of memories washed over her. First there was Eddie,
smirking when he caught up with her in Metropolis. “You looked good in green, ‘Lina.”
Then the idiotic costume he alluded to, the forced team-up because she’d lost a bet.
Tripping the guard with his cane (a-cross-stick) and having that ludicrously repainted
tour bus (re-bus) for the getaway. He was so happy—a memory that vanished into the
sight of him lying crumpled and battered on the greenhouse floor, pitifully clutching
that phone.
The next wave was at the Iceberg, the night they’d made the bet. He noticed she’d
started drinking martinis instead of Perrier, and he was polite enough not to mention
that the new habit began when Bane broke Batman and the new idiot showed up in his
place.
The third was the night the boiler blew at the Wedgewood. That eerily detached
voice on the OraCom ..::Catwoman, you’re going to want to proceed home. B is down.::..
Then a few minutes later. .::It’s his back.::.. Reliving Bane and Azrael the whole drive
home. It was the L4 vertebrae, exacerbating the old injury. This time Ivy’s fault. “The
only thing I couldn’t foresee was that damned flytrap getting around my belt the way it did, and
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those vines coiling around my leg in that exact way at that exact moment, so when the boiler
blew…”
As if on cue, there was a cacophony of shattering glass and Selina was pulled from
the memory to see Etrigan’s forked tail disappearing through the shattered window.

The Queen of the Night wasn’t exactly preoccupied with its plot. Once the audience
was seated in the ballroom, it strove to overwhelm with abundance. Everywhere you
looked, something was happening: aerialists, acrobats, belly dancers and cup jugglers
flipping, flying, flinging—and in one case fornicating—within arm’s reach. For those
who insisted in making sense of it, the Marchesa was evidently throwing this shindig
for her daughter Pamina at that time when “the flower of her youth is blossoming into
womanhood” (read: she met a boy and fell in love.) The plan seemed to be that,
bingeing on wild debauchery and sexual misadventure, Pamina would transcend it
and achieve the icy splendor of the Marchesa herself (read: dump the dud.)
The show was in no way confined to the stage, as the contortionist stepping onto
Bruce’s table and, ehm, contorting would attest. The Fop should have radiated
satisfaction, but… but there was a bullwhip in the room. Along with a stripper and a
knife-throwing dominatrix that flitted in and out of his peripheral vision, the bullwhip
artist from the preshow had returned and was doing something at a table in the
northwest quadrant of the ballroom. The sense memory of a whip crack together with
a sexy (and abnormally flexible) woman doing an… improbable (but undeniably
provocative) thing with her thighs right in front of him had produced an instinctive
lockdown. Bruce the playboy scowled as never before. The reflex was too ingrained: no
matter how deliberately provocative this woman became, he would not betray the
slightest hint of appreciation.
He covered as soon as he realized what he was doing and overcompensated with an
approving nod and a leer, but the contortionist noticed the delay and so did Lili. The
former played up to another couple at the table and to Lise. The latter looked at him
sideways with a sad little pout, and then with a burst of party girl enthusiasm, she
proposed a selfie. Bruce agreed, of course. He held the phone because his arm was
longer, and posed with a hand on Lise’s shoulder and a hedonist’s decadent grin. Then
she showed him the finished product and Bruce feigned interest for a second—when
his head snapped around to see the ballroom behind him. He scanned the room… but
he saw nothing except Pamina’s lover vowing to undergo some trial to win her.
He ignored Lili’s question and looked back at the picture on her phone. Poison Ivy.
Or… more of a Poison Ivy/Two-Face hybrid, actually.
It could be part of the show; not like they were sticking slavishly to the Mozart, and
there was that “flower of her youth” bit when they introduced Pamina. Just the kind of
thing an outfit like this would come up with to put a Gotham spin on things. But all
Bruce’s instincts said otherwise.
“Excuse me, darlings, have to make a phone call,” he announced as he stood.
“Markets will be open in Hong Kong and Tokyo, and I have to check something—Oh,
how nice.” The last as a hunky performer finished an astonishing series of leaps
onstage by leaping offstage to block his path. Bruce sidestepped as if evading a trained
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ninja and was crossing the ballroom before any of them could perform one of the
maneuvers to pacify a fleeing or offended guest.
What colleagues called the density shift occurred within the next four strides, not
because Bruce was incapable of projecting the playboy aura while functioning as
Batman but because he did not want to be interfered with. If he wasn’t quite stalking
around the perimeter like the Dark Knight hunting criminal prey, he at least conveyed
a man closing a deal in Tokyo between now and dessert who needed a phone—a deal,
incidentally, that involved more money than you’d see in your entire career, so you
better stay out of his way.

Catwoman had a history of charging into situations without considering the
consequences. It always worked out, one way or another. She got in over her head
sometimes, but cats have a way of making it work, whatever “it” might be.
That was the theory. Occasionally Selina thought she should test it under less
volatile conditions.
It cost precious seconds shedding the overcoat and more donning the gloves before
following Etrigan out the window. Both were necessary to grip and maneuver safely
on the whip. The mask wasn’t, and she couldn’t afford more time fussing with it. So it
was a spectacularly fit and agile Selina Kyle the pigeons saw leaving the Eighth Floor
of Gotham General Hospital. She stopped at the intersection to remedy the situation,
safely above the traffic cameras on the third story roof of a Duane Reed. Seconds no
longer mattered, since Etrigan had a head start. All she could do was follow the sound
of car horns and squealing brakes, and the trail of smashed windshields and car hoods
he apparently punched for fun.
At 33rd Street, she closed the distance enough to see him stopped in the center of the
street and… sniffing. He’d turned right and sniff, turn left and sniff… It looked
disconcertingly like a wildcat stalking prey. Then he took off and she had to hustle to
keep up.
At 35th Street she heard him before she saw him:
“Yo Dawg, Yo Gotham, Fo shizzle
I’m free, now someone’s gonna sizzle.”
Possibly the sole upside to living in a city with Joker is being able to hear nonsense
like that and not dismiss the very real threat.
“Cry Havok, and let loose the puppy.
I think I’ll begin with this yuppie.”
“Etty, so how are we doing?” Catwoman said, landing on the roof of a Lexus SUV
that actually might warrant a good roasting with hellfire, but not with the driver still
inside. “Kinda giving me mixed messages, you know. Worse than Dark and Broody,
you are. First you ask me along, then you leave me behind,” she said, hopping down
and then turning to the driver. “You should go,” she advised.
Etrigan’s eyes flicked from the yuppie to Catwoman and back again. They gleamed
with mischief as if he had a wickedly amusing idea, but then he shook his head with a
snort, dismissing it as something better occurred to him.
Back to hospital you should go,
You brash and impudent kitten.
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The night is still young, and another will come
whose fate is yet to be written.
He reached out, held her chin, and gazed piercingly into her eyes with the claw on
his thumb just cutting into the flesh under her chin—just where hers once did when
she had Batman pinned on an alley floor and teased about removing his mask.
By dawn you’ll see it my way, that’s easy to deduce.
Poor Ed and Zed, that’s not enough to want her dead.
‘Twill be different…
He broke off into pealing laughter that sprayed sulfurous smoke in her face, and
then as he turned, he shot a line of flame along the road and into the front tires of the
SUV.

Though the ballroom was alive with color, movement, and every conceivable
distraction, the collective bustle of Queen for the Night was no match for Batman. He
divided the room into six pie pieces, and within each, selected a vantage point. From
that point, he quickly assessed and eliminated, assessed and eliminated, until each
source of activity was cleared, and then moved on to the next wedge. It took almost
eight minutes to complete his circuit of the ballroom, after which he slipped out the
door and once again faced the butterfly wall with its psychedelic pattern of moth and
butterfly wings representing metamorphosis.
The wholesale kidnapping of audience members for private encounters was down to
a fraction of what went on during the preshow, but it was still going on. Bruce passed
another patron pinned to the wall for a thorough sniffing as Lise had been. He hurried
past, ignoring the pair as Batman did when he spotted some hooker with a john under
the Piedmont Street bridge. He checked the magician’s office, the room with dripping
candle wax walls, the faux elevator bay, and then—smack! As he opened a door, it was
flung out of his hand and his waist grabbed and pulled inside—not by one of those
overly friendly attendants this time but by the familiar coil of vine.
“Ivy,” he breathed, unnerved by the feel of the thing through fabric rather than body
armor. He got no farther when his back was slammed against the wall and a gag of
leafy fronds pressed into his face.
“A dark debutante ball they call this thing,” the icy voice of a self-proclaimed
goddess intoned. “Fitting, don’t you think?”
It was one of those lucky moments where being out of costume wasn’t an issue
because Batman’s look of dumbfounded shock was identical to Bruce Wayne’s. Poison
Ivy, or at least the woman who started off Pamela Isley and became Poison Ivy, stood
before him, half pink and half a dark leaf-veined green. She was divided straight down
the center by a wide—and possibly widening—dark patch that was almost black. It
throbbed like a vein in the center of her forehead, and as she stretched out her arms, in
her sternum. Bruce succeeded in keeping the keen scientific assessment out of his eyes,
but he failed utterly at concealing the horror.
“Overcome by my beauty, I see,” she said sarcastically. “Now don’t yell or try
anything stupid. Goddess is no longer patient.”
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The pressure of the leaves against his mouth eased, tentatively, though the vines
around his waist, arms and legs held him as tightly as ever. When he didn’t cry out,
the leaf-gag withdrew completely.
“What happened?” he asked.
At first, the glare that answered him was coldly regal, then it softened. She opened
her mouth to answer, but then, clearly, a new thought hit. Not only did her expression
change, but the vines holding him shifted their grip.
“You first. Why are you here with sun-bleached trollops?” Ivy asked.
“Uh, just… old friends,” Bruce began, testing the vines ever so gently with the
subtlest turn of his forearm. “Came to town for a last bit of fun. Saying goodbye.
Selina’s fine with it.”
“Oh? Rich really are different,” she said in an offhand aside to nobody. Bruce went
on testing, tensing the muscles in his calf against the vines and noting how they relaxed
during Ivy’s comment and reasserted themselves when she gave him her full attention
again.
“As for what happened…” She exhaled a long breath that was more purposeful than
a sigh. “You did. You asked me to that polo thing. Couple glasses of wine, little too
much sun, had a nap when I got home and woke up like this.”
Bruce didn’t react outwardly, but he mentally added the two factors present that day
that she omitted: there was an incident with the horses stampeding. Ivy was definitely
still there when it happened, and that would certainly have produced a surge of
adrenaline for an extended time. There was also magic present, though she had no way
of knowing about it, magic that had affected her according to Jason Blood. He would
have to consult Jason before returning to the greenhouse, since the specter of magic
introduced a whole new category of evidence that Batman had little chance of
recognizing on his own. That, of course, would have to wait until this situation was
contained…
The bartender who had been so accommodating before the show had just entered
with one of the large drinks topped with rosemary. He knelt before Ivy and offered it
up like a sacrifice.
“Well, the pheromones still work,” Bruce noted wryly.
“Hm?” Ivy said, sipping the cocktail.
“Nothing.”
It was the first thing he’d noticed when the leaf-gag withdrew from his face. The air
in the room was… gummier than before. Either the effect of several dozen people
wandering throughout the preshow dissipating and interacting with the incense, or
else it had something to do with her.
“So, you’re using this event to ‘debut’ the new Poison Ivy?” he asked.
“It seemed fitting,” she said, fluffing the leaves that formed a border at the top of her
bustier and coaxing a bud to open with her fingertip the way Selina might tickle under
a cat’s chin.
“I don’t see how,” Bruce said as the bud opened into a vibrant pink-orange bloom.
Ivy looked up sharply at the challenge and, again as if they were linked, the vines
tightened. “Night and plants don’t really go together,” he explained. “Catwoman has
proclaimed herself the queen of the night on occasion, but…”
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“Oh please,” she said with an eye roll that seemed more high school mean girl than
Gotham Rogue—and the pressure from the vines eased once again, the one around his
left arm loosening so much that it nearly dropped off. “Much as I and my babies prefer
sunlight, there are some nocturnal blooms. Besides I was really thinking more of the
meal to come at intermission. That’s what I’m waiting for. Tell him, slave.”
The bartender recited the menu: sucking pigs served whole on spits, smoked ribs
with marrowbones, and lobster.
“A feast of flesh,” Ivy cried triumphantly. “Vegans can suck it, the sick murdering
bastards. The sooner we get collars around their necks, the better. My first thought
was to begin with them, but no. We’ll execute a few, as examples, but the rest will be
put to work in the fields to atone for their misdeeds.”
“Bad idea,” Bruce said, not as Batman might challenge her, but with the firm-butrespectful tone he’d use with an employee who proposed an unworkable plan. He was
ready for the reaction this time, and as the vines tightened, he pulled to the right, using
that vine’s strength as well as his own against others. He was betting Ivy would be too
focused on the turn in the conversation to notice anything else.
“How so?” she asked, though it was clear she meant “You dare!”
“Don’t take this the wrong way, Pammy,” Bruce said, deliberately choosing the
words and inflection Selina might use, “But most people in Gotham don’t consider a
rogue dropping in to be good news. They see it as an attack. You’ll be seen as attacking
this event; that’s not the way to go if you approve of it.”
The left side of her lip and nose twisted in disgust, but once again it was civilian
disgust—and adolescent disgust at that. Batman added the observation to the stillforming hypothesis: there was something in Poison Ivy’s rivalry with Catwoman that
was hardwired to her pre-criminal persona. One of those things that, apart from this
one instance, was unique to her early life. It wasn’t much to go on, but tapping into it
seemed to tap into “Pamela” somehow and reduce Ivy’s… power.
Bruce tensed. Something was… happening… to his chest… the scar tissue felt…
wrong…
“You may be right. They’ll get it wrong. They always do, it seems,” the last was
said with a weary and defeated sigh. “Gaia knows how long it will take, straightening
out the mess. Repeating it over and over for the stubborn, stupid morons who just
never understand.”
The weariness was becoming more frustrated as she spoke. Not quite angry, not yet,
but Batman knew Ivy well enough that he could see where it was heading. He knew
the best move was to change the subject, but the feeling in his chest—and also now his
back—was an unsettling distraction. He was not in costume. He not only had to
handle her, he had to handle her as Bruce Wayne, and… squirming… the way sweat
sometimes puddled under the armor, except it didn’t really feel wet, he wasn’t warm
and he wasn’t perspiring…
“They’re so STUPID, Bruce. I mean… vegetarians! Even the ones that are supposed
to be on our side, get it ALL WRONG-WRONG-WRONG! And the others that—that
are ALWAYS as WRONG as CAN BE. Gaia, they’re so committed to it, so intense about
it, how is it even possible for SO MANY to be so… so WRONG!? So totally,
consistently WRONG about so damn much…”
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She was breathing harder. Though her tone swung wildly from near-weeping with
despair to spikes of murderous fury, her head kept tipping back and she’d breathe in
through her mouth. She wasn’t gasping exactly, but she was definitely trying for more
air. And that dark strip down her center was becoming darker, and a bit wider.
Bruce fought down a gag reflex. He didn’t trust himself. He knew that damn
feeling, whatever it was in his back and chest, was distracting him. He couldn’t be sure
that whatever he came up with to say would be appropriate to Bruce Wayne-whowasn’t-Batman. He couldn’t risk it.
“I don’t know who’s worse anymore,” she said wearily. “The gullible ones who are
just too damn stupid to know the world is dying because they’ve swallowed a sales
pitch from the bastards who are killing it? The collaborators who do actually seem to
get it that killing the planet is bad but still go along in a hundred little ways with
creeps who are doing it? Are any of them really better than the sickos holding the
bloody knife? Are they, Bruce?” She looked at him pitifully, then with a roar her head
tipped back again and she snarled, “ARGH, JUST KILL THEM ALL, THE FESTERING
SCUM, AND LET GAIA SORT THEM OUT!”
She gasped, chest heaving.
She gasped.
“Ivy, you’re in trouble,” he wanted to say, but before the thought could be translated
into words, the move was looking more erotic than labored. Head tipped back, mouth
open… Pheromones, he thought in panic. “Ivy” he tried again, but this time, his tongue
was too dry to cooperate. His mouth coated with… something. Something sweet,
leafy, jungle-musky…
He picked a spot on the wall behind her and focused, slowed his breathing, centered
on the One Point. He thought of the alley. The smell of popcorn, gunpowder and
blood. He was pretty sure she wasn’t doing it intentionally. Nothing in her manner in
the seconds before it hit was anything like previous greenings. If she didn’t know it
was happening, he could beat it. She wouldn’t be giving any orders, he could just…
block it out.
He heard her inhale and his eyes longed to look at her again. To see her head tilt
back, her chest heave with breath—No!
Yes… because looking would confirm she wasn’t aware of what she was doing.
Unless she was, in which case he’d be lost.
Think… Think… his mind ran. Think of the alley…or…no, think of the funeral. The
flowers at the funeral.
Bruce let his eyes return to Ivy, confident that he wouldn’t find anything about her
remotely attractive, particularly that repulsive little rosebud on her... What the hell
was she saying?
“…reveal myself as planned, and let those who would misconstrue my message do
so. Let them mark themselves for death along with the other heretics.”
Even for Poison Ivy—even for tonight’s Poison Ivy—it was insane.
“The multitude of wrong ideas and the sheer number of the fools who accept them
will be the key to thinning the ranks of humanity.”
She inhaled through her nose now, just as deeply but with more dignity, more
satisfied and regal, and her lips curled into a smile.
“Besides, your little friends make it imperative that I act tonight.”
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“Please leave them out of this,” Bruce said, straining to be as forceful as possible
while keeping the bat-gravel from his voice.
Meanwhile, Ivy snapped her fingers and the bartender again held out her drink. She
took it and sipped, then played with the rosemary garnish which… moved. Bruce
strained to focus on it. He knew his senses were a little scrambled from the
pheromones, but he was pretty sure the rosemary garnish moved and, at the same
moment, that eerie feeling on his chest and back squiggled again.
“Can’t do that, Bruce, they’re twins. Can’t ignore it,” she said, and drank. “You’ll
notice he’s not here, by the way.”
“You were expecting Two-Face to be here tonight? Because of the twins?”
“No, just the opposite. I’ve got a point to make there.”
As when Selina’s name was mentioned, the vines loosened their grip at the mention
of Two-Face. Bruce started to slide his arm free, when…
“Never mind.”
…Ivy’s control asserted itself, and everything from the vines to the honey-jungle
smell to the squiggling in his scars seemed to thicken.
“Let’s go.”
The coating in his mouth was now sticky more than dry, with a tang of vinegar that
matched the hint of apple in the pheromones. His vision swam.
"I shall have tribunals, Bruce. At first I thought I would thin your ranks at random;
it’s Nature’s Way. But it is not to be my way. No, I will have my devotees gather those
who espouse the wrong ideas—All those who espouse any of the wrong ideas. And I
shall punish. And I shall purge.”

As a rule, Catwoman liked yuppies. They were educated status seekers with taste
whose self-image was tied up with their stuff. As a result, they locked it down very
well. Their luxuries were more relatable to the average thief, compared to, say, Bruce
Wayne’s twin Picassos or Marjorie Meriwether Post’s vintage Cartier, and there was
parity between the loot and the level of security protecting it. To the average (or
above-average) thief, the security around Dr. Wheeler’s Harold Altman watercolor and
his wife’s David Yurman jewelry was challenging but negotiable, and it communicated
how valuable these items were. But the bump up to Bruce Wayne’s Picassos at the
penthouse or the Van Geissen emeralds at the manor was in no way worth the insane
bump in incomprehensible security—which left the really good stuff for Catwoman
and the dozen or so others, worldwide, on her level.
So yuppies like the one Etrigan nearly murdered were considered a desirable part of
the working cat burglar’s ecosystem, and Selina would have preferred not to see the
one in front of her go up with his Lexus—at least that was her preference going in. But
then the idiot started trying to steamroll over her to get back to his driver’s seat,
pawing at his keys and ranting about driving it away from the fire. When she tried to
point out that was insane—because his front tire was ON FIRE and the flames would
be driving away with him—he said “Look, lady, I know you’ve got a real grudge against
the rich. But that is an $86,000 LX that I bought with money I worked for to celebrate
paying off my student loan. So if you’ll just put the angry young—HEY!”
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The final squawk was because Catwoman had dug her claws into his sleeve as he
ranted, dragged him across the street, and finally smacked him in the side of the head.
“Idiot,” she began firmly but without anger, as if was a proper name, “Whatever
safety school diploma mill humored you by handing you a degree, they left out a few
things. One: people process trauma differently. And that’s why I’m making
allowances. Two: Educated people. Do not read. The Gotham Post. If they do—for
laughs—they do not believe. The crap they see there. They laugh. They fold it up.
They toss it in the trash can. And then they shower. Three: Fire bad.
“Your Lexus. Was set on fire. By a demon. A fire- and smoke-breathing demon.
Not regular fire. Hellfire. It doesn’t go out with simple water. But it will, most
likely—”
She was cut off and closed her eyes as if summoning patience when the SUV
exploded, the timing of the blast and the metallic tinkle of a hubcap rolling past them
hinting that God has a sense of humor.
“—act like regular fire when it hits the gas tank,” she concluded.
She didn’t expect the yuppie to respond to such epic condescension, she just did it to
vent. By now he should have burst into hysterics for his totaled car or into angry
recriminations against her. Instead he stood there with his mouth hanging open and
his index finger raised limply, as if waiting politely for the chance to speak. His
expression had none of the vacancy that might mean shock had finally set in. Instead
there was a forced calm that looked oddly familiar—with slow-building dread, Selina
realized it was the look new groundskeepers had at the Catitat. The ones who knew
“Don’t show fear” as an old wives tale, but had no idea how to actually go about it.
“Behind you,” he said without moving his mouth, but twittering the tip of his index
finger in an odd way.
Selina turned slowly, the dread building, unsure what would be worse: the
monstrosity from her first encounter with Jason Blood or something new.
She swallowed when she saw the Hellhound—black as a panther and nearly as large,
eyes glowing, teeth bared. “Oh look, it’s the devil you know,” she murmured without
satisfaction, and then, without turning to the yuppie, she said “RUN!”

The first act ended with a highly choreographed dinner service in which leather-clad
“butlers” carried whole roasted piglets on spits to eight lucky tables, brought giant
birdcages filled with lobsters to others, and platters heaped with huge racks of beef ribs
to the rest. Guests were encouraged to barter and steal from the other tables, and to
generally conduct themselves as one might at an ancient pagan ritual. Gluttony, they
were reminded, is no sin according to the Queen.
“BUT THERE ARE OTHER SINS!” a royal voice rang out from behind the stage. It
wasn’t a scripted line, but only a few in a position to know that reacted. A few of the
cast and staff looked around, perplexed, but most of the servers unsheathed knives
from the platters of food they’d brought and stood at attention, one at each table, like a
eunuch standing guard in a seraglio.
Poison Ivy stepped onto the stage, looking infinitely more regal than the Marchesa
had. She was followed, a step behind on each side, by the bartender and Bruce, who
were in turn followed by a phalanx of animated greenery. Like the performers had
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done earlier, the flora left the stage to mingle with the audience. Ivy tolerated the first
few cries until her babies got into place. Once each table had at least one plant to assist
the servers in keeping order, she clapped her hands for silence.
“Congratulations,” she pronounced grandly. “Tonight, you are judged the least
objectionable humans in Gotham. You are privileged to see the new Poison Ivy and to
take word of the demonstrations you will witness out to the world. This is the dawn of
a New World Or… What is that smell?!”
“Sulfur,” Bruce said.
Ivy turned, surprised that he wasn’t as passive as a fully-greened drone ought to be,
and saw too that his eyes lacked the euphoric lack of focus. Rather than remark on it,
she followed them.
“Oh,” she squeaked like Harley when she saw it. There was a… muscular figure
standing in the main door through which the audience had come. Even with the
theatrical lighting in the room, she could clearly make out a cape and pronged points
coming from its head. When the thing stepped forward, the cape would be seen to be
cobalt blue; the points, horns. Its skin was the color of a yellow bruise, its eyes at once
black and glowing red, like lava. Smoke wafted from between its fanged lips as they
creased into a wicked smile.
Upon my horns, a goddess green? I never thought to see,
One of you flowering Gaia types enamored of little old me.
Divided down the center, ‘tis true I find it hot.
He pointed a clawed finger at her with an up-and-down motion to indicate the split
around her chest, and went on stalking to the stage.
Reminds me of my Hella, though you bloom where she has rot.
It’s really not appealing. I’m so sorry, Ivy Deadly.
All this leaf and petal earth-life, it is not a hellish medley.
Your wrath, it would be tasty if it took another form,
But I cannot stomach Gaia-stink and be expected to perform.
Be consoled, you won’t cry long. This tryst that cannot be
Will not seem such a dreadful loss when you’re ground to potpourri.
The word had connotations that punched through the shock. This thing might look
like a demon fresh out of hell, but there was only one creature vile enough to mention
potpourri to her and he was perfectly capable of making himself look like a demon.
“Hagen,” she sneered as the vines that had scattered around the ballroom scrambled
together to form a unified creature. Twice as large as the pseudo-tree at the
greenhouse but lacking the shrub ‘trunk’ those vines had for structure, this monster
remained a vine, albeit a humungous one.
Oh, Baby, Etrigan said, a delighted snarl on his lips as he felt the surge of hate that
almost made up for the Gaia-thing. Call me, mayb-eech.
The delight did not last as the massive coil of plant-life slammed into him like a
derailed train. The blow first drove him to the ground and then, splintering the stage
into fragments, into the foundation beneath it. Bruce grabbed Ivy’s arm and spun her
around to face him.
“Let your drones go!” he ordered, trying to force the idea through her psychotic
gleam of triumph. The bartender, though he’d temporarily lost his footing when the
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stage gave way, ran to her aid, and Bruce blocked him with a swift and brutal
backhand that returned to the Ivy grab in under a second. “Listen to me!” he said,
looking into her eyes and willing her to focus, “the vines moved away from the tables.
Everyone can get out if you just release the men with the knives.”
It didn’t work. She did process “Everyone can get out” which together with the
proximity of the violent bartender block, the shock of a greened drone speaking to her
in a less-than-adoring manner, the chaotic screaming echoing all around the room, and
the growing pressure in her chest, all she could think was “NO! No-no-no-no-no.”
Bruce convulsed, the forgotten sensation in his scar tissue returned with a
vengeance. Except now it wasn’t squirming; it was burrowing. No longer confined to
his chest and back but burning around his sides and down his arms to the wrists. The
sound of his scream blotted out similar cries from all over the room. While everyone
except Ivy writhed and flailed as their clothes turned on them, Etrigan—sandwiched
between the super-vine and the cracked foundation beneath him—smiled at the sweet
music of pain and chaos.
He bared his teeth, eyes burning malevolently, and clawed at the vine. Finding the
effort unsatisfying, he sunk his teeth into it as well—and howled. The ballroom and
the labyrinth of antechambers beyond vibrated with the infernal howl as a viscous
white sap seeped from the torn, fleshy vine into his mouth and onto his talons. It
burned with earth-life, the hated Gaia taste filling his mouth. Life! Searing, stinging,
stinking life.
His stomach heaved, and his left eye streamed with tears and shut from the sting.
Spitting and hissing, the demon tried to rid his mouth of the sap as the vine squeezed
in closer, pinning his arms—which also had the hideous, hated stuff on them. The vine
was huge now, and taking pleasure in his predicament—or more likely, its mistress
was—crushing him slowly against the cracked concrete beneath him. Whatever its
source, the pleasure stank worse than the earth-life and Etrigan was out of patience. He
struggled, though leverage was against him, and spat to get the ghastly, itchy sap from
his maw.
When the last of it was gone, he closed his other eye and, with a thought of mother
hellfire, he began to burn. Flame sprung from his body at all points, searing through
the skin of the vine. More thick white sap was released, and though it burned
unsatisfactorily, it smelled much better superheated in infernal flames.
Etrigan breathed in with satisfaction, the smell of an unworthy enemy marinating in
its own roasted gore.
He sat up, hissing and spitting incoherent curses, and crawled out of the pit that had
once been the Diamond Horseshoe stage. There were plenty of bodies lying around
and a satisfying amount of groaning, but he didn’t stop to enjoy it. It was nothing
compared to other battlefields he had strode across, and on those occasions, he wasn’t
still snarling at the pain from noxious sap. He dug his claws into the floor and tore up
splinters with each step as he stalked away, vowing revenge on the tree witch.
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CHAPTER 5: DEEP INTO THAT DARKNESS
PEERING
I had a dream once. I was in a beautiful ballroom, floors polished beyond belief, like
dancing on a marble mirror. The walls and columns, even the doors and the underside
of the balconies were covered with symbols and glyphs. Some peculiar stairs on the far
end led up to those balconies that circled the room, so the whole thing looked like a
gothic Escher painting… the kind full of optical illusions where there isn’t really a way
out. It was a masked ball. And I was dancing with a tall and rather mysterious figure
who, judging by the mouth and chin, was quite handsome. His mask was white, and
came all the way down to the tip of his nose and then followed the cheekbones out to
the side. It reminded me of something but I couldn’t think what it was. And he had a
title. I don’t remember what it was, but I recall not being surprised because he had this
long stringy hair that could do with a wash and a faint odor that said ‘not a daily
bather.’ At an event like that, outdated notions of hygiene generally mean some sort of
minor royalty—not that any of us knew what “an event like that” was.
My dance partner noted that none of the guests seemed to know each other, and
there were weird notations, a number and a line of verse, on each of our invitations.
He was sure they would add up to a riddle of some kind, a typical party game except…
except there was this feeling hanging over the place. We were obviously expected to
compare notes, work together to assemble this little ditty, but something made you not
want to work with anybody, not trust anybody, not give up the one thing you had that
they didn’t know. My partner and I decided that, since we agreed on that much, we
would share our clues only with each other and we agreed on a lie to tell everyone
else. I told him the number and line of verse on my clue, hoping I wasn’t making a
terrible mistake. He told me his, or at least he started to. “Seek for the Sign of the Bat”
was as far as he got when this foamy spittle whiter than his mask started oozing out of
his mouth. The hand he was leading with clutched my back tighter. His eyes were
staring, and there was this tiny, tiny dot of blood coming out of the one corner.
Another, slightly larger drop dripped from his nostril causing the white foam on his
lips to fizzle into pink froth as it hit. The arm around my waist was now stiff and the
other hand that held mine began to crush my fingers. I started to scream when the
lights went out and his convulsion pulled me down to the floor on top of him—
I woke up in a cold sweat.
Not the end of the world.
Kind of thing you have to expect when you’ve stolen a silver box with a carved
carnelian elephant on it that turned out not to be an elephant but some chap with an
unpronounceable name that translates into “Lord of Nightmares.” It didn’t even mean
the absurd Mr. Blood was telling the truth about there being mystical objects in the
Xing collection; it might only mean I was suggestible. In any case, I was not about to
tuck in my tail and give him the box. Just because I had a nightmare? Pfft. No, if
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Blood wanted that box now, he’d have to pay. I was perfectly willing to conduct
myself like a civilized thief when I ran into him in the Xing penthouse and we could
have come to an arrangement. I’d only come for a porcelain cat and a dragon vase I
had a buyer for. There was some old silver and a few other pieces that looked
worthwhile, now that I was there, but I had absolutely no interest in the elephant box
and I would have negotiated anything except the cat. There was no reason for him to
be such a prick. We could have come to an arrangement. Instead he read my mind
(which is rude) and made an insinuation about Batman (also rude) and… and just
generally pissed me off. So I took the box he had broken into the penthouse for, and
now he’d have to pay to get it back.
At least that was the plan. Until my prowl that night when I saw, running through
the sky like Santa’s reindeer—dogs! Freaking flying dogs! Glowing red eyes, black as
panthers and nearly as large, but flying in a pack any cat would consider beneath its
dignity. Dignity wasn’t really a thing though: snarling was a thing. Fangs and barking
too, but mostly the snarl. This noise inside it that vibrated through you, it said: Be
afraid. Fear is what makes you taste so good. We like to bathe our prey in fear before we feed.
When we crunch your bones and slurp your blood, it is fear that makes it sweet.
They had chased me for nearly an hour and I was getting tired—not just the running,
but the barking, the literally infernal barking—when I noticed that part was softer. I
hadn’t dared to look back in a while and when I did, I saw I had widened my lead.
They were still coming though, too black for a bright city sky. There it was, the myth
of “cat burglar camouflage” coming at me on sixteen legs. I took off again, but I’d just
tasted my first moment of hope in what seemed like a month. I started thinking as I
ran: it didn’t seem like I was running faster. Hell, the way my legs were tiring, I had
probably slowed down. So how the hell did I gain that lead? I couldn’t think of
anything special in the patch before I noticed the barking fall away, and it was
possible—not likely, but possible—that with all the adrenaline pumping, I didn’t notice
the drop-off until a minute or two after it happened. I couldn’t think of any way to
figure it out but to double back and cover the same territory again, but this time, to pay
attention…
It took some circling back combined with dropping down to street level be able to
turn a full 180 without running at the demon pups, but I eventually managed. When I
saw it on the horizon, I couldn’t believe I’d been so stupid not to realize at once. I’d
taken my usual rooftop path up Fifth Avenue, turning at Saks, and the dogs—the Hell
Hounds—turned to go around St. Patrick’s Cathedral.
Holy ground. They couldn’t cross the airspace over a church. Yippie! I made for the
spires, and the devil mongrels stopped at the perimeter, making that pitiful ‘gotta pee’
whimper as I made my way down. They followed me down to street level, but they
never came any closer. That “bathe in your fear” vibe had changed too. They still
snarled between whimpers, but that message underneath had changed. Now it was
more “this sidewalk is really hot and burning our paws, why are you making us hang
out here?” I would have liked to send a message of my own the same way, but lacking
the demon dog psychic uplink, all I could think to do was the unblinking stare of
infinite calm and patience when a wildcat stalks its prey. You look at the beast, look
him straight in the eyes, and then after a beat of five, you do finally blink slowly and
very deliberately. Scares the living hell out of birds.
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Hell Hounds don’t scare, of course, but they’re still dogs and they respond to an
alpha. I was still the enemy and if I took a step off consecrated ground, they were
going to come at my throat—but there wasn’t going to be any more of that “Fear is
why you’re tasty” nonsense they do for the tourists.
“Good,” I said quietly, turned and went inside.
I didn’t have a plan. I figured I wouldn’t need one. I could rest, which was what I
most cared about, and my tush hit the back pew with a thud. At some point either a
priest would come along and we’d talk bell, book and candle stuff—I didn’t anticipate
skepticism when the beasties were snarling outside his door—or else the man himself
would arrive. And that’s what actually did occur. After about fifteen minute the big
doors swung open and Jason Blood strolled in like a man window-shopping on a fine
spring day. He dipped his fingers in the holy water—which, knowing what I know
now, I assume was to piss off Etrigan (which also explains the impish little smile as he
crossed himself.)
This time, that wasn’t going to happen.

It was a nightmare Dick had, on and off, since his first year operating solo as
Nightwing: He was Robin again. He’d asked Batman, since the city was so big, how he
decided where to patrol each night. No matter where they went, they’d miss
something. And if they played by the numbers and stayed in the high-crime areas,
wouldn’t that be, like, stupid predictable?
“Like stupid predictable?” Batman repeated sourly. “Ask properly and I’ll tell you.”
At the cusp of his most rebellious teen years, Dick had refused to do so: Batman
knew damn well what he meant, communication had occurred, why be such an ass?
He spend the rest of patrol in a grumbling funk. The next couple nights he didn’t
patrol (AP Geometry was kicking his butt and he was down to two Robin-nights a
week until he got that C+ up to at least a B.) The next time Batman and Robin patrolled
together, Batman did answer his question. Without preamble, he explained exactly
how to do it, the magic formula distilled from the expertise and experience of
Gotham’s Dark Knight… and Dick wasn’t listening. It wasn’t even that he actively
tuned it out; he just didn’t bother paying attention. It didn’t interest him anymore, it
was boring. Now people were going to die.
People were going to die because he wasn’t paying attention. The batline he swung
on became a trapeze and his mother was tumbling towards him for the catch. He
didn’t remember the routine because he couldn’t be bothered paying attention and
now—and now—
Usually the dream ended with his fingers just sliding against his mother’s wrist, just
a split second too late to grasp the forearm properly for the catch. There was a lurch in
his gut plunging like a dagger into his bowels and a matching thrust of recognition
shooting up his throat into his skull. That’s when he woke up, all but two times. Once
there was an extra second when he actually heard her scream; that was about a week
after Jason died. And once, after Bane broke Bruce, the failed catch somehow
propelled him backwards and the sick lurch in his gut was because he was falling too.
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It was quite a while since Dick had that dream, with any of its variations, but the call
from Jim Gordon brought a disquieting echo. Nobody was falling at least. Nobody
was going to die because he screwed up. It wasn’t the subconscious fear behind his
dream but the narrative trappings it came out in. He knew Commissioner Gordon
wanted him available—wanted Dick Grayson available—when the two units involved
in the pilot program used the first wave of improvised Bat-tech for the first time. He’d
considered himself on call and was basically neglecting Bludhaven while the 29th
Precinct got on its feet. Now that they had their sea legs, it was Major Case’s turn and
he knew—he just knew—if he decided to sneak in one night’s patrol in Bludhaven, just
to look in on the place to assuage his guilt, he just knew he’d get a call to come
speeding back to Gotham.
He knew the minute he heard her voice on the comm. ..::Dickie?::.. she said, and it
wasn’t the kitchen table form of address, but that note in her voice. ..::My dad called.
Can you call him at the office asap? Asap meaning in the next five minutes, not thirty.::..

I’d made it to the nearest church—with an idiot yuppie called Brian in tow, because
the moron figured out I knew what the demon mutt was. He did not figure out that I
was the one it was here to mess with. He wanted to stick with me because I would
“know what to do.” (I didn’t.)
At least, I didn’t know what to do about the devil-woof. Yuppie-Brian on the other
hand...
“Look,” I said, “Etrigan summoned that thing because I was following him. If you
just get away from me, I’m sure it—”
“Jesus, you know its name?” he squawked.
“Don’t blaspheme in a church when you’re claiming sanctuary,” I told him as if it
should be perfectly obvious even to a halfwit that reads the Gotham Post. “Now, the
rhyming demon’s—”
“Name is Etrigan, I got that,” he said eagerly, as if he’d finally clued in that it was
life-or-death stuff going down and he should try to keep up.
“I have been following him since the hospital—”
“Where he told you to go back to,” he said with a proud nod. “What do you think
he meant by that?”
“I think he was trying to unnerve me,” I lied. “Get me to leave him alone, stop
following so he could go have his fun.”
“How could you possibly stop him?” he asked (a very good question and, frankly,
his least idiotic move to date).
“I have no idea,” I admitted.
“Why were you going after him then?”
“I don’t know… It’s what you do,” I said.
“That’s very brave or very dumb,” he said in wonder.
“They’re not mutually exclusive,” I told him.

It was twelve blocks from the Roff Paramount to the south entrance of Robinson
Park, not a challenge for any healthy Gothamite to walk—or in Ivy’s case, run. She was
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not panicked; goddesses didn’t. She wasn’t sure how long her babies would last
against that great hulking monstrosity, but it was all the time she’d have to reach the
haven of the park. The way her chest was burning, she wanted two things: to lie face
down in the grass and let the cool dew of untrampled grass sooth her, or a bubble
bath. It was something Harley mentioned once, and even then she couldn’t think when
she’d last indulged that way. An actual bubble bath and some music, or even a bubble
bath for two, which is what Ha—well, it didn’t matter. She didn’t even have a tub at
the greenhouse; only a shower. She was minutes from the park and it was anybody’s
guess if she’d live long enough to make it to a Hacienda.

At the circus, there was an act called the Fabvlvs III, Roman-themed. Jack, Jackie and
Len, did a lot of balancing and contortions on a chariot. They had a picture book with
Roman soldiers in colorful red and gold armor, with flowing capes, that was one of
Dick’s earliest memories. And he remembered Jackie showing him the chariot and
telling him about a Roman Triumph that they based their act around. How the
victorious general would wear laurels and ride through the streets with all the crowds
cheering, and to keep it from going to his head so he didn’t start thinking he was a god,
a slave would ride in the chariot with him and whisper “Memento mori” Remember
thou art mortal.
Then came the accident that was no accident, and Dick went to live at Wayne
Manor. He’d been there about three months before he found the painting. It was huge,
by some French guy. The colors were more muted than the Fabvlvs III costumes, but
Dick still recognized them. It was a real Roman triumph. The guy on the chariot
wearing laurels, the guy behind him whispering at regular intervals to remind him he
wasn’t a god. And on a worn little plate on the bottom of the frame, the words of that
whisper and he guessed the name of the painting: Memento Mori. It wasn’t until that
night Dick had the nightmare. Climbing the ladder, hearing something he couldn’t
make out over the crowd. Taking his place on the platform over the center ring, and
then hearing it clearly once he was above the noise of the crowd. A disembodied
whisper: Memento Mori.
He never told Bruce or Alfred; he just never went back to that particular room. Even
today, Dick couldn’t say he’d been in that room more than four times. And it wasn’t a
recurring nightmare. He only had it, in the original form, that one time. He needed no
reminder of mortality, his own or anyone else’s. Instead, the ominous whisper had
changed into something more deeply personal: Memento stulti. Remember thou art
careless.

Bruce doesn’t believe in coincidence and neither does Jason. As different as their
views are on most subjects, that’s one thing they agree on. They’re also not keen on
luck. I find it hard to be so sure. Sometimes it seems like if you’re in the right
groove—the way cats are inclined to be—the Universe has a way of helping you along.
Case in point: Father Benjamin.
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It was Father Benjamin who found Brian and I in the little brick church we’d run to.
Father Benjamin was a lifelong Gothamite who grew up in Brooklyn and was assigned
to a Sugar Hill parish before this one, both neighborhoods with plenty of voodoo, juju,
and less “hybrid” beliefs. He didn’t blink at the talk of a hell hound outside his church,
nor did he become skeptical when we opened the door and didn’t see it. He said to
wait here, went off and came back with a couple of candles, a cross, a bible and a bell.
We sent Brian on his way first, as I was sure the hound wasn’t interested in him. When
he’d made it all the way across the street, he waved and ran off—home or to the
nearest open bar if he had any sense, but I’m betting it was back to his torched Lexus
and a call to his insurance.
I went next and, sure enough, the demon mutt came snarling into view as soon as
my boot hit the second step outside the door. He ran into position to intercept me as
soon as I reached the sidewalk. Having smoked him out, I took a step to the side
without stepping off the church property, giving Father Benjamin a clear shot. He
pointed the cross at demon pup’s nose and ordered him away. Just like that. No Latin,
no chanting, no arm waving, nothing elaborate you could call an exorcism. Just that
very firm tone you use with a dog to tell it you are not kidding—backed up by a silver
cross in the hands of a man of faith. It was really impressive: another of those little
hurt-puppy yelps as it turned away and then “running off” that vanished into absolute
nothingness in a few trotting steps. I wondered if the Wayne Foundation could do
something for this struggling little parish… when I heard the sirens. Not an unusual
sound in the city, but I heard it the moment I thought the name Wayne. Etrigan’s
words came back to me: Go back to the hospital. Deduce that rhymed with Bruce.
He was just trying to unnerve me. He was. But I took off in the direction of the
sirens anyway.

He felt like an ass. He knew deep down in his gut that if he went to Bludhaven
tonight, that call would come from Gordon: Major Case opening an investigation at a
complex crime scene and expecting to roll out the new gear. Nightwing was kicking
himself and thinking ahead to the return to Gotham, the quickest way to get there and
where to change into Dick Grayson’s civilian attire. Occupied with these thoughts, he
asked Babs to just patch the call through over the Oracom and he barely noticed when
she said no. It was nearly a minute before that sunk in.
“Um, why do I have to call again?”
..::He didn’t say.::..
“No, I mean why can’t we use the com?”
..::Don’t be an idiot, Dickie. If Dad knows it’s possible to patch a phone call into the
OraCom, then one day he’s going to ask me to put him through to Batman, and that will be the
end of life as we know it.::..
Memento stulti.
She was right and Dick closed the comm, called Gordon the regular way and told
himself to get his head out of his ass before he screwed up something important.
The notice from Gordon was exactly what he thought: Major Case was investigating
a 3-alarm, high-profile, high-casualty incident at the Diamond Horseshoe, details TBD,
Dick should report to Detective Rowanski at the scene. Having his hunch confirmed
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didn’t feel like rain as soon as he washed his car or the cable man coming to the door as
soon as he gave up waiting and stepped into the john. It felt like that old nightmare,
like Batman taught him better than this—how to manage his time, how balance the
obligation of competing cities and identities—and he would be doing it better if he’d
been paying attention.

That was better. The feel of the grass soothed the burning in her sternum, though
she wasn’t exactly feeling better. She felt different, but not better. Now her chest felt
congested, like she wanted to cough but couldn’t. It was probably just the exertion,
running all those blocks.
She rolled onto her back with a sigh, the grass felt just as soothing on the divide up
the center of her back as it did on her chest, and she sent out what felt like a general
call. No pheromones this time, just plants. The park flora weren’t as mobile as her
specially grown babies, but they were loyal. They would uproot themselves when she
called and try to sustain themselves as they went, take root again when they were able.
If they failed, they would be dead by morning, but that wouldn’t prevent them. Not
like that stupid Zed breaking out of the green when he saw what she looked like, and
then Bruce with that demon. Self-preservation. The flaw of pheromones. Control
based on desire would only go so far, and she’d never found a way to get the loyalty
from a person that she had from a plant.
Well, until now, she thought with a smile. A leafy shrub had answered her call, and
she ordered its large cool leaves to find a spot on the green side and wrap tightly
around her arm and leg. Now she finally had self-preservation on her side. They
would do what she wanted or their clothes would tear them to pieces. Pheromones
never really suited her anyway. The way they looked when they wanted her, it was
disgusting.
High above, on a gleaming art deco falcon’s head that was sleeker and more
streamlined than any medieval gargoyle, Etrigan looked down on the park and
scratched himself. The thickening circle of greenery in the Sheep Meadow would be
her. An interesting problem, that one.
He could just burn her, of course, but it wouldn’t be any fun. Burning the plants she
rallied around her for protection. The “goddess” was no such thing. The mortal witch
would die in the smoke; there was no sport in it. He didn’t want coughing, he wanted
shrieks and wails and the smell of her blood as he slashed. A cry of terror ending in a
gurgle, and a salty stickiness under his claws to make up for that putrid sap. Oh she
had a lot to answer for, the druid cunny.
She would pay a little now. It was he twisting the loyalty of plants into the fickleness
of men in her mind—men who were unreliable, even when enslaved. He blew on the
ember of her disgust and breathed it in like incense, no Gaia-stink there. A small down
payment on her debt.
Now, how to draw her out?
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Before even setting foot in the Diamond Horseshoe, Dick was uncomfortable with
Detective Rowanski. He was open and welcoming, just as the men of the 29th had
been. An ordinary consultant brought in from on high would have been met with
suspicion, but Dick was Bludhaven PD. Retired or not he was a brother in blue, and
that was good enough for them. But Dick had sensed something more in the guy from
that opening handshake. It was a type he’d come to know well as Bruce Wayne’s son,
a type that wasn’t intimidated by wealth and power but who still respected it—in the
way a man respects fire, knowing it can burn you if you’re not careful. The analogy
seemed apt when Rowanski said he’d recently been transferred from Arson. And Dick
could see why: that perspective and manner that came down to diplomacy. He’d be
able to conduct himself with the press and with the high profile individuals involved in
the crimes Major Case dealt with.
That was the part that made Dick uncomfortable.
“I understand we owe all this Wayne Tech to you. You’re Bruce Wayne’s son, isn’t
that right? Very fortunate connection. I met him a few months ago. Difficult
circumstances, when Miss Kyle was in that explosion. Good to know he’s not holding
a grudge. Then of course I met her again at the Foundation offices when that cat
burglar was going after the fundraisers.”
It was exactly the right thing to say. It established the prior relationship, making full
disclosure, but did not take a position on Selina, leaving it for Dick to indicate whether
or not he approved of her. It was exactly the right thing to say, and it revealed a sharp
awareness of relationships. The last thing Dick wanted was a smart man with a
deductive mind to sense a connection between Wayne Tech and Bat-Tech.
Memento stulti. Again, that old nightmare sense returned that Batman had taught
him better than this, but he just wasn’t paying attention.

The siren didn’t lead anywhere, like I knew—should have known—it wouldn’t. All I
had done was waste time. Back to hospital you should go… Because I didn’t want to
acknowledge that. I still didn’t, so I tried Oracle. Told her about Etrigan. Asked if
there were emergency calls or sightings that fit the bill. She said…
I felt my eyes close and had to ask her to repeat it.
She said there had been a string of 911 calls and internet chatter leading Midtown
and then a second string originating in a path around the Roff Paramount. Ten
minutes later there was a fire alarm at the Diamond Horseshoe and it’s been Code 0A3
after that—all available ambulance report to the location.
By dawn you’ll see it my way, that’s easy to deduce.
Poor Ed and Zed, that’s not enough to want her dead.
‘Twill be different…
I found out the closest ER was Gotham Presbyterian and cut the line. I could have
told her more, I could have had her try his cell or something, but anything like that
would mean an explanation. I’d have to say the words. I’d have to make it real.
Barbara wasn’t an idiot; she was Oracle. She’d work it out. By the time she did, I could
be halfway to the ER. By the time she did, I would have sifted through the jumble of
insanity and shock and got it down to three relevant moments since coming into the
Bat Family.
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The night the boiler blew at the Wedgewood. Ivy’s fault. She’s hurt your Eddie, hurt
your Bruce. He made it to the Batmobile and had the autopilot bring him home. That’s
how we like to handle these things. Unless you’re bleeding out on 46th Street, we want
to handle these things at home.
The day Jinatra’s blew while Harvey and I were having lunch. Batman finding me in
the ER: “We’re all running about ten minutes ahead of your boyfriend right now. I have no
doubt once Wayne knows you’re here, you’ll be shut away where no press or police can get at
you.” If the Batmobile fails to get you home, there’s Wayne clout to wrap around you
as long as you’re in the system, protect you and whisk you out as quickly as possible.
The night Boomerang attacked Tim’s father. He’d been in surgery ten hours by the
time any of them thought to tell me. Then Superman flew me in from the Fortress and
when we reached the hospital, Tim was all alone. “Dick, Barbara, and Bruce are kind of
busy ‘taking care of business.’ I’d do it myself, but I can’t because I have to be here. So I told B
that he had to do this for me. And I told Dick too. Nightwing has to watch Gotham so Batman
can go take care of business.” Quite.

Etrigan ran an edge of a claw absently against the edge of his tooth, savoring the
physical form. Even the lingering scent of plant gore around the claw was satisfying.
He hadn’t eaten the last time he had corporal form, though there were other physical
sensations. Hella’s body was all he remembered. Hella’s heat was all he remembered
too, and a forked tongue shot between his lips.
Before that wretched “Crisis” brought Hella and Jason to Wayne Manor at the same
time, it was the faux goddess below who had summoned her, in that very park where
she hid now.
His tail beat a slow, thoughtful rhythm against the edge of his perch as he pondered
a dozen cruel ways to remind her of that episode…

Major Case didn’t deal exclusively with crimes involving high profile individuals (aka
rich people) but those crimes were included in their mandate for two very important
reasons. Such crimes were more likely to interest the press and you did not want to
drop any officer who drew the short straw into that tank of piranha. More
importantly, crimes against rich people were often committed by other rich people, and
they hired very good lawyers. Dick had therefore focused on those technologies that
would help secure convictions rather than just helping with investigations in more
generic ways. It was that aspect that he stressed as he briefed Rowanski, knowing it
was the side of police work that created the most frustration for the working detective
and which they associated the least with vigilantes.
“This is basically an app on a smart phone,” he said, holding up a small black device
the size of a credit card. “You touch it to every wall…” He demonstrated this on two
walls, and handed it over to Rowanski to continue. “And it will create a scalable floor
plan, to the millimeter.”
Rowanski’s eyes gleamed.
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“Something those high priced lawyers love is sicking a dozen associates on the
minutia of a case, and then asking a lot of preposterous questions that makes it seem
like we missed something,” he said with a bitter smirk.
“They will not be able to create that impression when you’re sporting this instead of
a plain black and white drawing on an easel.”
“Man, I hate those things. Happened at least once a year in Arson. Wizards had
these Computer-Generated 3D simulations to show how the flames moved through the
building. Jury’s dazzled, guy walks cause they can afford to produce some Michael
Bay film and we look like we’re in the stone age drawing stick figures on a white
board.”
“You can export this to get a 3D model,” Dick said with a grin. “But that’s only half
the story. You’ve also got this.” He produced a ball slightly larger than a baseball,
clear plastic covering a black foam center broken up by small round holes. Inside each
hole was a circular lens. “A camera, or technically thirty-six synced super-cameras.”
He tossed it carefully into the air before continuing. “At the highest point, they fire at
once, capturing a fully spherical panoramic image. 72 megapixels. You have any idea
what that means?”
“Means you can zoom in, right?” Rowanski said.
“More than that,” Dick said. “Look at the other app on that card I gave you. This
part will also work on any smart phone or tablet. I’d go with the latter for a bigger
screen, but tonight, use that.”
Rowanski took out the card and launched the second app. A progress bar appeared
saying it was receiving data from PanCam-01:Grayson, then it showed the staircase
behind him.
“Turn it,” Dick said, and as Rowanski did, the image on the screen turned in the
opposite direction. Rowanski saw himself and Dick looking up at the thrown camera a
moment earlier. He turned the other way, he tilted it down, then up. Further up. Up
until the image showed the ceiling above them, and back down the other side. Dick
could see Rowanski’s mind racing, but he provided the words anyway. “Back in the
squad room two weeks from now, it’s like you’re standing right here. Six months from
now in court, too.”
“No more questions about sight lines,” Rowanski grinned.
“No more questions about many things. And you win the cool tech wars when
you’ve got a Google map/street view of the crime scene marked up any way you need:
blood spatter, shell casings. Perfect digital reconstruction.”
“This is one hell of a tool, Mr. Grayson. This is a game-changer.”
“In the right hands, I believe it is,” Dick said proudly.
He finished the tutorial, all the questions were the expected ones until the very end.
“One last thing,” Rowanski said. “I’ve been waiting for you to mention what this
flashing icon down here means. Too small to be another app, isn’t it?”
“Oh,” Dick said, peering at it. “That just, um, bit of old code from the prototype.
Indicates a specific type of wifi hot spot. Not something you’d ever use. Given the
condition of this room, it’s probably not real. Just a phantom signal from the fire and
all the radio chatter confusing the receptor.”
Rowanski accepted the explanation, and Dick didn’t want to do anything to make
him doubt it. He said only that he wanted to take a look around and make his own
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floor plan and picture sets to document the first crime scene, for the paperwork writing
up the program. There were sympathetic murmurs from all the officers at the mention
of paperwork, and he was left to wander without prying eyes.
The icon did basically mean a wifi hotspot, that much was true, but not the kind
you’d find in coffee shops. Dick made his way across the ballroom, knowing the
radius wasn’t that wide… He looked at the ground, spotted something shiny, and bent
as if to rub soot off his shoe to pick it up.
It was a cufflink—half a cufflink. Bruce’s cufflink. What appeared to be silver but
was in fact rhodium-plated base metal that created a WA-4 pinpoint hot spot for his
personal uplinks to the Bat and Justice League partitions on the Wayne satellite. The
other half was a USB drive with the digital signatures needed to connect and, if
necessary, store up to 2 gig of data.
What the hell was it doing in the charred rubble? Was Bruce here? How? Why?
Memento stulti.

One thing about downtown hospitals, they’re on the front lines and they don’t have
time for nonsense. Costumes, masks, it’s like they don’t notice. You can ask a question
and get an answer without a lot of bullshit. And if the answer is that the man who
loved you in spite of being enemies was tagged L1-critical, they get you to a quiet
corner to let that sink in.
My first call would be Tim. I was with him when the rest of them were “taking care
of business;” I owned his ass. And I had the opportunity he craved that night. To act,
to act now as he couldn’t then, to act for me as they had for him. And Cassie was his
girl. Cassandra Cain who knew a hundred ways to kill and thought of me as her sensei
after Bruce. There would be no bullshit from the others once I had them on my side.
Not that I’d have to worry about Dick, he had blood in his eyes when we found out
about the mindwipe. He would have liked nothing better than to chain Dinah to an
anthill covered in honey, to bury her to her neck at low tide, to…
I felt this pulsing in my head. At the thought of the mindwipe, I felt this pulsing that
started in my… fingers. “That’s Etrigan,” Jason said. When I took his hands for the
seeing, I felt a whirl of red, fiery malice, and Jason said “That’s Etrigan.”
Etrigan was messing with me. The shit.
I thought of another seeing, right before the crisis erupted. I had just taken Jason’s
hands, I felt Etrigan, I thought of the last time we’d done that, watching Zatanna…
“That may have been Etrigan’s suggestion,” Jason said when I told him. “You hate
Zatanna, it would be like Etrigan to remind you of that day in order to awaken thoughts of hate
and vengeance which he… well… he finds quite attractive in a female in ways it would be
difficult to describe.”
No, not that part.
But that same day, as soon as we began… I looked into the water, and I saw…
something, something we eventually called a cosmic spark. A spark ignited by the
vibration of the Strings. Etrigan called it foulness, reeking, and vile.
Which made sense if the Strings really were made of Love.
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I thought of that spark, the vibrations of those most elemental building blocks of the
universe, made of Love, reacting like white blood cells to wipe out an infection called
magic that got too close to the Love I share with Bruce. I let the thought build: the Love
I share with Bruce. And then I just… poured it into that pulsing in my head. Behind my
eyes and down my neck, through my body and out my fingertips…
I felt my lips curl into a smile as I whispered “Good bye, Etrigan.”
And I realized my comm was beeping.
“Yes?” I said—a little testy, perhaps, figuring Barbara had caught up with me and
bracing for drama.
..::Selina, I need your help.::..
Bruce’s voice?
..::I’m at Gotham Presbyterian. I need you to get me out and then…::..
A little groggy but Bruce’s voice.
“I know, I’m already here,” I told him, clamping down on my relief. There was no
time for it, no matter how good it might feel. “They said you were critical.”
..::I’m sure they did. I’ll explain later. F-fighting morphine now. Just get me out. We’ve got
multiple fires to put out.::..
“I’m on it,” I said, not because I had a plan but because I could hear the strain in his
voice. The way he’s got his phone rigged, there are a dozen hoops to jump through to
get to the Bat or Justice League comm systems. It’s nothing when he’s in the office, but
the situation he’s in now, the concentration must’ve taken all he had. “Just put the
phone away, Bruce. Don’t take any chances. I’ll find you. Kitty will take care of
everything.”

Etrigan snorted as he sensed the seed planted in Selina come to nothing, but it was
only an instinctual reaction to a matter that didn’t merit his attention. The whole of his
demonic consciousness was focused on Ivy, tired but not yet dozing in the Sheep’s
Meadow below. He inhaled her essence, not for enjoyment now but to judge it as a
connoisseur does a vintage wine.
He had allowed her contempt for human allies—most particularly the human males
she could control with her pheromones—to subside after the peak. It was still there,
quietly simmering, but though her disgust was truly delicious, he had turned down the
heat that had it bubbling so passionately earlier. Now it was only a vaguely defined
dissatisfaction. It made her unhappy but, as misery went, it wasn’t much to write
home about.
But it was enough to make her console herself with plants, take solace in the
superiority of their devotion. The loyalty that could not be corrupted or turned, no
matter what. To wrap herself in a cocoon of well-being and contentment, not unlike
the noisome good spirits that set Jason up for that precipitous fall…

Every few years someone asks about the most valuable thing Catwoman stole. If I’m
in the mood to answer, I’ll say something about a Han Dynasty bronze or the Swedish
crown jewels, or maybe an important Rembrandt or Picasso. It’s what they want to
hear, something that fits the glamorous image of a world-class cat burglar. The truth
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is, the value of those things is subjective. Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee necklace is
ultimately worth only what a buyer and seller agree on, whereas a certain file on a
forty-cent disk inside the Sinister Citadel could compromise the computer systems of
nations, take over the World Bank, divert billions, deflate currencies and crash
economies. You can’t put a price on Lex Luthor not having the power to create that
kind of chaos. You can’t appraise being able to sleep at night because you personally
made sure it wound up in Batman’s hands and not whatever random member of the
Justice League happened to be the first one through the door that day. So the relative
worth of the things I’ve taken is largely a matter of opinion—until the night I stole
Bruce Wayne from Gotham Presbyterian.
Despite the lack of traditional security around him, it was a very difficult job. I
mean, you can’t go knocking out emergency room staff like you would a security
guard; they’ve got things to do. And you can’t go playing with the electricity either.
So I had to improvise. I started at the door to the staff parking lot, holes on the wall
where old-fashioned timecards used to be for the hourlies, and beneath it, a regulation
card-swipe key-reader. God bless technology. Kittlemeier’s mc-box snagged the vitals
from the last swipe as easily as it would in an office building and programmed me a
card of my own. The locker room was next door. Nothing easier to pick up the scrubs
of someone who was leaving—wrinkled scrubs to which I added a splash from the
water fountain. Wrinkled and wet scrubs actually get you a lot farther around a
hospital ER than the clichéd white coat and laminated name tag.
Now I needed a triage remote. Those babies work like the ordering system in a fast
food restaurant. The patient is examined at the disaster site, in the ambulance, or in the
receiving area in the ER, and the level of care needed is sent like an order for a
cheeseburger back to the kitchen. I didn’t want to just take one from an ambulance and
risk them driving off again without noticing. Then I got the idea to make them hand
one over voluntarily, which in turn suggested the rest of the plan.
I returned to the ER entrance and came running out towards the first incoming
ambulance. The moment the doors opened, I yelled that their information was
corrupted coming in, and when they pulled out the unit to check, I surreptitiously
zapped it as if it was a thermal camera.
I said it was probably the battery, took it from them and told them to get another
before taking off again. Returned inside with one fried and totally useless triage
remote in my hand—which is exactly what I needed. On my way back to the ICU, I
called Eddie. Told him to get around the nurse anyway he had to and call Gotham
Presbyterian from the phone at her station. He had a giggle fit until I told him why.
Then I had to make a promise I hope I won’t regret.
There was a house phone outside the ICU in the little alcove where the nurse had
broken the news about Bruce’s condition. I went back there and fastened a clip on it
that’s meant to divert the automated calls to police from certain types of alarm units,
but it could also let the call through and allow me to monitor.
I went inside and scanned the room… Felt him before I saw him. That sixth sense,
the tingle that used to warn me when the Dark Knight was near. He was here, he was
awake, he was in Bat-mode—vehemently in Bat-mode—grabbing hold of it and
hanging on like his life depended on it—and pointing it at the back of my neck.
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The penetrating intensity of Batman on the job was burrowing into the back of me
from… five-o’clock. I turned… and saw him, second bed from the wall. I went to it
and, ignoring him, consulted the chart. Dr. Montrose.
I mouthed the name and risked a glance at Bruce. His eyes flickered at one of the
two people in the room who seemed to be doctors: a strawberry blonde with tight curls
pulled back in a tight ponytail. I had a feeling I’d seen her at one of the fundraisers. I
texted Eddie the name and then looked over the others in the room. Nurse or orderly
wouldn’t make a difference, as long as…
::Dr. Montrose, Line Five. Dr. Montrose, a White Call on Line Five.::
There it was. I didn’t react, but I felt the Bat-surge and then—I could have imagined
it, but I thought I saw a lip-twitch. Montrose didn’t hesitate. She went straight out to
the house phone, and I heard Eddie masquerading as his own doctor at Gotham
General, briefing her on two patients that presented the same injuries as the victims
flooding Gotham Presbyterian from the Diamond Horseshoe.
I didn’t have much time, so I tapped the remote furiously.
“You there,” I called to the target orderly. “This thing is on the blink.” I flashed the
dead screen at him and pushed a button a few times. “Put this guy down as level one
when he’s five, perfectly stable. Change it back in the system; I’ll get the chart fixed
once we get him into a room. Certainly doesn’t need to be taking up a bed here.”
He took my unit, tried pushing the same buttons I had, got the same lack of result,
and then produced a scan-gun like they use in supermarkets. He zapped a barcode on
the chart, zapped a barcode on the plastic band around Bruce’s wrist, pushed a couple
buttons and then said “314.”
I guessed that meant Room 314, and I wheeled him out myself while my earpiece
continued to chatter in Eddie’s voice about shock and secondary complications
resulting from trogofibrosis.
As expected, Bruce had the IV out of his arm as soon as we were out of the orderly’s
line of sight and he started talking as soon as we were out of earshot.
“It’s the scars,” he said through clenched teeth. “When you were in the explosion
with Harvey.”
Of course. Not realizing he was Two-Face, the paramedics thought all the damage to
his face was from the explosion and assumed his injuries were much more severe. All
the ravaged tissue from Bruce’s scars under whatever happened at the nightclub…
“No wonder they thought you were critical,” I breathed.
“And I need to be out of here before anyone finds out otherwise,” he said, climbing
off the gurney.
“Don’t worry, you’re in the system as a minor injury now; nobody’s going to bother
you. Private room, let me just dump you there while I get us some proper
transportation. You’re not ready for rooftops. I’ll just get the car, won’t take me an
hour to get back, then we’ll get you checked out and—”
“Kitten,” he said as if he was disappointed in me, and he held up his phone. Behind
him, through a glass door at the end of the hall, I saw one of the old Batmobiles pull
into view. “Auto-pilot.”
The smug bastard. The nearest Batmobile was the one in the satellite cave under the
Wayne Tower. He had me support him, hand around his waist, just in case anyone
was paying attention as we left. He had a charming way of steering with his hip, even
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though I was supposed to be guiding him. The reverse lead made it clear I was to plop
him in the passenger side, then go around to the driver’s seat.
Heh, right. The control freak letting anyone else drive.
“Tower,” he graveled as soon as the hatches closed, and the car took off.
“Someday you’ll have to tell me how I persuaded Batman to let me use his car for
this escapade.”
“You stole it,” he said, closing his eyes. The gravel gave out half-way through, and I
decided to forego further teasing.
“Can you listen?” I asked.
“In a minute,” he said. Took a few deep breaths, then opened a channel to Oracle
and had her purge the hospital records of Bruce Wayne’s admittance, then create a
record where he was checked by paramedics at the site, given oxygen for mild smoke
inhalation and sent home with a few minor abrasions.
Then he looked at me and once again closed his eyes.
“Now, report.”
“It can wait until morning,” I said softly.
“We’ve got a lot to do before morning.”

“You really are quite magnificent in a way,” Jason Blood observed, sipping his coffee. “I
don’t think I’ve ever met such a wholly selfish and self-absorbed creature in all of my travels,
and that includes an impressive string of candidates.”
Ivy was outraged. That horrible man who was somehow immune to her pheromones and
positively mocked her attempts to control him, had now shown up on the fringe of her park with
the monstrous idea that he was allowed to buy coffee there like anyone else. And spotting her,
he had somehow followed her all the way through the Ramble to the hidden glade he never
should have been able to find, and now… and now…
“So your friend Harley finally split away from the Joker, just like you’d always dreamed, and
instead of coming straight to you and the two of you embarking on wondrous adventures
together, she’s set out on her own, living her own life, pursuing her own interests and—”
HOW DARE HE! Rubbing salt because Harley would rather rot away in those stupid,
nauseating fantasies about that loathsome clown.
“She is hopelessly obsessed and always will be. It is her fate.”
HOW DARE HE! And then, and then
“Harley and Harvey both abandoned you—Oh, do go away.”
AND THEY DID! A casual aside to the plants she had ordered into position to cleave to his
throat, and they, her most devoted babies, just, just DID IT!
Her babies, her babies who she gave up everything for. For whom she would have severed
every tie with Harvey and Harley, with humanity, with her own body from the look of things—
AND THEY JUST TURNED AWAY AND SNAPPED TO ATTENTION FOR THAT
HORRIBLE JASON BLOOD!!!!!
Ivy bolted up screaming, one hand over each of her breasts where—where—a
fucking shrub was curled like it was nursing. She screamed and screamed, tore at
every patch of leaf and vine that touched her body, and ran hysterically into the park.
High above, Etrigan laughed heartily.
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By the time we reached the cave, I had brought Bruce up to speed: what Eddie said
at the hospital, what Claire said, and what happened with Jason and Etrigan. He filled
me in on The Queen of the Night up through finding Ivy and feeling the effects of her
pheromones. By then, the car had pulled into the satellite cave and, maybe it was just
the history because I confronted him in the Batmobile the other time he was greened,
but he made no move to get out of the car until he had finished the story.
“It’s my fault,” he concluded and opened the hatch. “I knew she was up to
something, and then when Luthor showed up, he took priority. I should have followed
up as soon as we got that Luthor mess under control, instead—”
“Bruce, what could you have done?” I said, following him to the cavern. At first, I
was afraid he was heading for the costume vault, but he turned into the med lab.
“Jason says she was ‘trying to make friends.’ I know it’s weird, but it’s not criminal. It’s
sort of the polar opposite of criminal, and if you had followed up, she would have been
perfectly within her rights to tell you to shove off and mind your own caped do-gooder
business.”
“We knew magic was circulating, Selina. We knew—Jason told us—that she was
among those whom cosmic forces were manipulating to provide us each with a rival.
And we know that with magic there’s a price.”
“For what? Bruce, we didn’t cast a spell and neither did she, this time. That
craziness just happened, it was more of a misunderstanding than anything.”
“There’s still a price. Or in this situation, maybe a counterbalance is a better term.
An offset. Even magic is ultimately subject to natural law, Selina. For every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction. Jason said that magic is Power driven by Will.
Maybe without deliberate intent driving the spell, things went off at an angle. A
random angle, and because of her mental state, fueled by alcohol and valium…”
“Her mental state,” I repeated. “Power driven by will. And she wakes up looking
like Two-Face?”
“Yes, Harvey is very much at the heart of what’s driving her. She said she hit Queen
of the Night because of the twins. That she had a point to make about that. And that
she wasn’t expecting him to be there.”
“Why would he be? The scars are back but Two-Face is gone. I mean, he stood with
the Rogues during the war, but that was survival. Harv’s been fine since he got back
from the Meadowlark Institute.”
“We think. Selina, I know you consider Harvey a friend; so do I. But Ivy knows him
better than either of us. And she is the one who talked him down when he lost it over
that Fields business. Here.”
He handed me a hypo, and was holding out his bare arm.
“Antibiotics for the fiber inflammation, and stims to counteract the morphine,” he
said though I hadn’t asked.
“That’d be the morphine they gave you for the pain?”
“I can work with pain, pain keeps me going,” he grunted.
“What kind of work do you figure you’re going to do tonight, Bruce? You should
rest.”
“No time. Etrigan’s free, Ivy is twice the threat she was yesterday and … she’s
dying.”
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Ivy’s hysterics lasted only as long as it took her to wake up. Once the dream
receded, she couldn’t even remember what she was running from—though that
probably had more to do with the taiko drums pounding in her chest than the depth of
her sleep or the demonic influence of her dream. It felt like a full percussion section in
there, complete with a gong and a couple of those cannons they use for the 1812
Overture.
Gaia, it hurt just trying to breathe. That couldn’t possibly be her heart in there. Only
four chambers? It felt like at least sixty… things… thumping away in there. Her head
tilted back and she breathed. Breathed. Nice cool air. Damn. Gaia be praised. Air.
Nice cool air.
The thumping subsided and the pressure behind her eyes that had blurred her vision
eased. She looked around, a warm nausea rising as her vision cleared and she realized
where she was. The clearing. The bust of Janus. The memory of a lightning bolt
striking a circle around her feet and a smoking fog thickening to envelop her park in a
black, sulfurous brick.
Her legs buckled at the memory, and she landed hard and defeated on her butt. The
clearing, still perfect and green as if mocking the foreboding blackness of her memory,
became blurry again, but this time not with pressure but with tears.
So many mistakes. So much disappointment. So much unfulfilled promise.
She was Poison Ivy, chosen of Gaia, gifted by the goddess with the power to control
plants and men.
HOW did this keep happening?
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CHAPTER 6: NOT THE START OF A
BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP
If asked, Selina would readily admit Poison Ivy was not her favorite person in the
world… “In fact, she’s not in the top six billion.” That didn’t prepare her for the words
‘She’s dying’ or the fairly gruesome explanation that followed:
“Despite the green skin and pheromone production, she started off human: oxygen
in, carbon dioxide out. Now it looks like half of her is respiring as a plant, at least at
the surface level: taking in carbon dioxide from the air through eerily leaf-like skin and
putting out oxygen as a waste product. The tissue where the two halves meet is
distressed, very seriously so. Her connection to plants might be enhanced, making her
appear more powerful, but she’s paying for it with every breath. She can’t live.”
The last words were punctuated by a soft tone from a console in the main cavern, as
if the Batcave itself was tolling Ivy’s doom with the lyric indifference of an 18 th Century
poet.
“You get that while I change,” Bruce ordered as he headed to the costume vault.
As he dressed, he reexamined the plan he’d started at the hospital, tweaking a few
details in light of Selina’s report. Then he clenched his fist and twisted his arm to send
a barb of pain through his muscles, blasting away the last of the morphine. In the
surge of that fight-or-flight response, he speed-reviewed the revised plan… grunted…
and emerged from the costume vault.
“No, we’re at the satellite cave under the tower, so under a mile,” Selina was saying.
“Right... Right… Catwoman out.” She touched a control and then turned to face him.
“It was Dick on the comm. Seems he was on the scene at the Diamond Horseshoe and
you lost a cufflink; he found it in the rubble. He covered with his usual jokes, but I
think he was rattled. I told him you’re fine. He guessed ‘suited up twenty minutes
after getting back from the hospital.’ I said more like five, and he said Alfred must be
slipping.”
He grunted, but Selina’s smirk had faded.
“That’s why you brought us here,” she said (in the same tone he’d say ‘The museum is
closed.’) “He’d have you sedated and in bed by now, wouldn’t he? (You’ll need the
micro-C4 insert to get through the steel-reinforced window…) Bruce, what makes you think
I don’t care about you just as much as he does? (…And that will take time you don’t have
any more.)”
“What I think is that you have a better understanding of the life out there,” he
graveled. “The demands of the job, and what I’m capable of. You know I’ve worked
through worse than this a hundred times.”
It was Batman’s eyes locking onto hers on the final words, the resolve that would
never admit to feelings that compromised the mission. The discipline, the
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stubbornness, the jackass. She realized he had been alert enough to give himself that
shot in the med lab, but he handed her the hypo instead. She gave his gauntlet a hard
swat over the injection mark, enough to be felt on the ravaged tissue beneath.
“That was for testing me,” she said with vintage rooftop sass that covered something
else. “And after I stole you from the hospital. Before that there was a… dog.”
“I’m sorry, Kitten,” he said, knowing she really meant the scare she’d had in
between. He hugged her briefly, then smacked her backside. “Now let’s get to work. I
take it Nightwing is on standby if we need him?”
“As soon as he gets changed. He was in civvies when he called, and after what I told
him, he’s heading home before getting back into costume. I think you’re all going to
enjoy switching to silk underwear. I know I prefer it.”
Batman ignored the subtext, as always, and powered up the city map.
“A reasonable precaution, but we’ll do better with him covering my flank with
Etrigan. Ivy is going to be your responsibility.”
“I thought that might be the case,” Selina said with a curt, professional nod. “And
not just because of the pheromones. All that stuff she said to Dr. Sabana about a
woman acting as advisor for the animal kingdom. Much as it makes my skin crawl, it
really sounds like I was her ‘first choice,’ the obvious one who came to mind and she
went for Sabana as an alternative.”
“Yes,” Batman said. “But I had you tagged for the job before you told me any of
that. When I was with Ivy, there was a vibe whenever your name came up. Reminded
me of Barbara when she first showed up as Batgirl. Dick when he was in high school.”
“If you’re saying Ivy is part adolescent brat, I must tell you, that’s standard for
rogues.”
“I’m not saying that at all; I’m saying the opposite. I’m fairly sure what I was seeing
when your name was mentioned was the real Pamela Isley, pre-Poison Ivy. Something
about you, the feelings you evoke, accesses the pre-Ivy parts of her personality. That’s
the most likely key to de-powering her.”
Selina made a face and mouthed ‘de-powering’ like a child reacts to the
announcement of liver and spinach for dinner.
“Bruce, you know I’ve no objection to finding an off switch when it comes to
powers. But it seems like we’re stacking an awful lot of conjecture on a half-hour of
observation and a few second-hand accounts, without any chance to test anything.
You sure I’m the best person for this and not, say, one of your over-sugared Justice
League buddies that like to go flying in without any idea what they’re dealing with?”
“I am. The idea is to get ‘Pamela’ in the room long enough to get a message through,
make her see reason about her condition. The appearance of any ‘Cape’ would do the
opposite. Now then,” he paused long enough to touch several spots on the map, which
lit up at his touch. “History says she’ll have made for Robinson Park. It’s closer than
Riverside and much larger, infinitely more places to hide.”
“I was thinking I’d bring Harvey,” Selina continued. “Seems like he’s got the best
chance of getting through to her.”
Batman shook his head.
“A few hours ago, I would have agreed. Not just because of her remark about the
twins but, as I said before, she was instrumental in reaching Harvey when Two-Face
took over after that Vernon Fields business. It’s even possible that her transformation
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taking that form, divided down the center, could be a subconscious desire to call in that
debt.”
“But?”
“But I didn’t like the way she was talking about him,” he said darkly.
“Of all the things she’s done tonight, I can’t believe that makes the list.”
“Selina, you’re right that you and Harvey have a better chance of getting through to
her than Batman would, and probably better than you would have alone. But we can’t
risk a coin toss. If it’s more than his physical appearance, if Two-Face rules are back in
play, that’s a variable I don’t want in the picture. Better to go in alone than with an ally
that might turn on you.”
“Pfft, I can handle Two-Face,” she said dismissively.
“Since when?”
“Since always, jackass. He’s less of a problem than you were.”
“He stabbed you when you found him at Fields’s hospital room.”
“Yes,” she admitted. “But after that, he refused to flip for it when Ivy suggested
killing me. You said she’s dying, Bruce. You think if I tell him that in just that way he
won’t vote down any lingering Two-Face urges in order to save her?”
“I really don’t know what that relationship is, Selina, and I don’t care to. I know
enough: I know it’s an unknown. He’s an unknown, a dangerous one. Too dangerous
to have in the room while you’re facing her in this state.”
“I’ll be the judge of what’s too dangerous, thank you very much.”
“Like hell you will. This is my plan and I—”
“Bruce, when normal people wake up in a hospital, they stay there,” she cut him off
harshly. “When they do eventually get out, they go home, get into bed, and the person
who loves them the most in this world fluffs their pillow. You call me to break you out
like it’s a Ra’s dungeon. And I do. You hand me a hypo and say ‘Give me the shot, I
can push through the pain.’ You want me to trust your judgment; well this is where
you pay for it, partner. You trust mine. I’m bringing in Harvey. You might want to
keep that in mind when you talk to me on the comm tonight.”
With that, she turned to go, but Batman reached out and grabbed her arm.
“Selina, wait,” he said, a stab of pain from the fiber attack twisting down his side as
he moved, infusing the words with an urgency he didn’t feel. “You’ll need this.” He
held out a bat-shaped communicator. “Harvey will believe you’ve agreed to work
with Batman on something like this, you’ve done it before. But you can’t do it with a
cat-shaped mouthpiece.”
“No guess I can’t,” she said, taking the comm with a wink. “It’s funny, Dick and
Barbara had those made for me because it would be compromising for me to walk
around with the bat-version.”
Batman said he would brief Oracle and the others that the Catwoman on the comm
tonight would be the unrepentant cat burglar with no knowledge of unmasked
identities, but Selina wasn’t listening. She was looking down at the comm between her
fingers and biting her lip thoughtfully.
Batman’s voice trailed off. He knew the expression, even before Selina’s eyes flicked
up to meet his.
“You have an idea,” he said flatly.
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“I do. And you’re really going to hate it.”

The Red Feast. Etrigan slurped, thinking he should have done this before. Wasting
his time tormenting Ivy with that foul taste in his mouth. Earth-life. Gaia breath. His
very flames stinking of that, that… stuff just because he was impatient to see the bitch
suffer. Well, he’d come to his senses, thanks to that rancid meth whore. Sinking his
teeth into her back, hearing the gurgle of a scream that wouldn’t come, he couldn’t
think why he’d waited so long. A vagrant was next, and much better eating. Oh, the
blood of one who had killed, twice in war and twice since, it had a tang he hadn’t
tasted in so long. It frothed between his teeth, melting away the last traces of that
awful sap.
The whore’s body thrashed on the ground, spilling her inferior blood into the sod. It
would not do anywhere else, for the Princes of Hell did not feed like lower demons.
They were fastidious. There was no shame in the spill itself—such as the rich,
succulent cruor which gushed from the vagrant as Etrigan tore the meat from his ribs—
but to leave the spillage was not decorous. On a floor, he would have to lick it up or
burn it dry, but to let it flow into the mud was considered a mark of special
celebration. It acknowledged the intrusion of life into the earthly realm that had once
belonged to demons alone, accepting its pleasures and entering into its ways of death
and rebirth.
Etrigan let his head tip back, nostrils flaring for a deep inhale, and let loose with an
elemental howl that vibrated in the souls of every living thing within earshot. A dozen
birds fell from the trees, their little hearts seized in dread. Dogs howled for a quarter
mile in every direction; beyond that, they whimpered.
Etrigan snorted in satisfaction, light tufts of smoke pulsing from his nostrils in a
slow, angry rhythm. The goddess. She couldn’t claim the immortality to justify that
title, but she did have a bond with all this stinking plant life and that bond was
stronger than it had been. Where once she had scouts that would observe the goings
on in the park and report back, now… she would feel it. She would know the demon
had entered her park.
Leathery lips drew back from fangs still stained with blood. The mouth opened,
resembling wildcats displaying the flehmen reaction. He looked around, selected a
shrub, and directed a controlled tongue of flame into its center.

Selina wondered what would upset Bruce more: the number of favors she was
racking up with active and semi-active Rogues, or the idea of her going in to confront
Ivy with an ally who would be considerably more dangerous than Two-Face if he
turned on her.
“I gotta tell you, C.W., if it was anybody else asking, I’d show them the door head
first.”
Matt Hagen had shifted his bulk to mimic either her own elbows-on-the-table leanforward move from her stint as Gatta Corleone, or James Gandolfini’s as Tony Soprano
at a sitdown on which her performance had been based. Either way, it meant he knew
he held all the cards.
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“That bitch gets into my clay. I mean that literally. Her ‘babies’ will sink their roots
into me and suck. Water? Minerals? Don’t ask me what they suck in exactly, but it’s
incredibly uncomfortable.”
Of course he had also taken and held a human form when he saw her, a very
attractive one. So maybe she did have a card or two…
“Now you say she’s getting into fibers? I hate those things. Just trying to mush out
on a bed, I hate ‘em. And don’t get me started on shag carpeting. Ivy commanding
fibers, I’m going to have nightmares now.”
“I appreciate that,” Selina said earnestly. “But now that we know, there’s an easy
enough workaround: don’t wear cotton.”
“Suppose she’s ready for that, hm? Suppose she’s got some laying around, just in
case.”
“In the park, that’s extremely unlikely.”
“But not impossible,” he insisted.
“No. No, it’s not impossible. But, Matthew, if that’s the case, while it may be
uncomfortable, I don’t think it will hurt you the way it can hurt Harvey. And me, by
the way.”
“Besides which, she can use the pheromones to turn Harvey on you, and that won’t
work with me, right?”
“That’s basically why I’m here, yes.”
He stroked his chin, thinking it over.
“You’d be wired, just like when you went to see Bane during the war. Harvey will
feed you your lines the way Eddie did,” she prompted.
“Yeah, I get that. It’s just the idea. Second time I’d be playing a man who doesn’t
have the sense to stay out of sniffing distance of that crazy harpy. Dent’s actually worse
than Batman. Going back on his own because he likes her? How mental can you get?
It’s like going back to Pasadena.”
“Um, okay, I’m sure there’s a funny story there and I’d love to hear what happened
in Pasadena—some other time. Right now, the clock is ticking. So rather than go on
listing all your objections to ‘taking this role,’ let’s assume we’ve already had that
conversation and you go on to the part where you tell me what it’s going to cost for
you to overlook it.”
Matt stared.
“Jesus, C.W. you sound like a studio suit.”
“I really am pressed for time, Matthew. A lot of people have already been hurt
tonight. If there’s a solution here, quote me a price. If not, tell me flat out so I can stop
wasting my time and move on to something that might work.”
“I say no, you’re going to go in alone?” he asked.
“No, I’ll take my chances with Harvey,” she said. “I really think the two of us have a
better chance than I do alone. Best of times, Pammy and I really don’t like each other.”
“Then why are you doing this?” he asked—but this time, his voice had an odd tone
and Selina suspected the delivery, if not the actual words, was from one of his films.
“I don’t know,” she admitted. “It’s what you do.”
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His eyes had locked onto hers, and Selina had the weirdest feeling she was just
‘scanned.’ She couldn’t guess what he had seen in her, but he’d noted something that—
like Gandolfini’s sit-down—he’d decided he might want for his repertoire.
“You’re kind of creepy,” she said, figuring that any real Rogue would know to take
that as a compliment.

It was no simple matter searching a space as vast as Robinson Park, even for
anomalies as conspicuous as Etrigan and Poison Ivy. Nightwing began on the West
Side moving East; Batman on the East moving West. He came across signs of selfuprooted foliage near the clearing with the Janus statue, and forwarded the info to
Catwoman. It was unclear if Ivy had been there herself or was merely close enough for
the plants to hear her summons, but he judged the disturbance had been between one
and two hours prior, and at least some of the plants were moving south-southwest. He
didn’t take time to analyze further, Ivy being only a secondary objective. He did hope
to confirm the observation as he went along, when Nightwing radioed. He’d found
bodies, an obvious Etrigan kill. Batman raced to the site and, joining Nightwing, they
began a new search from that spot, spiraling outward as if making it the center of a yinyang.
After nearly a half-mile, Batman smelled it. An odor like grilling vegetables. He ran
ahead and found Etrigan in a “clearing” that had not been a clearing that afternoon. It
was barely a bike path. Now trees were bent and broken, some pulled up by the roots,
some smoldering branches broken over rocks, benches overturned. And in the center
of it, Etrigan wrestled with a new abomination. A monster bred of many smaller
plants coiled together, like the one at the nightclub. But where that had resembled a
giant serpent, this was more like a hydra. Four—five—no six tendrils coiling,
undulating and snapping like something from a Hercules epic.
As ridiculous as it looked, the thing was clearly able to give Etrigan a fight,
wrapping around a leg here, head-butting there. And while the demon gave as good
as he got, snapping off one tendril and wrapping another around a tree, Batman could
see the sappy white substance that oozed from its wounds hurt Etrigan. He would
wince and withdraw a talon rather than let it be covered. Once, when he shot flames at
one of the tendril-heads, it dodged and another tendril leapt into his mouth, making
him howl.
Batman swiftly weighed the bargaining chip of helping against the strategic
advantage letting Etrigan tire himself out.

“Now I’ve got you, now I’ve got you,” Ivy said, her head tipped back, her mouth
open, but the gasps that followed seeming more passionate that labored.
“You want to be alone, Petal? Or is there room for two?”
Ivy turned with a rapturous smile towards the familiar voice, but the joyous
‘Harvey!’ on her lips stopped at “Ha—” when she saw who walked beside him. “Two
more, you mean,” she sniffed, then went on in a sing-song tone like a child putting on a
show of politeness before an adult. “Hello, Selina, how nice to see you again. Been too
long. Do come in and join the party.”
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“Thanks,” Catwoman said flatly. “Raising a little hell, are we?”
“No,” she said with a proud smile. “Did it on its own this time. And I’m teaching it
a lesson.”
“She’s got balls, I’ll give her that,” Harvey said in an aside to Catwoman, which
brought an angry glare that matched the angry squawking in his earpiece. “I mean
we’ll give her that,” he amended. “We mean we’ll give her… oh never mind.”
“It’s quite wonderful,” Ivy said, tilting her head as if listening to a favorite song. “I
don’t need spies and scouts like I used to in order to keep up on the comings and
goings when I’m in the park. My babies, the special ones I just made, we’re so…
connected.” Her face was transformed on the final word, a euphoric gleam in her eye
and a psychotic twitch on her lip. “I can just reach out,” she said, closing her eyes with
a dreamy expression, “and feel them.” She began to laugh, then to cackle. “And
they’re winning, hahahahaha, oh, yes. Well, maybe not winning exactly, but they’re
hurting the big brute.”
“Petal, that cannot possibly be good for you,” Harvey-Matt said cautiously.
“Oh look, Batman’s there. Why don’t one of you go string him up by the nads,” Ivy
instructed. Then her brow furrowed. “No, doesn’t seem to work. They don’t take
direction as well as the old single vines, at least not at this distance, but it’s a fair
tradeoff.” Her hand moved absently down her chest, at first seeming like she was
stroking a breast. Then, as she took a deep breath, it became clear that she was
caressing the dark strip separating the green skin from the pink.
“Petal… Pamela,” Harvey said deliberately, “This is really dangerous stuff you’re
playing with. You told us plants don’t think like people, they don’t experience the
world like we do. You can’t expect to just hook yourself up to some plant brain and
think it’s not going to take a toll. You’ve said it a hundred times about Harley,
spending all that time listening to Joker nattering on. Some point, the crazy starts to
make sense. And besides that, that thing you’re doing with the chest-stripe doesn’t
look at all healthy.”
Since Harvey could hear but not see, the last observation was presumably Matt’s
own improvisation. He was staring at the spot, and not with admiration. Ivy noticed
and glared.
“What a hypocrite you are. Two-tone, you don’t find it a turn-on? You don’t think
they’re ‘a perfect pair’ anymore?”
“Petal, please,” Harvey-Matt said uncomfortably, while Catwoman became
thoroughly engrossed buffing a claw. He went on. “You were perfect just as you were,
and we were a perfect pair during the war, weren’t we? The way you railed against
the mobs was the hottest thing I ever saw.”
“Who ever saw?” Ivy said with a honey-dipped gotcha smile.
“Ehhh,” Matt stalled when the Harvey in his earpiece offered no response. “Figure
of speech,” he went on, although his tone said ‘Line?’
“You’re so full of it,” Ivy said in an odd mix of admiration and disgust. “You’re here
because of the twins, right? I knew that’d bring you out. Queen Feline came along to
scold me because I roughed up her precious Bruce, and you’re here because I went
after twins without inviting you along.
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“You should have been there anyway, Harvey. Why weren’t you? Times, Daily
News and the Observer all had blurbs on their arrival. Twitter and Instagram were
buzzing about their movements since Bruce Wayne took them to Wine Riot—oh and
by the way, Selina, what the hell? You going to make that man behave or what?”
The change when she shifted her attention to Selina seemed to confirm Bruce’s
theory: a younger woman. Maybe not ‘high school,’ but definitely younger than the
eco-terrorist with two doctorates. Was that a pre-Ivy Pamela? Selina thought back to
when they’d met at the polo grounds, when Jason said she was trying to ‘make
friends.’ She’d mentioned Bruce then too. Maybe… maybe something in her
relationship with Bruce struck a chord with Pamela?
“It’s not a big deal,” Selina said, jettisoning all the ‘Catwoman’ responses she’d
brought in with her and stalling for time while she considered this.
It happened when she dimension-hopped too. There was a strangely rational,
compassionate and centered version of Poison Ivy who ran the Iceberg Lounge and
was sure the Bruce and Selina she knew belonged together. She called it Nature’s
Decree... Selina continued to stall:
“It’s like a bachelor party,” she explained. “Except he’s having it a little early
because these women flew in from halfway around the world…”
And she was on their side when the Rogues were out to destroy ‘her’ wedding.
She’d gone to Bruce to assure him she was going to protect it. Why? Why was she so
invested? Somewhere in that screwy head of hers, ‘Bruce and Selina’ meant
something…
“If you say so, screw it. I still think it’s weird,” Ivy said, turning away. This time the
effect was definitely high school. The words, the tone, the posture, everything.

From Demon freed from fleshy pen
To him whose rage is trapped within,
I call in language loud and clear,
‘Oh Dark Knight, Friend, a little help here?’
Batman grunted. Of course Etrigan sensed him. Up until now, the battle had his full
attention. But within the last minute, the plant-hydra became sloppy. To a wholly
objective observer it might seem punchy from the fight, but Batman recognized the
behavior he’d seen earlier—what he felt earlier—in the vines that held him backstage at
Queen of the Night. Whenever Ivy's attention wavered, when she dipped into that more
passive civilian persona, the plants weakened. They became slower, confused, and
more easily outsmarted.
As if to prove the point, Etrigan bit off one of the heads, then spat it on the ground,
making a face at the sensation that obviously pained him. He spat at it several more
times, then shot a lick of fire at it for good measure, a delighted snarl on his lips.
Unfortunately for him, the rest of the creature took advantage of the opening. First it
rammed him with all its remaining heads planted in the center of his chest, knocking
him to the ground; then the momentum slammed him into a very sturdy tree trunk.
Crushed between the huge hydra-vine and the thick bole of wood, Etrigan shook his
head to clear the ringing, bared his teeth, and snarled to renew the fight.
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“Fine, be that way,” Selina said, doing everything she could think of to turn off
‘Catwoman’ and put herself in the mindset of an earlier time. The girls at Miss
Corinne’s who it was such a pleasure to steal from. There was that one; what the hell
was her name? From Charlotte, North Carolina, and there was a reason—never
discovered but there had to be a reason—she hadn’t gone to Middlesburg. Hair a little
too perfect; two sets of electric curlers to keep it that way, God knows how she found
the time. Talked like Scarlett O’Hara, charm bracelet, good at algebra, sucked at
Latin… What the hell was her name? Well, it didn’t matter, it was ‘Pamela’ now and
Selina did her best to think only of perfect-hair-whatshername when she looked at or
spoke to Ivy.
“Why all the interest in my boyfriend anyway? Why do you care? It’s not like
coming to watch him play polo is going to make me go along with your Trees and Cats
Ruling the World scheme. I know you asked Claire first, Pammy. You’re only coming
to me ‘cause she turned you down. In fact she didn’t just ‘turn you down,’ she came at
you with a knife just for asking.”
“Well she doesn’t have anything to prove like you do, now does she?” Pamela said
angrily, hands on her hips. “Where were you when the rest of us banded together to
fight Falcone?”
“I was with Harvey when we got bombed!” Selina cried, answering Ivy defensively
rather than keeping the conversation on point like she normally would.
“Yes, and then you did nothing. What kind of Rogue does that make you? I said it
before and I’ll say it again, wildcat’s been tamed.”
“I took down Falcone!” Selina shrieked, beating down every instinct for feline dignity
and mirroring Ivy’s hands-on-hips stance.
“But you didn’t do it with us! You weren’t there when Joker showed up with that
idiotic Pagliaccia or when we took the first warehouse or when Molatova came in
and—”
“I was with you stopping Bane from blowing up the Iceberg! And Arkham and you,
I might add! You don’t have to say thank you or anything, Pamela, I know plants
aren’t exactly famous for gratitude. But you might at least refrain from attacking me
through Bruce every time you get your aftermarket nose bent out of shape—”
:: What the hell is going on? :: Harvey asked in Matt’s earpiece.
“Not sure,” Matt answered as softly as possible, while taking a tiptoeing step
backwards. “The only time I’ve seen anything like this was recording the commentary
track for Silver Destiny and that was—you don’t want to know. But three actresses
going at it like this and the AD, he was just curled up in the corner by the end of it…”
:: Doesn’t matter. Stop them. ::
“Ladies! Ladies, ladies,” Matt-Harvey announced loudly. “I think we’ve strayed a
little far from the point.”
“Which was you being even more inconsistent than Cat People over there,” Ivy said,
wheeling on him. “You don’t know who you are anymore, Harvey. First you get the
acid wash and think Two-Face just sprung from the scars. Spontaneous generation,
like flies from rotting meat. And then you think he’s gone because your scars are
magically healed. Go around like he never existed, like you don’t know any of us.
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Turn yourself into the world’s biggest bottle of Diet Coke-and-Mentos when every
natural impulse to get pissed off is squelched, and then when you finally blow and the
scars come back, you think you’re all Two-Face. ‘Til I make you come to your senses
and bring Harvey back, still waiting for the ‘Thank you’ on that one, by the way. You
flit off to the Meadowlark Institute where they think they’ve cured you and you think
they haven’t.
“Gaia’s Garters, Harvey, you think you’ve been pulling one over on all the Capes
and Straights because you’re not ‘really’ cured, and when the Jetset Twins from Norway
come to town, you’re home watching Netflix. Wayne the crime-magnet is trotting
them around town, and you’re not even paying attention.”
The left side of Matt-Harvey’s neck trembled very slightly and he blinked in an odd
twitchy way.
“You don’t even notice that you speak with one voice now,” Ivy went on. “I don’t
mean the ‘we’ and ‘us’ routine. I mean you. The coin only comes out when you
remember, and then it’s like… theatre. Not like you’re torn the way you used to be,
not ‘of two minds.’ You’re not Two-Face again, Harvey. You’re just a confused mess.”
“Please stop screaming at me,” he said finally.
“Might be hard to hear,” Pamela said in a voice of such eerily rational calm it evoked
the Ivy of that other-dimension. “But my tone is and has been perfectly rational and
appropriate.”
Though his mouth didn’t move, the faintest, faintest hint of Harvey Dent’s voice
could almost be heard from the flesh halfway down his neck. Then a two inch strip
below his ear seemed to ripple, like some kind of alien invasion movie where gills were
about to sprout out. Ivy’s eyes grew wide and she slapped him.
Beat.
Slapped him again.
Beat.
Slapped him a third time, and the earpiece that he had formed the ear around—and
had been tightening and clenching the clay-flesh around to cover the noise since
Harvey began screaming—fell loose and dropped onto the grass, revealing the true
source of the screaming Matt had asked so politely to stop.
:: And another thing we learned from the criminal element, never to turn your back on… :: it
ranted.
“You,” Ivy said, a quiet, seething soft-spoken rage. She spat into Matt-Harvey’s face,
depositing a dollop onto his cheek which instantly lost a square centimeter of mass and
plopped off his face in a disgusting flesh-colored drip.
The ground rumbled briefly, then erupted into a crater between them where tree
roots tore through the soil and thick twists of vine slithered through, as if trying to
form another great beast but unwilling to emerge until they had the width and girth to
be imposing. That was not their aim, however, which soon became apparent as they
coiled and slithered around Matt-Harvey’s feet and ankles. Much as he tried to hop
and stamp, then to lose form to escape their grip, they recoiled and tried again.
“And you,” Ivy said, turning to Selina who had unholstered her whip and was
trying, semi-successfully, to help Matt while keeping her own ankles free. “Bringing
him here? After all I’ve done for you? Him? That, that walking dung heap.”
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She made a fist and pulled, but neither the leather of Catwoman’s costume, the nylon
stitching, nor the silk underneath responded. Catwoman gave her the finger without
bothering to look up from her battle with the vines, and… Etrigan laughed.
My darling verdant ecofreak, give up that feline fray.
He said from the path to the Oak Bridge that constituted the entrance to the lair.
It is for you this Etrigan has fought and cloyed his way.
Your champion of leaf and vine, it fought me well at first,
Leonidas in spinach form, Attila at his worst.
Until, what’s this? It grew confused, meek, cowardly and weedy.
Your power and attention waned, then victory was speedy.
Ivy looked anxiously at Catwoman, then at Two-Face/Clayface, then at Catwoman
again, trying to reconstruct when, exactly, she lost touch with her babies in the park. A
vine slithered behind Catwoman’s boot in response to her quandary, but for a moment,
she couldn’t even remember how to call it to attack.
In the second it took her to remember, the demon started laughing.
Oh that’s rich, the goddess green would sharpen claws on a cat?
It’s she who plagues you more than I? I’m hurt, and that’s a fact.
A cursed distraction, Bat has said. It’s true, she wins that prize.
To pull your green attention from your own imminent demise.
Selina, dear, I’m not supposed to make your sweet flesh bake.
But cats may run with tails on fire, if you’re swift, you’ll make it to the lake.
With a wide sweep of his arm, he shot a vicious barrage of flame towards
Catwoman.

“NO!” Batman called out instinctively as he reached the clearing in time to see it, but
not in time to stop it. A positive wall of fire heading for Catwoman, while vines coiled
around her waist, making it all but impossible for her to escape. Clayface stretching
out his arm to form a barrier between her and the flames. Ivy trying to run, but
falling—overwhelmed by the heat or else she was having trouble breathing again—and
Hagen adjusting and reforming to shield both women in a precarious double-igloo the
instant the flames hit.
“Etrigan, stop!” Batman called, though the sound was lost in the roar of the fire and a
more human cry coming from the Hagen-clay. “Enough. You’ve done enough harm.
Blood is using you. You can’t want that.”
Etrigan stopped adding to the blaze, and as the sound dropped off, Nightwing’s
voice could be heard on the comm asking Batman’s location. He didn’t answer. He
squelched the temptation to glance at the clay mound where Catwoman was last seen,
and he stared fixedly at the demon.
“Etrigan, he’s using you,” he repeated. “Blood is using you. You can’t want that.”
The other way around, poor sod.
It’s Blood who is the sucker.
It’s been too long since I had a bod.
Now thanks to your polo chukker,
I’m free to roam, I’m free to thrash.
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Destruction like this I crave.
Since Luthor’s hatred got me hot
I saw how to misbe—
It wasn’t the first time he’d been hit by a mortal. It wasn’t the first time he’d been
impressed with Batman’s unending and untempered commitment to a fight he could
not win. The rage that first won Etrigan’s respect tore into him now—pounding,
striking, hating—a true brother demon, trapped as he had been in a prison of mortal
flesh.
Etrigan backhanded him with all the strength and power a brother demon deserved,
and Batman’s bulk went flying into the flash-fired Clayface igloo, shattering it like
broken pottery.

..:: Well that’s not good,::.. Oracle reported bluntly in Nightwing’s earpiece. ..::
Everybody but you is offline. Batman’s comm, the restricted channel I put Catwoman on for
tonight, that Nigma gizmo she had for Hagen and Dent to use isn’t ours, but I hacked it so I
could jump in as a back-up in case… in case this happened. And it’s gone too. ::..
“Acknowledged,” he said, as if it was the most routine announcement in the world.
..:: Dick, everyone’s line is dead. ::..
“Don’t panic, O. It’s the hellfire. Those things are made to survive a kiloton
explosion, but as soon as you bring a demon into the vicinity, all bets are off. That stuff
has a radius of Evil WTF, messes with everything.”
..:: Hmph. Okay, give me a minute. ::..
“Give you a minute? To counter Demon Evil What-the-Fuck that messes with
everything?”
..:: Let’s just say ‘has a radius’ and ‘all bets are off’ rang a bell.::..
She paused and ‘Wing heard the signature staccato of typing in the background. It
was a familiar sound in a crisis, but because of the dire circumstances surrounding it,
he was never able to realize the comfort it brought. When her voice started drifting off
every few words as she became more consumed with her task, and through the pause,
you heard that jittery heartbeat rat-a-tat.
..:: When I work with the Justice League, there’s often high levels of radiation from an alien
source… And that’s pretty much what we get with standard… Terran-made communication.
Can mess with anything in unpredictable ways… I’ve come up with a few tricks to counter it
and… Yep, got a location on the Batmobile auxiliary remote… So at least one thing in the
utility belt isn’t smashed to bits... ::..

Selina coughed weakly. Her head swam. After about a minute of inconsistent effort,
she succeeded in forcing her eyelids open and then wished she hadn’t. For the first
time since the Gotham Post travesty appeared, she reconsidered the merits of goggles,
as there was… dirt… or some kind of dirt-like stuff… in her eyelashes. Every few
seconds, a pebble fell on her head, either the dust settling on the collapse that brought
her here, or a warning of further collapsing still to come.
She heard a soft moan up ahead so, with a final lurching cough, she thrust her
shoulder forward as she would in a vent, gagged on the dusty-grittiness of the inhale
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that followed the cough, and lurch-coughed forward with her other shoulder. Then
she adjusted her elbows under her and did again. Lurch-cough. Lurch-cough. Until
she finally hit a reasonable person-size opening and birthed herself out into a
miniature ‘cavern’ formed by the walls of the crater Ivy’s tree-root monster had
opened, and topped by, uh…
“Holy hell, is that Clayface?” she asked, wincing up at a ‘ceiling’ with the texture of
petrified top soil but the color of their protective igloo—except for one patch where it
had the texture of human hair, and one patch where it looked like the sport coat he’d
worn as Harvey.
“Possibly,” Ivy said, pointing to the last.
“Matt?” Selina called out with a hope she didn’t feel. “Matthew?”
“Might be dead,” Ivy guessed. Her voice was soft, shell-shocked, and she spoke only
a few words at a time. “Thought about making him into pottery enough times. Didn’t
think it would work. Never considered hellfire.”
“You could try to show a little respect,” Selina said. “If he’s gone, he went saving
us.”
“This what you call ‘saved?’” Ivy said, gesturing with her hand like a game show
model presenting a showcase.
“Your green ‘babies’ made this hole. Can’t they dig us out?”
“Of course. I’ve sent out a call. A motivated tree’s roots, a determined vine, they can
get through anything. The no-longer-walking dung heap’s remains wouldn’t slow
them down.”
“And yet, here we sit,” Selina observed, looking at the walls.
“That awful yellow thing must have burned up or scared off all the babies who are
nearby. We’ll have to wait for one that’s farther off to reach us.”
“Etrigan,” Selina said absently, and when Ivy looked at her like she’d cursed, Selina
repeated it. “The yellow demon. His name is Etrigan.”
“Is there no one that hates me that you won’t make a friend of?” she asked.
“I’m not fond of Joker,” Selina answered evenly. “Honestly Pammy, very few of my
friends actually hate you. Mild dislike, indifference, yes. But Harvey’s a fan. Eddie
certainly didn’t mind you until you put him in the hospital.”
“Oh, yes, that,” she said guiltily. “How is he?”
“Bruised and pissed. He’ll recover.”
“And that fellow from the Z?”
“I don’t know. There was no update when I left the hospital.”
“Oh. And that Claire woman?”
“Ibid.”
“Damn. I liked her.”
“You have a funny way of showing it,” Selina said coldly.
“Self defense, she came at me with a knife,” Ivy replied. “It’s a new power; there are
going to be misfires. You know how it is.”
“Actually I don’t. No powers, remember? Just a way with locks and safes.”
“And Batman. If that’s not a superpower, I don’t know what would be,” Pamela
muttered. “And Bruce, let’s not forget him—Oh how is he, by the way? I mean, last I
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saw at the nightclub, there was a fire. But you’re here and not talking about ripping
my lungs out through my nose, so he must be okay, right?”
“He’ll pull through. After lots of rest.”
“Remember that time he brought me a Whitman Sampler?” Ivy said with a chuckle,
like it was a memory they would look back on with equal pleasure. “Fully greened,
goes out to get me a love token, and all he brings back is a crappy box of cheap drug
store chocolate.”
Selina stared, openmouthed.
“I mean, how do you do that?” Ivy said, oblivious to Selina’s shock. “How do you
get a guy so stuck on you that even pheromones don’t make much of a dent. And you
don’t even give up the cats. I mean look at you! Here you are, with the mask and the
ears and the claws, prowling after dark. I don’t see you pretending to care about
Oswald’s stupid bird fixation or the six hundred episodes of Law & Order that Harvey
wants to talk about. In fact, you wouldn’t would you? ‘Cat thing.’ Cats don’t.”
“Sure we do. I bet on the Harvard-Yale game with him,” Selina said. “Every year.”
“You call that a compromise?”
“They’re the Bulldogs, Pammy. In the name of friendship, I bet my hard-stolen
dollars on the Yale Bulldogs. Some years, I lose.”
Pamela chuckled, then wheezed. Let her head tip back and took a few deep breaths
through her mouth.
“Still doesn’t seem as bad as what I went through,” she said, letting a hand rest on
the dark patch of her sternum and tracing it up to her neck, touching it gingerly like a
sprained ankle.
“We’re talking about that day at the polo field, right?” Selina asked, ignoring the
floorshow. “Pretending you were interested in the Foundation’s animal shelters and
hearing about Bruce throwing Batman out of that dinner party?”
“Well that last one was sincere,” Ivy said instantly, forgetting her physical
complaints. “I mean, that is fairly spectacular, Selina. The Bat comes asking questions,
and Bruce tosses him out of the penthouse.”
“You know that’s a figure of speech, right? It doesn’t mean literally ‘off the terrace’
or anything.”
“Selina, get real. Batman came after you and Bruce threw him out? I don’t even like
men and I say that’s a keeper.”

There was blackness. Then instinct without conscious thought shook Batman’s head
a few times to clear it. He staggered to his feet, and as his vision cleared, Etrigan
grinned.
First round to me. I’d say best of three,
But you know as well as I, you’ll keep coming until you die.
Batman touched his belt, silently transmitting his location—Etrigan’s location—and
starting the first countdown. Now it all came down to position, timing, hopefully
Nightwing catching up to them at some point, and at least one of them staying
conscious.
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Catwoman arched an eyebrow, but inwardly, she thanked Bast. There wouldn’t be a
better lead-in, and they were trapped. Ivy couldn’t flee when the conversation took a
turn she didn’t like…
“Pamela, explain something to me, if you ‘don’t like men’ so much, why do you keep
hooking up with Two-Face? I mean, in the beginning, you did seduce Harvey in order
to kill him.”
“You should know, Catty. You can’t tell me your going after Bruce Wayne wasn’t
for something work-related when it started,” she said, dodging the question
reflexively.
“Assuming you’re right,” Selina said with a naughty grin, “I like men. In fact, I only
like men.”
“Yeah, only like men you meet on the job. Let’s not forget who you were stuck on
before that.” She put her hands together and flapped them like wings, adding a
squeaking noise that ended in a wheeze.
“0 for 2 changing the subject, Pammy. We’re not talking about me. We’re talking
about you and your peculiar insistence that you hate all men, when you clearly don’t.
I’m asking you to explain the glaring exception to your stated rule.”
She started to say he was the exception that proved the rule, when she remembered
Nigma. Selina knew about that little indiscretion, and only Harvey thought it took two
exceptions to prove a rule. She cursed under her breath, and Selina—taking the silence
as a scored point just like a cat—continued.
“While we’re on the subject, if men are so low on your list, why do you dress that
way? I have evening gowns that show less skin. So if it’s not for them, why do you do
it?”
Ivy’s first response was the same as for any challenge: defensive hostility. But being
trapped, she only expressed it as an angry glare.
“I wear what I like. I like my leaves. I like the way they feel, and I like looking this
way. Why should I deny myself for them?”
Selina nodded.
“So if they enjoy it, it’s no skin off your nose. If they don’t, same deal. You’re not
going to be less than you are for them.”
Pamela shook her head.
“I see what you’re getting at, Selina, but we’re not talking about clothes. People like
you when you’re being yourself. Why?”
“Not all of them. Blake, Hugo, you. I don’t give a shit. Plenty of people do like me,
why get hung up on the others.”
Ivy’s brow wrinkled like she was sure there was something wrong with the
argument (besides it coming from Selina) but couldn’t quite figure it out. Unable to
find a flaw in the logic, she said only “Hmph.” Selina continued:
“Pammy, whatever happened to you to make you like this, why do you think it came
out looking so much like Two-Face?”
“I don’t see why that man’s name keeps coming up,” she said haughtily.
“You might later. For now, humor me.”
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At first Pamela said nothing, and Selina had to be content that it was at least a
stubborn teenager silence that meant (according to Bruce’s theory, at least) the pre-Ivy
Pamela was still engaged.
“Come on,” she coaxed. “May as well pass the time. We’ve got nothing to do but
wait.”
Bit by bit, she started talking… not about the transformation, but the weeks leading
up to it. Living with Harvey during the war, a mission in Philadelphia that doubled as
a day trip with Harley, a 3AM chat… Some hard truths about the people in her life and
how they thought of her, and a series of escapades fueled by Dale Carnegie’s How to
Win Friends and Influence People.
Selina couldn’t help chuckling at the “Paperless e-edition,” which of course made Ivy
scowl. Then she laughed too, but said that was the worst part of the whole experience.
When she poked fun at herself, when she betrayed the plants she loved and belittled
their importance for the sake of making a joke. Selina began to see her remarks about
compromise and cats in another light.
“Pammy, if you’re pretending to be someone so completely not-you in order to be
liked, I don’t see how that’s any different from using the pheromones. I mean, if you
want them to like you, you have to let them see who that is, don’t you?”
“Well, obviously, yes,” Ivy snapped, angry that she hadn’t seen it that way herself.
“But if they don’t like the real me—“
“Harvey and Harley? Of course they do, where have you been?”
“—Selina, Harvey is astonished I can be rational and Harley is confused when I’m
nice!”
“Yeah,” Selina nodded. “You’re a royal bitch, Pammy. Connect the dots, they like
you anyway.”
“…”
“I think I’m getting it. I really am. Go on, Pamela. Why do you think you came out
of this looking like Two-Face?”
She sniffed dismissively.
“You know so much, why don’t you tell me,” she said—and then realized that if
Selina had a theory about her condition, it was the last thing she wanted to hear. So
she immediately held up her hand before Selina could speak.
“Okay, well, I was asleep when the transformation occurred,” she reported
objectively, like a scientist. “I presumably rolled onto one side, and all of the…
catalytic, green-making… stuff, was heavier and therefore succumbed to gravity and
settled on my left side.”
Selina pretended to scratch her head.
“That’s semi-plausible,” she admitted. “But then, what was it you said about Harvey
before, up above?”
Ivy smirked.
“Didn’t know that, eh? Yeah, he thinks that he’s got you all fooled, that he’s faking
being better and is really the same old Two-Face again. Doesn’t even notice that he
speaks in one voice now. Oh he still says ‘we’ and ‘us’ and flips the coin when he
remembers, but it’s… I don’t know, it’s different. And he kisses like… never mind,
that’s personal. Forget I said that.”
“Y-yeah,” Selina said awkwardly. “I actually meant the rot—”
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“He’s an idiot, you know. I know people say that about Bruce, but they have no
idea. He's like a carnation and Harvey’s the Youtan Poluo of idiocy.”
“R-right. I meant what you said about flies and rotting meat.”
“Oh, that,” Ivy said with a patronizing sigh. “Spontaneous generation, a fallacy
borne of the ancient world’s misinterpreting what they saw in nature. They saw flies
buzzing around dead animals all the time and with no concept of maggots or larvae,
they figured the flies sprouted from the carcass. Today we know better. You’ve got to
have the genetic material to make baby-fly.”
“So the fallacy is that this totally foreign thing can sprout from inert matter.”
“Correct.”
“In Harvey’s case, even in a basically good man who fought crime though the
system, you’ve got to have the genetic material to make ‘baby-rogue.’” Selina said like
a pupil still struggling with the concept.
“Exactly!” Ivy said, pleased with an apt student who was trying so hard. “A fact
he’s going to have to face up to at some point, even though it means Two-Face isn’t
something that was done to him. It was him, everything he did was a choice, and he’s
no better than the rest of us.”
Selina let the words sit there, fermenting in the silence for almost ten seconds. Then
she said:
“And you’re no worse. Pammy, whatever happened to you didn’t spout from a
valium, a glass of wine and a chat with Mrs. Ashton-Larraby. You came out looking
like Two-Face. I have to think there’s a reason for that, and I can’t get past all those
things you said about him.”
“Pulling one over on the Capes and the Straights? I don’t think so,” Pamela said
dismissively.
“A confused mess,” Selina quoted. “Pammy, with all you’ve said about what you’ve
been going through—and thank you for leaving Bruce and I out of it, I don’t think I
want to know how we fit in, but I know this: Spontaneous generation is a fallacy. TwoFace didn’t just spring out of Harvey Dent, and that marginally rational adult I’ve
glimpsed on occasion didn’t sprout from thin air either. You’ve got it in you, Pammy,
without compromising on absolutely everything you care about. You’ve got a choice
as much as Harvey does.”
Ivy stared, and another light rain of dust and pebbles began to sprinkle down on
them as the rescue plants made their way through the wall.
“You want it to be simple, don’t you? Like you’re some penny dreadful Jekyll and
Hyde thing? The dumbest soap opera cliché of a split personality? ‘Pamela’ who has
nothing to do with plants or Gaia or Batman. And Goddess Greenleaf who can’t have
nightmares.”
“You have no idea what you’re talking about,” Ivy seethed.
“Oh I do on that part. Etrigan got in my head earlier tonight, I recognize the signs.
Pammy, I don’t think there’s anything wrong in trying to make your life better beyond
the plants. I do think that’s where Etrigan gets at us, where a lot of things get us.
That’s where we can be hurt. ‘Goddess’ doesn’t have vulnerabilities. It’s Pam who
can't sleep and feels lonely and gets hung up on something Harley said when you just
wanted to have a nice afternoon together, am I right?”
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“No, you’re not,” Pamela lied.
“Pam is vulnerable, and that’s why goddess is so appealing,” Selina said as if Ivy
had confirmed, rather than denied her previous statements. “Except it’s no way to
live.”
There was real anger under the last words, which broke through Ivy’s denial. There
was a blaze of poisonous anger in Selina’s eyes that burned right through the cocoon of
denial and rationalization. For her part, Selina saw Bruce—the idiots who knew the
truth but declared ‘Bruce Wayne is the mask,’ and the man himself who resisted the
happiness she offered for so many years with just this sort of compartmentalized
bullshit.
“It's not being alive, Pammy. Giving your whole life to the mission to save the weeds
is actually a tremendous act of cowardice. So put on your big girl panties and join the
human race, or that not being alive part is going to be more than a snappy turn of
phrase.”
“What in Gaia’s name are you talking about?”
“Have you noticed you’re not breathing so well?” Selina said archly. “Because
everyone else has. All the witness statements mention it.”
Ivy started to speak but stopped, apparently not liking the words that were about to
come out.
Another drizzle of dirt and pebbles rained down, and she tried again.
“My attempts to ‘join the human race’ have never ended well,” she said quietly—and
suddenly the adolescent tone made sense. It was suddenly very clear to Selina that
Bruce’s idea of a Pre-Ivy Pamela had let less to do with her pheromones or skin tone
and more to do with the original fork in the road, focusing on plants because people
were just too hard.
“Screw-ups do go with it,” she said in the tone she’d use with Cassie. “People are
not as predictable as rhododendrons, and we all get it wrong more often than we get it
right, Pammy. But finance 101: if you can't lose, you can't win. The payoff for a person
on those days you win is beyond the dreams of any plant-goddess. Have you noticed
you’re not breathing so well?”
Ivy played with a leaf at the top of her bustier, teasing it with her finger as if it were
a kitten. Selina scowled.
“The fact is, you don’t have a split personality with dominant ‘Darth Ivy’ in control.
I know you want everything to be simple and make sense. ‘Men Bad’ not ‘All men
except Harvey, and Eddie on a good day, and he’s not for me but that Bruce Wayne is a
keeper.’ That’s life, Pammy. It’s confusing and contradictory. And there aren’t a lot of
shortcuts for the lazy. Have you noticed you’re not breathing so well?”
“I’ve noticed,” she said, bitterness seething under each word. “The nightclub wasn’t
so bad. Walk to the park wasn’t great, but it certainly didn’t kill me. Then I had some
nightmares and, goddess, it was like fear gas and Red Bull.”
“You need help, Pammy. You’re a botanist, you know how plants work, you must
realize what’s happening. Half of you is poisoning the other half, which in my opinion
is taking the theme too far.”
“If I agreed with your presumptuous, non-medical opinion, so what? I didn’t make
this happen, I can’t just click my heels together and take another valium to unmake it.”
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“Pammy, I talked to Batman earlier tonight. He’s seen video from the club. He says
there’s a process for the pre-phylloxera vines in France that would probably reverse
this. With a pure sample of uncontaminated genetic material—”
“And where do you figure we’re going to get anything uncontaminated?!” Ivy
shrieked. Selina pointed wordlessly to the right side of her face, and Ivy said “Oh.
You mean like…”
The wall behind splintered into dusty soil as one of the monster vines broke
through.

It was the fifth time Batman had engaged the demon, at the Explorer's Gate, down
the bridal path, past the Oak Bridge to Strawberry Fields... His body was paying for it
with every swing and every step. But finally—battle by battle—he and Nightwing had
maneuvered Etrigan to a spot where the protocol could be attempted. Pain tore
through his punished muscles as he summoned all his strength to push the demon
back, then braced himself for the blow that would come in the split second when he
stopped to speak instead of continuing the fight.
“We’re done,” he said—and the swat came, the fierce talons ripping into the body
armor and pushing shards of it into his chest in an excruciating repeat of the earlier
assault from shirt fibers. Batman bore it stoically, taking only a moment to catch his
breath as silent, slow-moving fingers slid a small black cylinder from his belt. “It’s
over, Etrigan.”
You give up the fight?
That doesn’t seem right.
No surrender I see in—FERNAL BLIGHT!
Endued Rama light?
A tiny dot of red now flashed under Batman’s thumb, making the rim of the cylinder
appear to glow.
“I created this system for Superman,” he said hoarsely, as nine shafts of light broke
through the clouds to surround Etrigan in a circle of thin beams that looked like
moonlight. “Networked satellites configured to bounce condensed beams of sunlight
to a given point, creating a zone of solar energy to recharge him in an emergency.”
What is this? Sons of Dis! Etrigan swore.
“Ordinary moonlight,” Batman answered calmly. “Concentrated the same way
sunlight would be, by bouncing through a system of high-powered mirrors. Special
mirrors in this case. It doesn’t make any difference to Superman that they’re made
with silver foil that’s been specially consecrated. Now that you mention it, I do believe
it was by priests of Rama in a ritual that thanked him for driving evil from the world. I
can see where that might be uncomfortable for you, Etrigan. Maybe you’d like to call it
a night. Turn the reigns back over to Jason.”
Etrigan looked hatefully at Batman, and then burst out laughing.
Now that has style. You have a brain.
A Hellish guile runs in your vein.
A pity that you dote on Good.
On Life, and Love. In truth you would,
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A godly Lord of Chaos be,
My brother, this round goes to thee.
Gone, gone, O Wait! One thing,
Before I go, one bell to ring.
Recall where Jason set me free
Endangering your bride to be.
Be sure to thank him in your style
And give my best to the Catty Kyle.
Gone, gone, O Etrigan!
And Rise once more the form of man!
The air was suddenly thin, as if for a moment the entire park was transported to the
summit of a high mountain, and then, where the demon had been, stood Jason Blood.
Batman snapped his thumb on the cylinder, sending the cut-off signal to the satellites.
Then he walked wordlessly up to Jason, made a fist, and punched him in the face.
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EPILOGUE: WHERE WE CAME FORTH
AND ONCE MORE BEHELD THE STARS
Friday
Selina said when normal people get out of the hospital, they go home, get into bed,
and the person who loves them the most fluffs their pillow. Bruce was letting her do
just that and it seemed to make her very happy. They both accepted long ago that
neither of them qualified as “normal people,” but it did no harm to pretend once in a
while. This morning, it was downright pleasant. She massaged where she could,
dabbed ointment where she couldn’t, and checked the taping of his ribs more often
than necessary. She poured his tea, brought his favorite incense from the sun room
and his favorite Schubert from the study. She read to him. First Dickens, then Oracle’s
hacks of the 29th Precinct and Major Crimes reports on Dick’s Tech Integration
program for the GCPD.
He didn’t want it going on too long, however. The first time she teamed up with
Clayface to thwart Poison Ivy, it was because he had been greened. His detox was
onerous, and she’d spent far too much of the time at his bedside. He urged her to go
out, if only to breathe some non-manor air, and as soon as she did, he relocated to the
study for a conference call with Lucius.
WE stock had taken an expected tumble due to the fop sightings at Wine Riot and
Queen of the Night and an unexpected one when the news broke of the Poison Ivy
attack at the latter. The price correction was taking longer than usual, but Lucius
stressed that was due to conflicting rumors about Bruce being hospitalized and not any
inherent volatility in the stock. A public appearance, ideally with Selina and looking as
non-foppish as possible, would hasten things along.
He considered it: Catwoman told Poison Ivy that Bruce Wayne needed time and rest
to recover from his injuries. Their popping up at d’Annunzio’s would contradict that
story, though it was a minor consideration. It was unlikely Isley would be following
the news, and if she did, Catwoman had exaggerated his injuries. So what? A more
serious consideration was the extensive bruising and visible burns from Batman’s
multiple battles with Etrigan. They could have been sustained by Bruce Wayne at the
Diamond Horseshoe, but given that they were in fact sustained by Batman, it
constituted a risk that wasn’t worth taking. Particularly when they undercut the
effectiveness of the photo op. A public appearance would establish that he wasn’t in
the hospital, but he was hardly a picture of health. He made an excuse to Lucius and
moved on to the next item on the agenda.
He checked Oracle’s hospital hacks next. Lili and Lise had been taken to Gotham
Presbyterian just as he had been. As of eight this morning, they were well enough to
get themselves transferred to Hudson-Kane (how typically Lise and Lili) where they
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would be holding court in one of the luxurious Park Avenue rooms where the AshtonLarrabys of the world recovered from their tummy tucks. They were evidently being
discharged on Wednesday, as they already had their flight booked to return to
Monaco. Checking their respective Instagrams and seeing that the selfies had resumed,
he decided they were having fun and he needn’t do more than send flowers.
The same couldn’t be said for Claire Sabana, obviously, and a marked density shift
occurred as he switched to the records for Gotham General. She wasn’t clear to receive
visitors or phone calls yet, so he merely left extensive notes guaranteeing that any copayments not covered by her insurance were invoiced to him, and leaving a message
assuring her of indefinite paid medical leave for as long as she needed to claim it. He
also left Alfred’s personal line at the manor should she need anything and privately
hoped she would use it for a ride home on her release rather than have any further
contact with Jason Blood.
Sunday
Bruce twisted his back and shoulder as he climbed the stairs, sending a reassuring
throb through the muscle. When he reached the top, a deliberately staggered breath
sent a corkscrew through his diaphragm that pressed against the freshly wrapped ribs.
Alfred would never understand how pain could be a comfort, but pain like this—pain
that pulsed and stretched through his body as he climbed from the cave to the manor
and the clock passage to the bedroom—that pain meant he’d survived. It meant
Batman got the job done and Gotham was a little safer than it had been. It meant he’d
earned the day to come. Alfred just thought he was being stubborn, going down to the
med lab to have his burns checked and his ribs re-wrapped. But to Bruce, it was worth
it just for this climb back up the stairs and the ritual of throb and ache familiar after so
many patrols.
He had time before Selina got home, so he set up his tablet on the nightstand to
monitor the cave system and ping him when her car crossed onto the property. He
then set up the laptop and… Unfortunately, the paperwork confirmed last night’s
detective work: Two-Face still missing, completely off the grid. Clayface still missing,
no evidence one way or the other if he’d survived the episode in the park. It’s what
Batman determined last night, but he hadn’t told Selina, foolishly hoping the
morning’s research would turn up something new. She had four good friends outside
the family, and she’d effectively lost three. Dent missing, Hagen missing, Jason Blood
was persona non grata. That left only Nigma.
With a scowl, he pulled up the feed from the main entrance to Gotham General
Hospital and that from the elevator bay on the eighth floor. As they had every day, the
Z arrived in a pack a few minutes before visiting hours began. Friday morning they
were somber. Saturday they brought flowers and balloons. Today it looked like
virtual reality headsets, presumably charged to some villain’s lair.
A half-hour later, Doris would arrive. She would go to Nigma’s room first, of
course, though it seemed she looked in on Zed several times throughout the day. She
and the Z both stayed for hours, unlike Jason Blood who arrived promptly at eleven,
went straight to Claire’s room, and was presumably turned away because he left
almost immediately.
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Selina would arrive last naturally, having spent the morning with him, and Bruce
fast forwarded to today’s arrival. Once again, she’d stopped at Payard’s. One big bag
of éclairs for the Z, she’d spend about 15 minutes with them in Zed’s room. One small
bag for Eddie and Doris. She’d stay half an hour there and then she would leave—and
some days Doris would accompany her—to her next stop…
His lip twitched.
…an undertaking that allowed him to revisit his old methods of predicting
Catwoman targets and see if more intimate knowledge of her increased their accuracy.
Tuesday
Bruce was meditating in the sun room. It was his favorite spot to do so, even if he
was never up early enough to get the full benefit of the view when the sun peeked over
the tops of the trees, light streaming through the bay windows that took up most of the
eastern wall and bathing the room in a warm, golden glow.
He sat motionless in the lotus position, focused on a gentle line of smoke flowing
from a burning stick of incense, his mind blank until an internal timer turned his
attention to the hall. Selina would be getting home and any second now… Yes, there it
was… the distant click of her heels coming up the hall. He looked up and heard the
last steps before she appeared in the doorway, the handle of a red Crispin’s shopping
bag twined through her fingers like a loot sack and the same little smile when
Catwoman thought she’d escaped with her prize.
Bruce took it in—the smile, the stance, the apparent weight of the sack—and his lip
twitched.
“Too big for the jade cat,” he challenged in Batman’s most ominous gravel, and she
laughed.
“Dresden tea pot,” she purred.
The first day he urged her to go out instead of keeping him company, she’d gone to
an auction at Crispin’s. She’d run into Richard Flay and come home with a trio of
George II salt cellars, calling him the Social Register’s answer to Jervis.
“You passed on a jade cat and bought a teapot?” he asked skeptically.
“Already have one,” she said lightly, and Bruce scowled. “Today’s little fat cat was
Late Qing dynasty, barely over a hundred years old. Mine is Ming, a much deeper
green, and is curled up with a kitten.”
“I wasn’t aware you could have too many cats,” he said in that tone Batman used to
let you know you weren’t fooling him.
“Okay,” she said in that tone Catwoman used to acknowledge she was busted while
letting you know cats are never busted. “Truth is, it was an amulet. See the Chinese
word for cat is ‘mao’ which sounds like the word for eighty. Basically a wish—or in this
case a spell—for the wearer to live eighty years.”
“And you rightly guessed that it wasn’t a good day to bring something magical into
the house, however dubious its claim to magical properties may be.” She nodded and
he glared. “Good instinct.”
Their eyes met, and after a long, strained moment Selina said “I’m not blind, Bruce. I
see the bruising and burns from Etrigan all but vanished, no fresh scars, fiber damage
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healed without a trace. And when I massaged you this morning, I could have sworn a
few of the older scars are fading.”
“Jason Blood’s guilt,” he hissed. “He’ll never learn, none of them will ever learn.”
“It’s just a little fading,” she said half-heartedly. “Not a full, radical healing like that
time with the rune stone, right? No reason to think they’ll come back like they did
then.”
“Selina, that’s not the point,” he spat.
“I know. I get that. The point is ‘more magic.’ Or ‘more accursed magic’ if you’re
feeling colorful. I get it, Bruce. I’m just trying to make the best of it, see the bright
side. Fewer scars to explain.”
He grunted. She took out the teapot and they pretended to look it over for a few
minutes. Then they returned to the subject neither stopped thinking about.
“I have to go see him,” Selina said softly.
“Do it when I go see her,” he replied.
Thursday
Jason Blood sat in his living room, flicking his thumb listlessly against his finger in a
slow, dull rhythm, each flick producing a small blue flame from his thumbnail as if his
finger was a flint. Etrigan, endowed with a demon’s gift for being a bad winner and
bad loser simultaneously, provided percussive accompaniment that sounded like
bongo drums. He said it was the terror of the souls he’d killed when he was free. The
whore, he pointed out, was not very satisfying meat, but in her afterlife torments she
had a beat and you could dance to it.
Jason was dead to it, so much so, he didn’t hear the knock blended in among the
bongo drums. The doorbell that followed he heard but chose to ignore, until he
realized anyone other than a wizard or a thief would have been stopped at the door by
Nick and announced by a buzz of the intercom. Of those who simply bypassed the
doorman, only one would do him the courtesy of knocking when she reached the door
before letting herself in the rest of the way. And she would not wait for long.
“Coming!” he announced, sensing a lockpick was already being withdrawn from her
purse. “God help the wizard who tries to keep out a cat,” he muttered, opening the
door. He then scowled his darkest and most foreboding scowl, forgetting who he was
dealing with and who she was used to dealing with. His glower of utter hate and
menace that could turn back a ruin of kobolds merely produced a… a naughty grin.
“Let me in, I bring macaroons and some sort of mystery pastry with raspberries from
Payard,” she announced, holding up her bag.
“Odd, I didn’t think we were on speaking terms,” he said, stepping aside and
ushering her in with a flourish. “Abandon hope, all ye who enter.”
“Why don’t you lay it on a little thicker, Jason. Or better still, make us some tea for
these,” Selina said, glancing at a Grecian plate she’d picked up for him at the Boston
Museum as she handed him the bag.
“You’re aware that I predate the English preoccupation with tea,” he said
emphatically, though he took the bag before turning on his heel and heading into the
kitchen.
Since this had once been her apartment and her kitchen, Selina followed rather than
heading to the living room to wait like a proper guest.
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“Yes, I know in the Year of Our Lord five hundred and whatever it was, mum
probably gave you a nice stout ale or something for breakfast. But I also know you’ve
come around on it since then, and I gather you and Alfred nearly came to blows on the
China tea versus India debate.”
Jason muttered something about Alfred’s preference having more to do with the
brew favored by English gentleman’s clubs, which was entirely a function of 19 th
Century politics, the East India Company’s loss of the China Tea monopoly in 1833 and
not the actual taste of the tea. And as one who had actually ventured behind the famous
privacy screen to take tea with the Seventh Duchess of Bedford who started the whole
business, he could tell you that there is no comparing a delicate golden-tipped lapsang
or a beautiful aged puerh with those inky Indian brews. Selina chose not to hear,
partially out of loyalty to Alfred and partially out of politeness, since her ranting host
was reaching for a tin of one of those rare teas he was praising.
She opted for a diplomatic “Is it my imagination, or are you feeling a little better
than you were a minute ago?” while she arranged macaroons on the plate he’d handed
her.
“I suppose,” he said. “I’ve been contemplating my own stubbornness remaining in
Gotham after this episode. I know Bruce wants me gone. The only reason he doesn’t
say so to my face is he fears it would compel me to stay.”
“Jason, Bruce has strategies for everything, but when it comes to Gotham, he will tell
you if he doesn’t want you here. You don’t have to sense it, you don’t have to read
between the lines, you don’t have to guess.”
He grunted, and they took their tea and sweets into the living room. There they
chatted, munched, and made small talk until a pause descended that meant it was time
to reintroduce the topic.
“The healing was a mistake,” Selina said bluntly, and Jason looked confused. Then
he turned toward the window with a blank expression, as if straining to hear a distant
noise, and a wry smile escaped him.
“Tell Bruce he needn’t worry. The ‘price’ for that particular expense of magickal
energy has already been paid. Etrigan was under geis not to harm you, and though
you sit here now unsinged, he did violate the spirit of our agreement. You were owed
a debt, and I can only surmise, the recompense went into Bruce because that would
give you the most satisfaction.”
“Jason, magic going off by itself is how this fiasco started. Please tell me you’re
making this up!” Selina said hotly.
“I’m afraid not. Magic is power driven by will, Selina. You needn’t tell Bruce, but if
the residual powers manifested by healing him, it can only have been by your will.
Strictly speaking, I was owed a debt too. It was my bargain with Etrigan. But I am
well accustomed to channeling magicks, and I can’t do it without being aware it’s
happening. And fond as I am of you both, Bruce is hardly the person whose wounds I
would choose to heal with it.”
“Of course,” Selina said. “They were all discharged from the hospital today. I guess
your being here means that she—”
“Wants nothing further to do with me,” Jason said like a man who was used to it.
“I’ve told her my magickal practices had nothing to do with what happened to Ivy or
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Ivy’s subsequent attack on her. I think she believes me, though Etrigan assures me she
doesn’t and I don’t feel justified peaking into her mind to confirm it. It doesn’t really
matter. What she does know is I’m a wizard, which is true. That I cast a spell in her
room and subjected her to a bizarre and bewildering experience without explanation,
also true, or consideration—which is subjective in my opinion. And while she isn’t
aware of the particular details of Etrigan’s emergence, she knows something dreadful
happened in that room when the spell concluded, and that it was connected to me.”
“And it’s all too much,” Selina concluded. “Hang in there, Jason; she might come
around still.”
“Selina, you are a romantic,” Jason said despairingly.
“Only when it comes to dark and dangerous men who scowl,” she grinned.
“Is that why you’re here? Is that why you’ve forgiven me?” he asked sagely.
“Who says I have?” Selina shot back with a swift and naughty grin.
“You brought me Monsieur Peyard’s signature macaroons and raspberry torte. If
that’s not forgiveness, I should have made an enemy of you long ago.”
“You were upset,” Selina said kindly. “I got a taste of what Etrigan can do with
that. I was ready to unleash the furies when I thought Bruce was hurt.”
“He says hello,” Jason reported dutifully.
She gave her fingertip wave, and Jason looked at her seriously.
“You’re a well-read woman, Selina. I assume you know The Divine Comedy. When
Dante is touring the first circles of Hell, he has compassion for the souls he sees in
torment. He weeps for them. By the time he reaches the frozen lake, he will not even
remove the ice from their eyes so they can weep for themselves.”
“Your point?” she asked archly.
“Wickedness has a way of teaching those who do not approach it with an absolute
and uncompromising judgment to do so,” he declaimed.
“Yeah, see, I don’t see that,” Selina said in the same way she dismissed Batman’s
decrees about museum closing hours. “That was Dante’s point, I get that. But he had,
quite literally, a medieval prig’s view of sin. Jason, they come out of Hell on the far
side of the world, because God throwing Lucifer out of Heaven was supposed to have
literally pushed him all the way through the center of the Earth. That’s how Dante and
Virgil can leave Hell and come out the other side into Purgatory, where they look up at
the stars that don’t just symbolize Heaven, they’re supposed to actually BE Heaven.”
“Indeed,” Jason nodded. “The same view of the geography I was raised with.”
Selina shook her head.
“I’m not talking about geography, Jason. I’m talking about… Dante’s decision not to
help that guy with his eyes frozen over had no effect at all on the story. His journey
was only going in that one direction, to the end of Hell, out the back door into
Purgatory and on to Paradiso. And it didn’t affect the Ice-Eye guy either. He would
have had half a minute to cry before the tears froze again and then he’d be right back
where he started. Absolutely nothing is changed by Dante’s choice to be a prick.”
“A prick? That’s how you—”
“He agreed to help a man he met in the Seventh or Eighth Circle of Hell. What kind
of person did he think he was dealing with? But once he hears the particulars of the
man’s sins he decides he’s not obligated to keep his word? Pfft... Prick!”
“I see. So you will continue to exchange coy little barbs with Etrigan because?”
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“Why not? Doesn’t change anything either way. And you know, Etty and I knew
each other quite a long time before he sicked a Hell Hound on me. You did it at our
first meeting. And you sent a whole pack! Give me the rest of those macaroons back.”

Pamela belched. She glared at the repulsive little cup as if it was the steaming
medicinal tea’s fault, and steeled herself for another sip. She was uncomfortably warm
all the time now, and lifting the steaming cup to the vicinity of her head wasn’t the
pleasantest notion. But the nausea was getting better every day, and at its worst it was
better than not breathing.
She belched again and took a sip. The stuff didn’t even have the decency to taste
bad. She just hated the idea, drinking the product of those poor little leaves. Ripped
from their mother tree and sent screaming to their deaths, baking and fermenting in the
sun, and then the final indignity, their brittle little corpses steeped in scalding liquid.
She took a bigger sip and hated herself, unsure how much of that she actually believed
and how much she recited like the prayer of a religious who had long ago lost the
faith.
She looked at her reflection in the side of the mug, the closest thing she had to a
mirror, and confirmed that the green side of her face appeared to be fading. It was still
clearly a different color and shade, but the difference faded a little every day. She held
out her hand and scrutinized the fingertips. The right was still the pale orange-pink
flesh tone she was born with. Her left arm and leg, along with most of her trunk, were
wrapped in special bandages, gloves and socks meant to wean the tissue from carbon
dioxide as the genetic therapy did its work—but also, Pamela suspected, to keep her
from watching the green fade. That much she could deny them by scrutinizing the tips
of the fingers that protruded from the gloves. She could see the nails and much of the
quick already turning pink.
Her insides rumbled and she drank more tea before it could produce another belch.
She was going to wind up pink. All pink, like she used to be. No more
pheromones. No immunity from toxins. No telepathic connection to plant life. An
ordinary person. A lone ordinary woman with nothing special about her, how was she
supposed to accomplish anything now?!
She looked out the window where there were no bars. No walls around the
perimeter. A research hospital not a prison hospital. Somehow that made it worse.
The one guard they had on her was a hundred and ten pound grad student working on
a double masters.
There was a knock at the door, and her eyes shot up for the daily exchange of venom
with that patronizing doctor, condescending asshole of a nurse, or the social services
prick that called himself a liaison but was obviously an Arkham stooge, when she saw
it was none of the above.
“Bruce? What in Gaia’s name are you doing here?” she asked.
“The Foundation underwrites a lot of the research here. I thought it was time I paid
a visit,” he said with the non-foppish air he always assumed when discussing
Foundation business.
“My treatment?” she asked, pursing her lips.
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“No. Other projects,” he said gruffly. “But since I knew you were here, I thought I’d
swing by.” He rummaged in his jacket pocket as he added “I wasn’t sure about the
etiquette of cut flowers, and I know you’re not allowed live plants so…” and withdrew
a flat rectangle the size of a small chocolate box. He handed it over with finishing
school formality, and a ‘get well soon’ gesture that made Pamela plaster on a smile she
didn’t feel.
“Thank you,” she managed as she braced for the sight of another Whitman Sampler
staring up at her. Then she repeated the words as she looked down, not on a box of
drug store chocolates but a book. The simple title Bodhi under the silhouette of a tree.
“I figured you had time on your hands,” Bruce explained. “It’s, uh, a novel about a
tree on a riverbank in India where the Buddha meditated. Ultimately found
enlightenment, I think. Anyway, it’s about a tree.”
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